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GLOSSARY
DSC

Digital Selective Calling

GRP

Glass Reinforced Plastic

GPS

Global Positioning System

ILB

Inshore Lifeboat

N

Newton’s of Buoyancy

VHF

Very High Frequency

PLB

Personal Locator Beacons
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SUMMARY
1.

SUMMARY

1.1

On the 9th September 2016, the Irish Coast Guard Station (CGU) at Kilkee was
tasked by Maritime Rescue Sub-Centre (MRSC) Valentia to provide search and
rescue volunteers for a missing person at the cliffs to the southwest of the town
close to Foohagh Point. The Irish Coast Guard Station provided both cliff top
search teams and boat crew on 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th September. On the
morning of the 12th September the volunteers, from Kilkee and Doolin Coast
Guard Units (CGUs), assembled at the Coast Guard Station and resumed
operations, including a launch of the Delta Rigid Inflatable Boat (hereinafter
referred to as the Delta RIB).

1.2

At approximately 13.11 hrs on the second tasking on the 12th September, and
whilst searching a cove to the east of Foohagh Point, the Delta RIB capsized. The
three crewmembers were thrown into the water. A search and rescue (SAR)
operation commenced. One of the crewmembers was picked up by a privately
owned RIB, a second crewmember was rescued by the SAR rescue helicopter
R117. The third crewmember, the Casualty, who was a volunteer from the Doolin
CGU, was recovered by SAR rescue helicopter R115.

Note all times are local time = UTC + 1.
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2.

FACTUAL INFORMATION

2.1

Vessel Characteristics

2.1.1

The Irish Coast Guard boat at Kilkee was a Rigid Inflatable Boat (RIB) of
glassfibre reinforced plastic (GRP) material with Hypalon inflatable tubes
manufactured by Delta Power Group of the United Kingdom. The Delta RIB was
powered by twin Yamaha outboard engines rated at 115 HP each. The Delta RIB
was fitted out to Irish Coast Guard specifications. It was delivered in January
2003 with a central control console, seating in two rows of two, with a stowage
locker at the rear of the vessel (see Appendix 7.1 Vessel specification on
delivery in 2003). During its service with the Irish Coast Guard the seats were
converted to air suspension type, with additional fold down seats which could
be used as required, and the stowage locker was moved forward in front of the
centre console. Two towing poles were installed, one in the stern and one in the
bow floor area. The Delta RIB had three stainless steel petrol tanks located
under the decking. The electrical systems were 12 volt DC with batteries
charged by the engines. An ‘A’ frame was fitted over the aft end to carry
antennae, safety equipment and a manually operated self-righting bag.

2.1.2

Principal Particulars
Name:

Unnamed.

Flag:

Irish.

Port of Registry:

Unregistered.

Year and place of build:

2003, United Kingdom.

Type:

Delta Class 7.9X Range Patrol/Rescue Craft, Rigid
Inflatable Boat.

Builder:

Delta Power Group, United Kingdom.

Hull Identification Number: GB-DPS18530A303.
Construction:

GRP hull with Hypalon tubing.

Length Overall:

7.9 metre (m).

Beam:

2.5 m.

Engines:

Two Yamaha Outboard rated at 115 HP each.

Fuel:

Petrol.

Electrical:

12 volt DC, via battery bank.

Stated area of operations:

Up to six nautical miles offshore.
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Capacity:

Minimum Operational: three persons.
Optimum operational: four persons.

Casualty Capacity:

Four persons.

Weather Restrictions:

Daylight and unrestricted visibility only.
Wind up to and including 27 knots.

Area of Operations:

Significant wave height limitation 2 m.
Not permitted to operate in surf (see Appendix 7.2
Coast Guard Boat Operational Capabilities and Limits).

Navigation Aids:

Two Garmin chart plotters, linked to GPS satellite
navigation units, with chart plotters using British
Admiralty based charts and fitted with radar
capability.
Navigation lighting in accordance with the Collision
Regulations.

Communication:

Two DSC type fixed VHF radio transceivers fitted to
the vessel.
Each crewmember on board had a hand held VHF
transceiver.
Most communications were on Channels 16 and 67,
which could be recorded. There was a private Channel
P4, which was not recorded.
Some communications could also be carried on the
TETRA (Terrestrial Trunked Radio) system, again unrecorded.

Safety Equipment:

Each crewmember was equipped with:
Helly Hansen inner body suit, Helly Hansen drysuit,
Gecko marine safety helmet, Mullion Rescue 400
Seaforce Vest, comprising a 275N single chamber
inflatable lifejacket zipped onto an inherent (nominal
50 N) buoyancy foam equipment vest , personal
locator beacon (PLB), knife, kill cord, lanyard,
handheld flare and a safety line.
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Ownership:

Irish Coast Guard, transferred from Dingle CGU to
Kilkee in 2013 on formation of the Kilkee CGU.

Licencing:

Vessel unlicenced.

MMSI Number:

None assigned.
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An EA-16 D-Class lifeboat (hereinafter referred to as the D-Class), based at
Kilkee CGU, was also used in the later part of the Delta RIB crew rescue on the
12th September. The D-class is an inshore lifeboat (ILB), 4.95 m in length and
powered by a 40HP Mariner outboard motor. These fast, light inflatable boats
are suited to shallow water and confined locations close to cliffs, among rocks,
or even in caves. The operation limits of this craft are mandated for wind up
to and including Force five and significant wave height of 1.5 m (see Appendix
7.3 Coast Guard Boat Operational Capabilities and Limits). The Delta RIB and
the D-Class lifeboat should hold passenger boat licences or load line exemption
certificates.
2.2

Voyage Particulars

2.2.1

On the 12th September 2016, at approximately 10.30 hrs, the Delta RIB
departed from Kilkee Harbour, Co. Clare. There were three crewmembers on
board, two from the Kilkee CGU and one from the Doolin CGU. This tasking was
the continuation of a search operation for a person reported missing on 9th
September which was being conducted in conjunction with a Coast Guard cliff
top search team (hereinafter referred to as Team Sierra). The Delta RIB
proceeded towards Intrinsic Bay and then north of George’s Head to Chimney
Bay. To complete its search the Delta RIB entered a small cove north-east of
Foohagh Point, close to Bishop’s Island. It had been unable to do so earlier due
to tidal conditions. It had indicated to the CGU at Kilkee that it was ready to
return to base. As the RIB was travelling slowly approximately 20 m from the
shoreline and preparing to leave the area the crewmembers became aware of
a large breaking wave, directly on their starboard side. The CGU crew had no
time to take any avoiding action. The Delta RIB was struck by this breaking
wave and capsized immediately. All three crewmembers were thrown
overboard. One crewmember, using a handheld VHF transceiver, made a
‘MAYDAY’ call on Channel 16, which was received by the Kilkee CGU base who
relayed the distress message to MRSC Valentia.
In the SITREP (Situation Report) issued at 13.14 hrs on the 12th September
2016 the reported position of the capsize was 52° 40.76’N 009°39.56’W. At
16.42 hrs the position was amended to 52° 40.94’ N 009° 39.62’ W. The actual
position of the capsize was identified as 52°40.53’N 009°41.28’W by visual
observations of an eye witness and charting of the position, (see Appendix 7.4
Chart of area of incident).

2.3

Type of casualty

2.3.1

This was a very serious marine casualty. When the Delta RIB capsized all three
Coast Guard volunteer crewmembers were thrown into the water. One
crewmember was rescued by a privately owned RIB. The CGU search and
rescue helicopters R115 and R117 rescued the other two crewmembers, one of
whom subsequently died. The vessel was broken up by the surf at the base of
the cliff.
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2.4

Shore Response

2.4.1

The shore response was immediate. The Kilkee CGU alerted MRSC Valentia of the
situation. The Shannon based SAR helicopter R115 was tasked immediately upon its
crew becoming aware of what was happening. A Civil Defence team had just
arrived with a drone to assist and was operational within ten minutes. The local
fire service was also tasked to assist. The RNLI All Weather Boat was tasked from
Kilronan on the Aran Islands, and Kilrush RNLI was put on standby (later tasked). A
member of the Gardaí at Kilkee requested the owner of a private RIB to assist with
the rescue operation. The private RIB proceeded to the scene with an IRCG Deputy
Officer in Charge (DOiC) and three civilian crewmembers on board. All three had
good local knowledge of the area. The Kilkee CGU, D-Class craft was also launched
to assist.

2.4.2

All three crewmembers of the Delta RIB were recovered from the water and all
units stood down at approximately 17.25 hrs. The boat was broken up by the surf
against the cliff face and was recovered on 14th September 2016.

2.5

Tidal Conditions

2.5.1

The tidal predictions for the 12th September used by Kilkee CGU showed the
predicted tides. Kilkee CGU used Admiralty Easy Tide (a web based tidal
predication service by UK Admiralty) expressed as local time, as the source:
Low Water: 08.35 hrs
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High Water: 14.04 hrs

2.5.2

The tidal heights indicate that the tides were close to neap conditions, a tide that
occurs when the difference between high and low tide is least.

2.6

Weather Conditions

2.6.1

The Met Éireann sea area forecast issued at 06.00 hrs on the 12th September
predicted the following conditions for the area (see Appendix 7.5A Met Éireann
Forecast and Terminology). Westerly winds of Force 3 to 5 decreasing Force 2 to 4
in the afternoon. Met Éireann also issues an essential sea area forecast terminology
guide to read the sea area forecast (see Appendix 7.5A Met Éireann Forecast and
Terminology). For example, this clarifies that a swell warning means ‘When
significant swell height of greater than four metres is expected.’ Thus a ‘Nil’ under
the heading of ‘Warning of Heavy Swell’ on the sea area forecast should not be
interpreted to mean that there is no swell expected. The terminology defines
significant wave height as the average height of the highest one-third of the
waves. (It is very close to the value of wave height given when making visual
observations of wave height.)

2.6.2

The official source documentation used is the Met Éireann Sea Area Forecast for
that day (see Appendix 7.5A Met Éireann Forecast and Terminology). In addition
Windfinder, Windguru and Magic Seaweed are used to refine that forecast for the
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local area. It is unclear which sources were used for the section titled ‘Possible
Hazards and Risks?’ for the 1st launch on 12th September (see Appendix 7.6
Pre-Launch planning document for 1st launch). There are no forecast details
specified in that section for the second launch on that day (see Appendix 7.8
Pre-Launch planning document for 2nd launch).
The Windfinder output for period 12th September 2016, 01.00 hrs to 13th
September 2016, 22.00hrs is set out in Appendix 7.5B. This illustrates wave
heights initially 3.1 metres and staying above 2.0 metres throughout the period
12th Septmeber 2016.
The specific Windfinder forecast used by Kilkee Coast Guard on the day,
indicated the following sea conditions for the area:
07.00 hrs - sea 2.6 m 10.00 hrs - sea 2.4 m
13.00 hrs - sea 2.4 m (see Appendix 7.5B Windfinder Forecast)
2.6.3

The Met Éireann Weather Report for 06.00 hrs to 12.00 hrs states wind Force 3
on Beaufort scale increasing to Beaufort Force 4 (see Appendix 7.5C Met
Éireann Weather Report). Significant wave height ranged from 2.8 m to 3.3 m,
period 8 second, swell direction 250 degrees.

2.6.4

The Met Éireann Weather Report for 12.00 hrs to 18.00 hrs states wind Force
2-3 Beaufort. Sea state, significant wave height 3.0 m to 3.5 m, period 8.2
seconds. Seas overall described as rough (see Appendix 7.5C Met Éireann
Weather Report).

2.6.5

The IRCG Kilkee Boat Operations and Pre-Launch Planning document for the
12th September at 08.15 hrs, completed for the first launch, indicated that
waves of up to 3 m were expected (see Appendix 7.6 Pre Launch Planning
Document for first launch).
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3.1

The Irish Coast Guard
The Irish Coast Guard (IRCG) is a Division of the Department of Transport, Tourism
and Sport. It operates as a marine emergency service and provides a nationwide
maritime emergency organisation as well as a variety of services to shipping and
other government agencies. The IRCG has responsibility for Ireland’s national
system of marine communications, and emergency management in Ireland's
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and certain inland waterways. It is responsible for
the response to, and coordination of, maritime accidents which require Search and
Rescue and also for Counter Pollution and Ship Casualty operations. It also has
responsibility for vessel traffic monitoring.
The IRCG has three primary functions:
• Pollution prevention, casualty intervention and response;
• Search and Rescue;
• Volunteer Services and Training.

3.1.1

The current structure of the Irish Coast Guard Service was set up in 2000. The Irish
Coast Guard operates within the parameters set out by the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO), specifically the guidelines set down in the International
Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue (IAMSAR) manual volumes I, II and III.
A new issue of Volume III was published in July 2016. The IRCG Voluntary Services
and Training Coast Guard Code states the IRCG core activities are:
• To provide a national marine search and rescue response service;
• To provide a coastal and, where appropriate, cliff search and rescue service;
• To provide a post-emergency body search and recovery service and relative
liaison;
• To develop and co-ordinate an effective regime in relation to marine pollution;
• To provide a response to marine casualty incidents and to monitor/intervene in
marine salvage operations;
• To provide a safety awareness and public information service in relation to the
discharge of the functions set out above;
• To provide a maritime safety communications service;
• To provide a maritime assistance service and single point of contact to shipping,
fishing, commercial and leisure traffic.

3.1.2

10

The Director of the IRCG is supported functionally by an Assistant Director, IRCG
Managers, Operations and Training Officers and Coast Unit Sector Managers
(CUSM). The IRCG coordinates Search and Rescue (SAR) through its Maritime
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Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC) in Dublin and Maritime Rescue subcentres (MRSC) at Malin Head, Co. Donegal and Valentia Island, Co. Kerry.
Each MRCC or MRSC is responsible for SAR operations and the day to day
running of its allocated division.
3.1.3

The CUSM based in Castlebar is responsible for an area which includes Kilkee
and Doolin GCUs. When a Coastal Unit or station is tasked during an incident,
the adjacent stations are deemed to be flank stations. For Kilkee Coast Guard
Station, the flanked stations are Ballybunion and Doolin. A tasked station
would request assistance from the MRCC who would then direct a flanking
station to assist the tasked station during an incident.
Coast Guard Units are organised in the following way:
Officer in Charge (OiC):

Selected by HQ.

Deputy Officer in Charge (DOiC): Selected by HQ.

3.2

Team Leader:

Selected by OiC.

Administration Officer:

Selected by OiC.

Training Officer:

Selected by OiC.

Education Officer:

Selected by OiC.

Equipment Officer:

Selected by OiC.

Kilkee Coast Guard Station
Kilkee CGU is one of the Coastal Units operated by the Irish Coast Guard. The
unit was formed in 2013 by combining the existing CGU cliff rescue unit and
the previous locally operated marine rescue service which had operated for
approximately 30 years. Many of the original volunteers from this local marine
rescue unit were retained as volunteers by the Irish Coast Guard.
Kilkee CGU Operational Readiness Audit, carried out on 29th February 2016
certified the unit as ‘fully operational’. Both the Delta RIB and D-Class vessel
were inspected as part of an audit carried out on 3rd November 2015. This
audit stated that the Delta RIB was ‘in excellent overall condition; some
minor historic damage noted on Port side midships in way of the hull chine
and adjacent hulls action. Bilges clean and dry. Hull and fixtures and fitting
at a high standard of cleanliness. Standing rigging in good order. Overall the
vessel in excellent condition and well maintained’.

3.3

The Role of the Officer in Charge (OiC) and the Deputy Officer in Charge
(DOiC)
The OiC and the DOiC have a central role in the operation of the volunteer
Coast Guard operations and are selected by IRCG HQ. On a day to day basis
they are responsible for maintenance of equipment, training of volunteers,
keeping records and team building of the unit. When there is an incident they
11
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are required to make decisions on the effective deployment of resources
and planning the search operation. The OiC is party to the ‘Triple Lock System’of
making the decision to launch the Coast Guard Boat (CGB). OiCs are usually
drawn from current unit members. Members are advised of an available post and
the applicants are selected after interviews. On appointment there is informal
training on IRCG administration procedures.
The Irish Coast Guard Boat Operations Manual states that:
‘The OiC, in consultation with the designated Boat Cox, is responsible for
considering the capabilities of the CGB in relation to operating conditions and
probable tasks to be encountered prior to designation.
‘The OiC, in consultation with the designated Boat Cox, is responsible for
considering the capabilities of the crew prior to designating roles of operation.’
On the evening of 9th September 2016, the Voluntary Services and Training
(VS&T) Manager from headquarters travelled to Kilkee and announced at a
meeting with volunteers at the Kilkee Coast Guard Station that the OiC was
being replaced. The DOiC was to be appointed interim OiC until a permanent
replacement was appointed. The impending changes were deferred to give
Headquarters time to advise MRSC Valentia (Coast Guard Radio Station for the
area) of the personnel changes. The appointment of the DOiC as interim OiC was
scheduled to happen on the 12th September 2016. For the avoidance of doubt,
in the remainder of this document and during the period covered by this report
the OiC and the DOiC were the incumbent post holders.
3.4

The Role of the Coxswain
The coxswain (Boat Cox) is the person who commands the Coast Guard Boat
(CGB) and is normally helmsman of the boat. The boat cox is party to the ‘Triple
Lock System’ which decides to launch the CGB. The boat cox makes the
operational decisions when the boat is on the water. In addition to the basic
requirements to navigate and handle the boat, the boat cox also needs intimate
local knowledge of the coastline around which the boat operates. The basic
knowledge in boat handling and navigation is covered by the training provided
by the IRCG. The local knowledge of the coastline is usually covered by the fact
that the boat cox is involved with local fishing or water sport activities. This
type of information is imparted by discussion between the boat cox and crew. It
is part of local CGU training, where dangerous areas of coastline are identified
and navigational strategies developed to use when navigating them.
The Irish Coast Guard Boat Operations Manual states that:
‘The designated Boat Cox, in consultation with the CGB crew, is responsible for
considering capabilities of the crew prior to allocating tasks during an
operation.’

12
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The Boat Cox of the Delta RIB at the time of the incident was qualified in
accordance with the requirements of IRCG.
3.5

Triple Lock System
The Irish Coast Guard Boat Operations Manual describes the pre-launch
procedure which must take place before every launch. Part of this procedure
is the ‘triple lock system’ described in the manual as:
‘A triple lock pre-launch decision making process must be adhered to every
time a CGB is launched, whether for a response or routine operation.
This triple lock process involves the:
• Rescue Co-ordination Centre.
• OiC (or authorised representative).
• Designated Boat Cox.
The CGB may only be launched if approval is obtained from all three
parties.’ (see Appendix 7.7 Triple Lock System).

3.6

Training
Boat crewmembers were given training under the National Powerboat Scheme
to the level of Advanced Powerboat Certificate. In 2013, the Irish Coast Guard
commenced further training in SAR for boat coxswains. The records provided
show that the two Kilkee crewmembers involved in the incident had
completed Basic SAR skills and coaching. There were no records of SAR
training provided for the Casualty. In addition, all crewmembers are required
to attend unit training sessions on a regular basis.

3.6.1

The Coast Guard provides a Personal Survival Training and RIB capsize course.
This is a bespoke course for the IRCG using the equipment provided by IRCG.
The trainees use IRCG Personal Floatation Devices (PFD), drysuits and helmets
during the course. The three crewmembers in the Delta RIB at the time of the
incident had all attended this course. Of the three only one had attended
using the current issue drysuit and survival equipment.

3.7

Radios
The Delta RIB had two VHF transceivers fitted to the centre console. One was
set to Channel 16 and the other to Channel 67. Evidence from crewmembers
states that there had been difficulties with the on board radio which had
been preset to Channel 16. Because of this, one crewmember had her
personal hand held radio locked to Channel 16.
Due to the localised transmitting capabilities of these hand held radios, only
Kilkee Coast Guard station could converse with them on this frequency.
Subsequent information was relayed by telephone from Kilkee to Valentia.
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INCIDENT CHRONOLOGY
3.8

9th September 2016
At approximately 23.00 hrs on Friday 9th September 2016, the Kilkee unit was
paged requesting assistance in the search for a missing person in the Kilkee area.
Kilkee CGU and Coast Guard helicopter R115 were tasked. The parameters of the
search area were the bay north of George’s Head to Foohagh Point. The DOiC
was in command. Only a land search on the cliff top took place that evening.
Search operations were stood down for the night at 02.00 hrs.

3.9

10th September 2016
On Saturday 10th September 2016 the CGU operation resumed at approximately
06.30 hrs with a cliff top search. This involved three teams from Kilkee CGU with
the DOiC in command. Following sightings of objects in the water offshore, the
operation was re-assessed at the CGU base. The Delta RIB crew was gathered
and the boat was launched at 09.30 hrs. Kilkee CGU was assisted by R115, Doolin
CGU and the Civil Defence drone in the morning. The Delta RIB was retrieved
and re-launched a second time later on 10th September 2016. The OiC arrived
at the station at approximately 12.00 hrs and was briefed on the ongoing
situation. It was noted that the operation of depth sounder on the Delta RIB was
‘intermittent’.

3.10

11th September 2016
The CGU operation during Sunday the 11th comprised a further cliff top search
and the launch of the Delta RIB on two occasions. Neither the OiC nor the DOiC
were in attendance for the first boat launch and the most senior member in the
station was in command of the CGU for the period. The OiC was in attendance
at the station prior to the second launch. The search focused on the area
between Chimney Bay, north of George’s Head, and south of Bishop’s Island,
which is to the south of Kilkee. It was noted after both launches that the radio
scanning and the depth sounder were “acting up”. On the 11th September 2016,
at approximately 17.57 hrs, personnel were sent a text by the OiC requesting
them to assemble at the station for 06.45 hrs on 12th September 2016.

3.11

12th September 2016
On Monday the 12th September 2016 both land and boat crews gathered to
commence searches. The DOiC was in command. The day’s plans were discussed
between the station and MRSC Valentia. MRSC Valentia was requested to ask for
assistance from the Doolin Station, due to a shortage of available suitably
qualified boat crew.

14
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For the first launch of the Delta RIB, the ‘Triple Lock System’ was completed
using the IRCG Boat Operations and Pre Launch Planning Form (see Appendix 7.6
Pre-Launch Planning document). The planning focused on the prevailing weather
forecasts. The official weather forecast used is the Met Éireann forecast. In
addition Windfinder, Windguru and Magic Seaweed are used by the Coast Guard
to refine that forecast. The information contained within the ‘weather/sea
state’ section is taken from the Met Éireann Sea Area Forecast, which should be
read in conjunction with the Met Éireann Sea Area Forecast terminology (see
Appendix 7.5A). The wave height in ‘Possible hazards and risks’ states ‘waves up
to 3 metres this evening’. This information is not contained in any of the
weather forecast sources that appear to have been used. The times do not
reflect the pre-launch planning period. The wave height is included in the
‘possible hazards and risks’ section rather than the ‘weather/sea state’ section.
There were no records of visual observations of sea conditions in the proposed
search area.
The forecasts in Appendix 7.5A and 7.5B were as follows:Met Éireann: Winds - Westerly 3 to 5, decreasing in afternoon from 2 to 4
Wind Finder:

Time

07:00

10:00

13:00

Av wind speed Kts

11

9

8

Gusts kts

16

13

9

2.6m

2.4m

2.4m

wave height m
3.11.1

The operational limits for the Delta RIB are set out in the Irish Coast Guard Boat
Operations manual. In brief this states that the limits were daylight and
unrestricted visibility only, wind up to and including Force 6/27 kts and
significant wave height of 2 m. Maximum distance from coastline is six nautical
miles. This boat was not permitted to operate in surf.
The following faults were present in the Delta RIB prior to the first launch on
12th September 2016:
• Radar was not operational;
• There was water ingress into the GRP hull during operations;
• There was air leaking from the air suspension in starboard aft seat C3. The
seat was taped off and not in use.
On return from the first launch the coxswain reported the following additional
faults:
• The echo sounder was not operational;
• One fixed VHF transceiver was not operational.
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3.11.2

The second launch at approximately 10.30 hrs, with a crew of three, the Boat
Cox, a second Cox and one crewmember (the Casualty), appears to have been
authorised with less formality, discussion and risk assessment. The IRCG Boat
Operations and Pre Launch Planning Form for the previous launch appears to
have been used again with the notation ‘continued from this morning’ in the top
right hand corner. There were no records of visual observations of sea conditions
in the proposed search area. This implies that consensus had been reached that
the first launch had not encountered any problems and that wind and sea
conditions were the same.

3.11.3

It could not be determined whether any consideration was given to terminate the
search operation at any point over the weekend. Irish Coast Guard SAR Emergency Checklist contains search termination criteria for the guidance of
operational crews (see Appendix 7.9 Irish Coast Guard SAR Emergency Checklist).

3.11.4

Prior to launching, one crewmember had her personal handheld VHF secured to
the upper part of her PFD, locked to Channel 16, close to her ear to provide the
second VHF cover. This was the crewmember who issued the ‘MAYDAY’ call on
Channel 16 following the capsize of the Delta RIB.

3.11.5

The transcript of radio traffic shows radio communication problems between
MRSC, Valentia and the Delta RIB. At times it was necessary for the Kilkee Base
to relay communications between the Coastal Radio Station and the Delta RIB.
This was due to line of sight and distance issues for VHF radio communications.

3.11.6

The last radio communications between Team Sierra, the clifftop CGU team, and
the Delta RIB was at 11.56 hrs. At 12.20 hrs the Delta RIB reported to Kilkee
Station that it was just south of Bishop’s Island. At 12.37 hrs it reported it was
heading back to Chimney Bay, north of St. George’s Head. At 13.06 hrs the CGB
reported “we are just off the back of the Pollack Holes. We will just do one
search around underneath the shelter and we will head in”. At 13.11 hrs a
‘MAYDAY’ call was picked up by the Kilkee Base. The call was made by one of the
crew using her hand-held radio on Channel 16. This call was not picked up by
MRSC, Valentia. A member of the public phoned the Kilkee Station and reported
an incident involving the Delta RIB. Kilkee station contacted MRSC Valentia on
Channel 67 and by telephone to let them know what had happened and asked
them to task the SAR helicopter. At the time both the OiC and DOiC were at the
station.

3.11.7

The Delta RIB appears to have been capsized by a large breaking wave striking
it beam on to starboard. The three crewmembers were thrown clear of the
vessel and all three crewmembers lost their helmets during the incident. The
crew were unable to conduct the Coast Guard post RIB capsize instructions due
to the severity of the incident and the conditions. A wave righted the vessel
shortly after the capsizing. The RIB’s manual self-righting system was not
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activated and subsequent inspection found the gas cylinder intact and fully
charged.
3.11.8

The second Cox managed to swim offshore. The Boat Cox was swept inshore,
into a small recess in the cliff and clung to rocks until rescued by Coast Guard
rescue helicopter R117. The third crewmember was washed inshore under the
cliff with the RIB. Civil Defence drone video footage, which commenced at 13.24
hrs, shows the third crewmember holding on to the port bow section but she was
repeatedly washed off by the waves. After approximately three minutes the
Casualty lost her grip and was next sighted lying face down in the water and
drifting freely with the seas.

3.11.9

From later inspection of the drone footage none of the PFDs had been operated
to inflate the airbladders. This was later confirmed by inspection of the PFDs.
None of the Personal Locator Beacons (PLB’s) had been activated. No hand flares
were set off.

3.11.10 At the cliff top, several teams from different emergency services had
assembled. These included Gardaí, Civil Defence and the Fire Service. There
were also onlookers on the cliff top who were not members of the emergency
services.
3.11.11 The outgoing OiC arrived at the station sometime between 12.30 hrs and 12.50
hrs on the 12th September 2016. There is conflicting evidence as to whether he
was briefed on the on-going search operation or had called to return equipment.
In and around this time the Delta RIB reported that it was heading back to
Chimney Bay and was quickly followed by the ‘MAYDAY’ call. On becoming aware
of the distress call the OiC made his way with another colleague to the cliff top
to assess the situation and took charge of the incident liaising with other
agencies and the Coast Guard helicopter. The DOiC instructed that the D Class
inshore boat be launched to assist, this was subsequently launched when
additional personnel became available a short time later.
3.11.12 At this time, a privately owned RIB was being prepared to launch with the
intention of assisting in the search. The RIB owner was asked by a member of
the Gardaí to await the arrival of the DOiC. The DOiC boarded the RIB and
departed for the scene of incident. This vessel got close enough to rescue the
second Cox who had been able to swim offshore. At approximately 13.44 hrs the
rescued second Cox was brought to the pier at Kilkee where an ambulance was
on standby to take her to hospital.
3.11.13 At 14.17 hrs Coast Guard helicopter R115 winched the Casualty out of the water
and landed on an adjacent cliff top where paramedics attended to her. They
brought the Casualty to Limerick University Hospital where she was pronounced
dead at 16.05 hrs.
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3.11.14 Following the departure of Coast Guard helicopter R115, Coast Guard helicopter
R117 continued with the rescue effort. The cliff top rescue teams, a mixture of
personnel from the different services present, abseiled down the cliff face and
managed to get a line to the Boat Cox. They were able to reassure the Boat Cox
and brief him on the situation. The Boat Cox was recovered by helicopter R117
at 17.25 hrs and brought to hospital.
POST INCIDENT CHRONOLOGY
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3.12

The post mortem report of 13th September 2016 on the deceased Crewmember
indicated the cause of death was drowning. “The skull injury might have been a
contributary factor but on its own this injury would not have been fatal”
(Autopsy report). The autopsy report conclusions are provisional at the time of
publication of this report. It is the role of the Coroner’s Office to determine the
cause of death.

3.13

The Gardaí collected equipment from the Coast Guard Station and placed it in
plastic bags, with seals attached. These were handed over to the MCIB on the
14th September 2016. The equipment and all other contents of the bags were
examined on the 3rd October 2016. On completion of the examination, the
equipment was returned to the IRCG at their depot in Ballycoolin on 13th
October 2017. At that time two lifejackets, identified as being worn by crew on
the day of the incident were inflated. Both operated and fully inflated.

3.14

Each waistcoat had a red flashing light unit, activated by immersion in water, a
GME Accusat PLB; whistle on lanyard, a kill cord, a penknife, a handheld signal
flare, a safety line with stainless steel snap-on clamps and a handheld ICOM VHF
transceiver. Of the equipment retained by the Gardaí and returned to the MCIB,
there was only one handheld VHF, which was thought to be the unit used to issue
the ‘MAYDAY’ call. PLB’s three, four, five and eight were missing. Lifejacket
eight was missing.

3.15

The safety helmets were examined. At the scene of the incident, on the 14th
September when the vessel remnants were recovered, it was noted that one
helmet had been crushed. All other helmets examined were intact, but on two
the inner air bladder was missing.

3.16

The Casualty’s drysuit was cut away by the Paramedics attending to her
immediately after the incident. The remains of this suit were later inspected by
the MCIB. It was so damaged that no conclusive determination could be made
concerning its condition prior to the incident.

3.17

After the incident the search operation was taken over by the Civil Defence. The
body of the missing person was found on the 24th September 2016.
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Search and Rescue and Recovery Operations
4.1

In Ireland the overall framework for search and rescue (SAR) is established in the
Irish National Search and Rescue Framework document which was issued by the
Minister for Transport in March 20101. This document addresses SAR but it does not
provide adequate clarity regarding rescue and recovery operations and in
particular when a search and rescue mission becomes a search and recovery
operation. The framework document does not provide any guidance on any
intermediate stages between rescue and recovery operations.

4.2

This incident occurred on the third day of an operation in respect of a person who
had been missing since 9th September. Sightings of objects in the water had led to
the launch of the CGU boats on 10th September. The likelihood of a rescue rather
than a recovery from the sea was severely reduced by the 12th September. There
seems to have been no clear analysis as to when the operation changed from
rescue to recovery or even whether it had been changed. A recovery operation
would require a commensurate analysis of the risks involved and should have
resulted in a different strategy being adopted. The teams were not provided with
adequate guidance on these considerations.

Decision to launch the Delta RIB.
4.3

The decision to launch a CGB is made by three people under the ‘Triple Lock
System’ as described in paragraph 3.5. There are four criteria which must be
satisfied as set out in Appendix 7.2. These are:
•

Daylight and unrestricted visibility only;

•

Wind up to and including force 6/27 knots;

•

Significant wave height 2 m;

•

The Boat Cox is not permitted to operate the CGB in surf.

The manner in which this is implemented is outlined in section 1, Chapter 4 of the
Irish Coast Guard Boat Operations Manual (see Appendix 7.7). The investigation
found that the pre-launch planning document for the 1st launch addressed the
visibility and wind criteria. This document also stated a possible hazard as ‘waves
up to 3m this evening’. It is unclear where this wave height information was
sourced from. Kilkee Coast Guard Station was using the Met Éireann forecast with
refinements from Windfinder but neither of these documents state this wave
height. There was no wave height indicated for this launch. The document did not
address the surf criteria. However, it is noted that the box indicating that it was
within permitted limits was ticked ‘yes’. There was no record that a visual
confirmation from the cliff tops had been made as to the swell and wave heights.
1. Link to SAR framework: www.dttas.ie/maritime/english/irish-national-maritime-search-and-rescue-sar-framework
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Thus the findings indicate that the ‘Triple Lock System’ was not adequately
adhered to before the 1st launch of the Delta RIB on the 12th September.
The pre-launch planning document for the 2nd launch at 11.30 hrs on the 12th
September has no comment on any of the four criteria mentioned above. It does
contain a note ‘continued from this morning’ in the margin. This form is not fully
filled in and the vessel to which the document refers is not identified. Thus the
findings indicate that the ‘Triple Lock System’ was not adequately adhered to
before the 2nd launch of the Delta RIB on the 12th September. There were no
records for either launch of visual observations of sea conditions in the proposed
search area.
4.4

4.5

Additional factors which do not appear to have been considered included:
•

The necessity for launching a CGB;

•

The effectiveness of the Delta RIB on a lee shore in breaking swells;

•

The operational status of the vessel and functioning of all equipment;

•

A co-ordinated plan of searching;

•

The risk of personal injury to the crew of the Delta RIB given the operational
conditions;

•

The availability of a drone as an appropriate search tool;

•

The risk of personal injury to the crew of the Delta RIB given the likelihood
of recovery rather than rescue if the missing person had been in the sea since
9th September.

The IRCG does not distinguish between ‘search and rescue’ and ‘search and
recovery’ operations and does not have a priority rating on CGB callouts. The
Search Termination Criteria Document states:
‘A SAR search should continue until the possibility of success is no longer
reasonable and all hope of rescuing survivors is past. If after consultation with
those involved, it has been determined that a further search would be of no avail,
the SMC (search mission co-ordinator) must consult the On Call Officer before
terminating the search.’

The capsize incident on the 12th September
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4.6

The incident occurred in a small cove at the base of a cliff to the north and east
of Foohagh Point. The area is covered by the chartlet as shown in Appendix 7.4.
Local knowledge is that the seabed in the area rises in sharp cliff faces rather than
a gradual shelving of the seabed. This can cause a sudden uprising in certain sea
conditions and large swells can appear as if from nowhere.

4.7

The cliffs at Foohagh Point are approximately 49 m in height above sea level. The
cove where the incident occurred shelves very steeply from 29 m to 11.6 m and
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then dries. There are numerous rocky shoals in the area, some of which dry. The
innermost part of the cove is located at 52° 40.37’N 009° 41.16’W.
4.8

Over the period of the original operation on the 12th September, the weather
conditions were not favourable with high swells and strong winds forecast. This
does not appear to have been adequately considered during the launch planning.
The wave heights, as per the Met Éireann weather report at 06.00hrs of 2.8 to 3
m swells exceeded the operational limit for the RIB which was 2 m. In addition the
internet based forecasting used by the Coast Guard unit indicated wave heights of
3.1 m and staying above 2 m until 22.00 hrs on the 13th September.

4.9

The Boat Cox lived locally and had undertaken all of the relevant training for boat
coxswain. The cove was not searched earlier in the day because there was
insufficient water due to the state of the tide. The track taken by the RIB when
traversing the cove resulted in it being placed beam on to the direction of the
swell at slow speed. The Delta RIB was brought close inshore into the breaking
waves where it capsized.

4.10

The three crewmembers lost their helmets during the capsize. The investigation
was unable to establish definitively how the helmets were lost. The security of the
helmet in use depends entirely on it being properly fitted/inflated and secured
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (see Appendix 7.10 Coast Guard
Marine Safety Helmet Fitting and Handling Instructions). The post-mortem on the
Casualty identified a trauma to the side of the head in a position which should
have been protected by the helmet.

4.11

The PFD would only support an unconscious person in a face up position when it
was fully inflated. The PFDs inflation mechanism was manual to prevent
inadvertent automatic activation. During the incident, none of the three
casualties inflated their PFDs. During post incident examinations two of the three
PDFs were activated so difficulties in activating the PFDs during the incident may
have arisen from difficulty in finding the activation toggle, or a decision by the
wearer not to inflate their device.

4.12

In this incident the crewmembers were thrown well clear of the boat during the
capsize and were some distance apart. They found themselves in heavy seas which
righted the boat again. The Boat Cox was washed inshore and clung to the rocks
until winched off by the helicopter. The second Cox swam offshore and was
rescued by boat. She had ingested water and required medical attention once
brought ashore. The Casualty was washed inshore with the boat on to a rock ledge
that was awash under the cliffs. She clung to the grab line on the port bow of the
boat, but was repeatedly washed off and went under water. After three minutes
she was washed off and did not swim back to the boat. The video footage showed
her face down with her PFD uninflated. The Casualty expended energy holding on
to the boat, would have ingested water and probably received the impact to the
head during one of the periods when she was submerged. Following the ‘MAYDAY’
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message the D-Class Coast Guard Boat was launched from Kilkee. There is no
record of any pre-launch risk assessment of the D-Class launch. This boat was
launched in similar sea and wind conditions as the Delta RIB. These conditions
were outside the operational capabilities and limits of both of these craft.
Operational Issues
4.13

The IRCG manages approximately 900 volunteers which requires dedicated
resources and systems. While not within the scope of this report, which is focused
on the capsize incident on the 12th September 2016, it is reasonable to conclude
that the capacity of the Coast Guard to manage such a large number of volunteers
places a strain on its ability to manage the day to day operations of the coastal
units.

4.14

Prior to the incident, the Irish Coast Guard had been subject of two recent
separate reports:
Value for Money Report published in 2012. This report made recommendations
with respect to human resources and training of personnel (see Appendix 7.11
Extract from Value for Money Report).

•

Report issued by Maritime SAR Limited following an incident where the Dingle
CGU RIB capsized in August 2014. This report made 20 recommendations (see
Appendix 7.12 for detail).

4.15

The investigation in 2014 did not find any formal recognition of the skills required
for OiCs and DOiCs or specific training program for these key personnel. The report
into the 2014 Dingle incident identified the high workload and responsibility of the
OiC as factors in the incident.

4.16

This current investigation found that there were management issues in the Kilkee
CGU. A number of coxswains with local knowledge had left the unit. There was no
local area Coast Unit Sector Managers (CUSM) for a period and the situation had
escalated to the point that IRCG headquarters had intervened as detailed below.

4.17

During the course of this investigation the following facts were established:

4.18
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•

•

Headquarters managers became aware of management issues at the station
and held a meeting with the volunteers in July 2016.

•

A further meeting was held at the station only hours before the first call out
on 9th September 2016. It was announced that the OiC was to step aside and
undertake another position with the IRCG. The proposed handover was
deferred until 12th September 2016 to allow for notification of the personnel
changes to MRSC Valentia and other relevant parties.

It is normal practice for a Coast Guard Unit to call for assistance from flanking
stations, through MRCC, when additional volunteers are required. Doolin
responded to this request on the 12th September, which was a Monday, a normal
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working day. The deceased crewmember was from Doolin and had brought her
drysuit and helmet with her. She was supplied with a PFD from the Kilkee station.
Safety Management and Volunteers
4.19

The IRCG consists of full time staff with headquarters in Dublin and with further
staff based in the radio centres in Valentia and Malinhead. However, in
circumstances such as those described in this report the IRCG is dependent on the
role of volunteers who are based in the 55 Coast Guard stations around the coast.
This structure of full time staff managing volunteers leads to complexity in the
overall system.

4.20

The relevant legislation in relation to safety, health and welfare at work in Ireland
is the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act, 2005. The Health and Safety
Authority is carrying out its own investigation into the incident.

4.21

An effective Safety Management System has at its core a feedback mechanism
which reviews operations and analyses them. It uses accident reports and other
non-compliances to review procedures and to constantly seek improvement. The
IRCG has experienced incidents previously and most notably a Delta RIB capsized
in Dingle on the 25th August 2014. The IRCG carried out an internal accident
investigation report, the recommendations of which are annexed to this report.
This incident in 2014 has many attributes similar to the present case and a Safety
Management System should ensure that the recommendations would be reviewed
and implemented. It is apparent that not all of the recommendations were
implemented. The IRCG needs to implement an effective and functioning Safety
Management System.

4.22

In March 2018 the International Standards Organisation (ISO) adopted the International Standard ISO 45001:2018 Occupational Health and Safety Management
Systems. The main elements of this standard are as follows:
•

Integration with other management systems;

•

Provide an integrated approach to organisational management;

•

Ensure the organisation establishes clear policies which are compatible with
the overall strategic objectives and direction of the organisation;

•

Promote continual improvement across the organisation;

•

Enable the organisation to address and manage risk in the workplace;

•

Context of the organisation;

•

Understanding the needs and expectations of the worker and other interested
parties;

•

Leadership, culture and commitment;

•

Polices linked to overall strategic objectives and direction of the organisation;

•

Participation and consultation;
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•

Risk and opportunities;

•

Performance evaluation;

•

Evaluation of compliance;

•

Management review.

Equipment and Training
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4.23

The volunteers were supplied with a safety helmet, a drysuit, an inflatable PFD
which had pockets for a handheld VHF transceiver, a flare, a Personal Locator
Beacon (PLB), a knife and a safety lifeline.

4.24

In 2013, new helmets and drysuits were provided to both Doolin and Kilkee CGUs.
There was no evidence of formal instruction or training in the use of this
equipment. Full instructions for use and care of this equipment was available to
IRCG staff and volunteers on an internal Extranet.

4.25

Each safety helmet had an inner air bladder which is designed to be inflated to
ensure a proper fit on the wearer’s head. The helmet manufacturer’s instructions
confirm that inflation of the bladder is essential to a proper fit of the helmet and
that the strap assembly must be properly secured and adjusted (see Appendix 7.10
Coast Guard fitting and handling instructions). All three crewmembers lost their
helmets when they were thrown from the Delta RIB. Two of the helmets recovered
after the incident did not have the inner air bladder. The Casualty suffered a head
injury during the incident which may have contributed to her inability to return to
the vessel after being washed away.

4.26

The Marine Safety Helmet documentation states that it complies with Publicly
Available Specification PAS 028:2002 for marine safety helmets. This specification
specifies the requirements for marine safety helmets for use by occupants of
small, fast craft. Also included in this specification are mandatory requirements
that are specific to the marine environment for the helmet to be positively
buoyant.

4.27

The inflatable PFDs that were supplied to the IRCG were Mullion ‘Rescue 400
Seaforce Vest’ model. These comprised a waistcoat type jacket with two types of
buoyancy. Non-inflated, the jacket provided 50 Newtons of buoyancy. The
standards to which the lifejackets conformed were EN ISO 12402-5 (non-inflated)
and EN ISO 12402-6 (inflated) as a Special Purpose PFD. None of the crewmembers
inflated their lifejackets for maximum buoyancy after they were thrown in the
water. A fully inflated lifejacket can adversely affect swimming and manoeuvrability and may have been a factor in the wearers’ decisions not to inflate.

4.28

All IRCG boat crew must attend the bespoke personal survival skills and capsize
course. Although all the crew had attended this course, only one of the surviving
crewmembers had done so recently using the current Personal Protective
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Equipment (PPE) and survival equipment. At present IRCG crews are required to
attend this course only once. As this is specialised training and hard to replicate
during routine training on the bases, there is a case to be made for frequent
refreshers particularly when new equipment is introduced.
Boats Used
4.29

The IRCG Delta RIB was being used to carry three volunteers in what was initially
a search and rescue operation. At no stage on the 12th September was the nature
of the mission clearly defined. The carriage of personnel on boats is regulated in
Ireland by means of the Merchant Shipping Acts. The status of the people being
carried depends on the nature of the mission. It can be considered that during a
SAR operation that all efforts must be made to save life commensurate with the
safety of the rescue boat crew. However, the IRCG boats are not vessels of
opportunity as they are dispersed throughout the coast in a planned manner to be
readily available for such uses. Therefore, they should be safe and comply with all
applicable statutory requirements.
The Merchant Shipping (Load Lines) Act, 19682 (‘The Load Lines Act’) requires all
vessels, registered or un-registered (per Section 14 of the Load Lines Act) to
comply with statutory technical requirements.
‘Section 14 (1) Subject to the next following subsection, and to any exemption
conferred by or under this Act, a ship to which this Act applies, not being a
registered ship, shall not proceed to or attempt to proceed to sea from any port
in the state unless –
(a) The information required by those rules to be provided as mentioned in
section 3 (4) of this Act is provided for the guidance of the master of the
ship in the manner determined in accordance with the rules.
(b) The ship complies with the conditions of assignment; and
(c) The ship is marked with a deck-line and with load lines in accordance
with those rules;
(d) The ship has been surveyed in accordance with the load line rules;
(2) The preceding subsection does not apply to a ship in respect of which a valid
Convention certificate is produced.
(3) If any ship proceeds or attempts to proceed to sea in contravention of the
preceding provisions of this section, the owner and master of the ship shall
each be guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding one hundred pounds and on conviction on indictment to a fine not
exceeding two hundred pounds.
(4) Any ship which in contravention as is mentioned in subsection (1) of this
section, not being a ship in respect of which a valid Convention certificate is
produced, does not comply with the conditions of assignment, then –

2. The Merchant Shipping (Load Lines) Act, 1968
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(a) If the ship is a foreign ship, section 462 of that Act shall have effect in
relation to the ship as if she were unsafe by reason of one of the matters
specified in that section.’ These requirements are set out in the Load
Line Rules3, made under the Load Lines Act.
(b) If the ship is an Irish ship, she shall be deemed to be unsafe for the
purpose of section 459 of the Merchant Shipping Act 1894, or,
The only relevant exemption to the requirement is set out in 3(f) of S.I. No.
416/2002 – Merchant Shipping (Load Lines) (Exemption) Order 20024 (as amended
by Regulation 2 in S.I. 190/2003 – Merchant Shipping (Load Lines) (Exemption)
(Amendment) Order 2003), which states: ‘vessels in respect of which passenger
boat licenses specifying the limits beyond which the vessel shall not ply are in
force and which operate solely within those limits.’ Therefore these boats should
hold passenger boat licences or load line exemption certificates. In this case, as
they were being used for search operations, they could have held passenger boat
licences. The operator's training, undertaken by the RIB Cox, does not equate to a
statutory operator's licence as required by S.I. (2005) 649 Merchant Shipping
(Passenger Boat) Regulations, 2005.
4.30

It was noted in this investigation that the fixed VHF radio installation on the Delta
RIB was not operational. The volunteers were aware of this and carried a handheld
VHF on Channel 16. However, all vessels fitted with a VHF radio installation must
hold a ship’s radio station licence and the operators must hold the appropriate
operators certificate. Additionally, the IRCG Delta RIB could have held a passenger
boat licence and this would require the radio installation to be correctly installed,
fitted and operational.

New Technologies
4.31

The decision to launch the Delta RIB and to deploy cliff teams was based on
traditional ways of carrying out search and rescue missions and recovery
operations. Using boats and teams places volunteers in hazardous situations and
requires extensive risk management and safety procedures. A fundamental tenet
of safety management systems is to seek to avoid taking a risk if possible. New
technologies such as drones may provide alternative means of searching,
particularly in recovery operations where they could be an effective way to reduce
risks to volunteers and other emergency services. In this incident, the missing
person had been reported missing from the cliffs on 9th September and the
likelihood of a rescue from the sea, rather than a recovery situation, was very
limited.

3. S.I. Load Line Rules.
4. S.I. No. 416
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Search and Rescue and Recovery Operation
5.1

The Irish National Search and Rescue Framework does not provide adequate clarity
in relation to search and recovery operations as to when a search and rescue
operation becomes a search and recovery operation or at any of the intermediate
stages.

5.2

The criteria for determining the response to recovery operations as opposed to
search and rescue and the appropriate responses were not clearly defined. This is
especially the case in incidents where search and recovery operations take place
close to cliffs and in surf conditions.

5.3

The need to deploy, and the activities to be carried out by, the cliff search teams
and boats in search and recovery operations was not adequately considered.

5.4

The use of new technologies or alternative means of carrying out search and
recovery operations was not adequately considered.

5.5

The criteria for oversight of Kilkee station to ensure that it met pre-determined
operational readiness were not established. There was no evidence of any effective
management system in place with associated oversight to ensure that it met these
criteria before the operation was tasked.

5.6

The ‘Triple Lock System’ to decide on launching a boat was not adequately set out.
Neither the roles and responsibilities, nor the acceptance criteria for launching
before each launch were adequately documented.

5.7

The Delta RIB was used outside of the IRCG’s own defined operational limits.

Delta RIB Issues
5.8

The Delta RIB was not licensed or certified in accordance with the statutory
requirements5 for the activities in which it was engaged.

5.9

The Delta RIB did not hold the required ship’s radio station licence.

5.10 The Delta RIB Boat Cox did not hold the required statutory operator’s licence. This
is a mandatory statutory qualification and is separate to any training provided by
the IRCG.
5. Load line Act. Merchant Shipping Act 1992.
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Safety Management Issues
5.11 The capsize of the Kilkee Delta RIB occurred within a wider context of safety
management in the Coast Guard as a whole. While this investigation report focuses
on the specific Kilkee Delta RIB casualty it is necessary to consider some of the
wider context within which it occurred. It is clear from the analysis that there are
a number of specific issues which contributed to the Delta RIB capsize. Each of
these issues requires to be addressed as well as addressing the overall wider
systemic issues.
5.12 The IRCG does not have an effective Safety Management System as demonstrated
by recent incidents and the resulting recommendations which remain outstanding.
5.13 On 12th September the Coast Guard Boat (CGB) was launched in conditions which
were outside the operational limits of the vessel. Insufficient consideration was
given to the necessity and effectiveness of a boat operation. There were critical
deficiencies with the boat’s communication and navigation equipment.
5.14 The IRCG did not factor in the priority nor necessity of launching a CGB for a
recovery operation in the circumstances described in this report, nor did it
consider the effectiveness of a CGB in the search.
5.16 All Coast Guard operational instructions and procedures are available to all
volunteers on the Coast Guard’s Extranet system.
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SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

The Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport should review the Irish National
Search and Rescue Framework to ensure that:

6.2

•

The criteria for determining the response to recovery operations, as opposed
to search and rescue, is clearly defined and the appropriate responses to
developments during an operation should be set out clearly.

•

The criteria for tasking and launching Coast Guard boats is reviewed and
clearly documented.

The IRCG should:
•

Ensure that the Irish National Maritime Search and Rescue Framework is
embedded in the operation of all activities within the IRCG.

•

Implement a comprehensive Safety Management System to address the safety
management issues identified in this report. This should comply with the
appropriate international standards and should address all aspects of the
management of the IRCG including volunteers, their management,
appointment and training.

•

Undertake regular audits and governance reviews of the Management System.

•

All vessels operated by the IRCG should comply with the statutory
requirements of the Merchant Shipping Acts including crew qualifications.
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SEA AREA FORECAST TERMINOLOGY
The Sea Area Forecast
The Sea Area Forecast issued by Met Éireann covers Irish Coastal Waters out to 30 nautical
miles, and also includes the Irish Sea area as shown in the map

Marine Map

The Sea Area Forecast issued by Met Éireann contains the following standard elements:

Meteorological or General Situation
A description of the meteorological situation over Ireland at the stated time and of adjacent
weather systems, e.g. depressions, anticyclones or frontal troughs, which are expected to have
an inuence on the forecast areas during the following 24 hours. Explanation of some terms
used here are:Imminent: within 6 hours
Soon: between 6 and 12 hours
Later: between 12 and 24 hours


The speed of movement of pressure and frontal systems is described as follows:Slowly: up to 15 knots
https://www.met.ie/forecasts/marine-inland-lakes/sea-area-forecast-terminology
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Steadily: 15 to 25 knots
Rather quickly: 25 to 35 knots
Rapidly: 35 to 45 knots
Very Rapidly: greater than 45knots.
The general forecast follows giving wind, weather and visibility for all coastal waters and the Irish
Sea.

Wind:
The wind strength is given in Beaufort Force (https://www.met.ie/aboutus/faq#collapsewhatisthebeaufortscale) and wind direction using the 16-point compass.

Weather:
The following are some terms used in the Forecast and coastal reports:Fine: Dry, mainly sunny day. Clear after dark.
Fair: Dry, good sunny or clear spells(cloud no more than 3 – 5 okta of medium or low cloud
or 6 – 8 okta of high cloud).
Cloudy: 6 – 8 okta of low or medium cloud.
Mist: Visibility restricted by water droplets.
Haze: Visibility restricted by dust or smoke.

Other terms such as rain or hail shower are self explanatory.

Visibility:
descriptions of visibility mean the following:Good: more than 5 nautical miles (9km)
Moderate: 2 – 5 nm (4 – 9 km)
Poor: 0.5 to 2 nm (4km)
Fog: less than 0.5 nm (1,000m)

Swell Warnings:
When signicant swell height of greater than 4 metres is expected.

Outlook:
A brief outlook is given for the 24 hours following the period covered by the forecast.
https://www.met.ie/forecasts/marine-inland-lakes/sea-area-forecast-terminology
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Coastal Reports
(from a selection of the following stations):
Malin Head
Dublin Airport
Roches Point Automatic
Valentia
Belmullet
M2 buoy
M3 buoy
M4 buoy
M5 buoy
M6 buoy
The coastal reports include:
(a) wind direction on the 16 point compass and speed in knots
(b) weather
(c) visibility in nautical miles and tenths of,
(d) pressure in hectopascals (millibars)
(e) pressure tendency, which describes the change in pressure over the past 3 hours, according
to this scale:
0.0 – 0.4hPa = steady
0.5 – 1.9hPa = rising/falling slowly
2.0 – 3.4 hPa = rising/ falling
3.5 – 5.9 hPa = rising or falling rapidly
6.0hPa or greater = rising or falling very rapidly


Sea Crossings
Wave Heights / State of Sea
The wave height is the vertical distance between the crest and the preceding or following trough.
The table below gives a description of the wave system associated with a range of Signicant
Wave heights. The Signicant wave height is dened as the average height of the highest onethird of the waves. (It is very close to the value of wave height given when making visual
observations of wave height.)
Sea State (Descriptive)

Signicant Wave Height (in metres)

Calm

0 – 0.1

Smooth(Wavelets)

0.1 – 0.5

https://www.met.ie/forecasts/marine-inland-lakes/sea-area-forecast-terminology
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Sea State (Descriptive)

Signicant Wave Height (in metres)

Slight

0.5 -1.25

Moderate

1.25 – 2.5

Rough

2.5 – 4.0

Very rough

4.0 – 6.0

High

6.0 – 9.0

Very High

9.0 – 14.0

Phenomenal

Over 14.0

Individual waves in the wave train will have heights in excess of the signicant height. The
highest wave of all will have a height about twice the signicant height.

Gale Warnings
Gale warnings are issued by Met Éireann for Irish coastal waters, which are regarded as
extending 30 miles out from the coastline, and the Irish Sea or part thereof.
Gale Warnings are issued if winds of Beaufort Force 8 are expected.
Strong Gale Warnings are issued if winds of Beaufort Force 9 or frequent gusts of at least 52
knots are expected.
Storm Force Warnings are issued if Beaufort Force 10 or frequent gusts of at least 61 knots
are expected.
Violent Storm Force Warnings are issued if Beaufort Force 11 or frequent gusts of at least 69
knots are expected.
Hurricane Force Warnings are issued if winds of greater than 64 knots are expected.

Small Craft Warnings
Small Craft Warnings are issued if winds of Beaufort Force 6 (min. mean of 22 knots) are
expected up to 10 Nautical miles offshore.

Media and Commercial Availability of Sea Area Forecasts
Sea Area Forecasts are issued and broadcast live from Met Éireann’s General Forecasting
Division on RTÉ Radio 1. Any gale warnings are also included on hourly news bulletin on RTÉ
Radio.

The Irish Coast Guard (ICG) Coast Radio Stations.
ICG Coast Radio Stations make a prior announcement of weather forecasts on Marine VHF Radio
Ch16 and then broadcast the forecast on the named relevant VHF Radio working channel. Sea
Area Forecasts are broadcast every 3 hours beginning at 0103 local time.
https://www.met.ie/forecasts/marine-inland-lakes/sea-area-forecast-terminology
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General Considerations
Safety
•
Consider balance of risks and gains to SAR Resources if the decision is taken to continue the search.
Search Planning Tools
•
Was SARMAP used to determine the search area and also to determine track spacing?
•
what was the Coverage Factor and POD for the planned / completed searches. Could they be
improved;
•
for land searches, was all information provided taken into account and was the area searched to an
acceptable standard.
Search Planning Tactics
•
how much time has elapsed;
•
what survival equipment was available;
•
could they have survived the incident and is there no longer any probability that survivors might still
be alive given temperature, wind and sea conditions prevailing since the incident occurred;
•
what is the likely condition of potential survivors taking into account existing medical conditions or
injuries - has their 'will to live' been considered;
•
what does the survivability table suggest;
•
what is the forecast for the next 12+ hours.
Media Interest
•
is there potentially adverse media interest or any particular media interest in the incident;
•
have the media / public expectations been managed;
•
has the DOT press office been involved.
Team
•
has the On Call Officer been involved. If not, contact prior to termination and are you both in
agreement regarding termination;
•
have the SAR Resources involved been consulted regarding termination;
•
is there a potential need for a Critical Incident Stress Debrief for coastguard personnel;
•
what are the wider ramifications of terminating the search e.g. political involvement, impact on the
local community.
Next of Kin Notification
•
has the NOK been given advance warning of search termination by the Incident Manager / On Call
Officer.
The above Checklists serve as an aide memoire only and must be fully understood and implemented in
accordance with IAMSAR Manual Vol. II Chap.8. and IRCG SOPs
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Incident Checklist

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
what were the facts, factors, possibilities and action plans - have these been reviewed as the
incident progressed;
•
were the proper assumptions made;
•
have all probable locations been investigated and enquiries as to the whereabouts of the
person or craft been exhausted;
•
has the probability that survivors were actually in the search area been considered - has the
area been exhaustively searched, or is it no longer possible to continue the search;
•
how good was the search effort, were you able to debrief and discuss the quality of search
with the OSC or individual search facilities. Was the search effort assessment realistic under the
circumstances;
•
was the search based on a visual search or has a detection aid / electronic aid search been
considered / executed;
•
were the appropriate assets used?
was all information re-evaluated as it came into the operations room;
were datum calculations reviewed;
how accurate was the data used e.g. tidal data, weather data, initial position, drift data;
were the search variables used appropriate. (e.g. track spacing, sweep width, navigation errors, etc);
were the scenarios used for planning purposes realistic;
if other agencies have been/are involved, what are their views on terminating the search.
Notes

Consultation
A SAR search should continue until the possibility of success is no longer reasonable and all hope of
rescuing survivors is past. If, after consultation with those involved, it has been determined that a further
search would be of no avail, the SMC must consult the On Call Officer before terminating the search.

Closing an Incident
Having taken the above into account, a brief note of significant factors that formed the decision to terminate
the search should be logged.

Restarting A Terminated Search
If new information is received, reopening a terminated search should be considered. Similarly, Searches
may have to be temporarily suspended for various reasons e.g. SAR resource exhaustion, adverse weather.
In such circumstances, the criteria above should be taken into account.
The above Checklists serve as an aide memoire only and must be fully understood and implemented in
accordance with IAMSAR Manual Vol. II Chap.8. and IRCG SOPs
'
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NATURAL JUSTICE
NATURAL JUSTICE - CORRESPONDENCE

Before publishing this Report, under Natural Justice and in accordance with Section 36 of
the Merchant Shipping (Investigation of Marine Casualties) Act, 2000, a copy of the draft
of this report was sent to persons considered by the Marine Casualty Investigation Board
(MCIB) to be adversely affected by the publishing of the report or sections of, if that
person be deceased, then such person as appeared to the Board best to represent that
person’s interest.
Responses received by the MCIB under Natural Justice are printed in Part II of this report.
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The MCIB objective in investigating a marine casualty is to determine its circumstances and its
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the future, thereby improving the safety of life at sea.
The MCIB is a non-prosecutorial body. We do not enforce laws or carry out prosecutions. It is not
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Organisation’s Casualty Investigation Code and EU Directive 2009/18/EC governing the
investigation of accidents in the maritime transport sector.
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NATURAL JUSTICE
NATURAL JUSTICE - CORRESPONDENCE RECEIVED

Section 36 of the Merchant Shipping (Investigation of Marine Casualties) Act, 2000
requires that:
“36

(1) Before publishing a report, the Board shall send a draft of the report or
sections of the draft report to any person who, in its opinion, is likely to be
adversely affected by the publishing of the report or sections or, if that person
be deceased, then such person as appears to the Board best to represent that
person’s interest.
(2) A person to whom the Board sends a draft in accordance with subsection (1)
may, within a period of 28 days commencing on the date on which the draft is
sent to the person, or such further period not exceeding 28 days, as the Board
in its absolute discretion thinks fit, submit to the Board in writing his or her
observations on the draft.
(3) A person to whom a draft has been sent in accordance with subsection (1) may
apply to the Board for an extension, in accordance with subsection (2), of the
period in which to submit his or her observations on the draft.
(4) Observations submitted to the Board in accordance with subsection (2) shall be
included in an appendix to the published report, unless the person submitting
the observations requests in writing that the observations be not published.
(5) Where observations are submitted to the Board in accordance with subsection
(2), the Board may, at its discretion (a) alter the draft before publication or decide not to do so, or
(b) include in the published report such comments on the observations as it
thinks fit.”

The Board reviews and considers all observations received whether published or not
published in the final report. When the Board considers an observation requires
amendments to the report that is stated beside the relevant observation. When the Board
is satisfied that the report has adequately addressed the issue in the observation, then
the observation is ‘Noted’ without comment or amendment. The Board may make further
amendments or observations in light of the responses from the Natural Justice process.
‘Noted’ does not mean that the Board either agrees or disagrees with the observation.

Report MCIB/266 (Part 2) published by The Marine Casualty Investigation
Board. Printed 27th November 2018.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.1
Correspondence 8.1 Correspondence from DOiC (1) and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
and refers to
paragraph 3.8.

MCIB RESPONSE:
This paragraph
refers to the
manufacturers
limitations as set
out in Appendix 7.2

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this.
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Cont.

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.1

Correspondence 8.1 Correspondence from DOiC (1) and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this.

MCIB RESPONSE:
This is explained in
the report,
paragraphs, 2.4.1,
3.11.12 and 4.12.
MCIB RESPONSE:
This is taken from
records provided to
the investigation.
MCIB RESPONSE:
This is taken from
the planning
documents at
appendices 7.6 and
7.8 .

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Conditions and
considerations are
set out in
paragraphs 2.5, 2.6,
3.11, 4.3 and 4.8.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB refers to
paragraph 3.11.6.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB refers to
documentary
evidence provided
during the course of
this investigation at
appendices 7.6 and
7.8.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.1

Cont.

Correspondence 8.1 Correspondence from DOiC (1) and MCIB response.
MCIB RESPONSE: he
MCIB notes this and
the report has been
amended see
paragraph 3.17.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The Weather reports
provided during the
course of the
investigation are
from Met Éireann.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB refers to
paragraphs 3.11 and
4.3.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this.

MCIB RESPONSE: As
stated, please refer
to Manufacturer’s
instructions which
were available on
the Extranet and are
in appendix 7.10.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2
Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.
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MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB report,
using “Coast Guard
Boat Operational
Capabilities and
Limits” documents
only refers to the
term surf. The term
surf zone is not a
relevant factor in
the operational
criteria.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 4.10
of the report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.16
of the report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 4.11
and 4.27 of the
report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
This appears to be
at variance with
your comments at
2.4.1 regarding the
Gardaí at Kilkee
being asked to
assist.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Cont.

Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.
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4-6"0&#&/#"6#*#9/."-7#93<9/E3/-(#&//(4->#=4(%#(%/#),R'#=%4.%#(""?#58*./#9"&/#(4&/#*6(/0#(%/#4-.47/-(;#!%/#
0/5"0(#*89"#6*489#("#&/-(4"-#(%*(#'H,N#&*-*>/&/-(#=/0/#&*7/#*=*0/#K#&"-(%9#504"0#("#(%/#*..47/-(#"6#4993/9#
=4(%4-#(%/#3-4(#(%*(#."387#."&50"&49/#(%/#3-4(9#*<484(+#("#0/95"-7#("#(*9?4->Z9#/66/.(4:/8+#*-7#9*6/8+;##
#
#
'-#."-.8394"-#'#6//8#(%*(#(%49#70*6(#0/5"0(#7"/9#-"(#&//(#(%/#0/E340/&/-(9#"6#(%/#),R'ZY#<04/64->1#(%*(#49#("#47/-(46+#
(%/#.*39/#"6#(%/#*..47/-(#*-7#&*?/#0/."&&/-7*(4"-9#("#50/:/-(#63(30/#7/*(%9;#!%/0/#*0/#*#-3&</0#"6#.04(4.*8#
4-*..30*.4/9#D*9#9//-#4-#&+#0/95"-9/F#=%4.%#-//7#("#</#*770/99/7#504"0#("#49934->#(%/#6388#0/5"0(;##
#
#
G4-7#H/>*0791##

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
1!

!"##$%&#

'

!"!#

C-#(%/#\(%#Y/5(/&</0#L]@K1#(%/#'049%#,"*9(#N3*07#Y(*(4"-#D,N^F#*(#G48?//#=*9#(*9?/7#<+#)*04(4&/#
H/9.3/#Y3<S,/-(0/#D)HY,F#I*8/-(4*#("#50":47/#9/*0.%#*-7#0/9.3/#:"83-(//09#6"0#*#&4994->#5/09"-#*(#(%/#
.84669#("#(%/#9"3(%=/9(# "6#(%/#("=-# .8"9/#("# 2""%*>%#_"4-(;#!%/#'049%#,"*9(# N3*07#Y(*(4"-#50":47/7#
<"(%#.8466#("5#9/*0.%#(/*&9#*-7#<"*(#.0/=#"-#\(%1#@](%1#@@(%#*-7#@L(%#Y/5(/&</0;##
()*+,-./'012*3,14'2)156'31'74128+16'91,43'413':11;*<;'=$>>64?,@'AB'

MCIB RESPONSE:
Location has been
charted in
accordance with
witness statements.
The incident
occured within
visual range of on
lookers. See
Appendix 7. 4 of the
report.

()*+,-./'C1'D1*3'2+6E'F56?'14'3;6'G3;''
#

C-#(%/#&"0-4->#"6#(%/# @L(%#Y/5(/&</0#(%/#:"83-(//091#60"&# G48?//#*-7#J""84-#,"*9(#N3*07# ^-4(9#
D,N^9F1#*99/&<8/7#*(#(%/# ,"*9(# N3*07#Y(*(4"-#*-7# 0/93&/7# "5/0*(4"-91#4-.8374->#*# 8*3-.%#"6#(%/#
J/8(*# H4>47#'-68*(*<8/#R"*(#D%/0/4-*6(/0#0/6/00/7#("#*9#(%/#J/8(*#H'RF;#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.8
of the report.

#
!"$#

P(# *550"M4&*(/8+# @T;@@#%09#"-#(%/#9/."-7#(*9?4->#"-#(%/# @L(%#Y/5(/&</0# *-7# =%489(#9/*0.%4->#*#
.":/#("#(%/#/*9(#"6#2""%*>%#_"4-(1#(%/#J/8(*#H'R#.*594O/7;#!%/#(%0//#.0/=&/&</09#=/0/#(%0"=-#4-("#
(%/#=*(/0;#P#9/*0.%#*-7#0/9.3/#"5/0*(4"-#DYPHF#."&&/-./7;##C-/#"6#(%/#.0/=&/&</09#=*9#54.?/7#35#
<+#*#504:*(/8+#"=-/7#H'R1#*#9/."-7#.0/=&/&</0#=*9#0/9.3/7#<+#(%/#YPH#H/9.3/#%/84."5(/0#H@@W;#!%/#
(%407#.0/=&/&</01#(%/#,*93*8(+1#=%"#=*9#*#:"83-(//0#60"&#(%/#J""84-#,N^1#=*9#0/.":/0/7#<+#*#YPH#
H/9.3/#%/84."5(/0#H@@V;#

#
C136H''' :1+'3;6'>F+>1565'1-'3;,5'%6>1+3'*))'3,I65'*+6'012*)'3,I6J#
'
'
'
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Cont.

Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

"!

:$(K"$0'LC:M%#$KLMC#

'

$"!#

N6556)'(;*+*236+,53,25#

'
'
$"!"!# !%/#'049%#,"*9(#N3*07#<"*(#*(#G48?//#=*9#*#H4>47#'-68*(*<8/#R"*(#DH'RF#"6#>8*9964<0/#0/4-6"0./7#58*9(4.#

DNH_F#&*(/04*8#=4(%#[+5*8"-#4-68*(*<8/#(3</9#&*-36*.(30/7#<+#J/8(*#_"=/0#N0"35#"6#(%/#^-4(/7#
G4->7"&;# !%/#J/8(*#H'R#=*9#5"=/0/7#<+#(=4-#`*&*%*#"3(<"*07#/->4-/9#0*(/7#*(#@@V#[_#/*.%;#!%/#
J/8(*#H'R#=*9#64((/7#"3(#("#'049%#,"*9(#N3*07#95/.464.*(4"-9;#'(#=*9#7/84:/0/7#4-#a*-3*0+#L]]T#=4(%#*#
./-(0*8#."-(0"8#."-9"8/1#9/*(4->#4-#(="#0"=9#"6#(="1#=4(%#*#9("=*>/#8".?/0#*(#(%/#0/*0#"6#(%/#:/99/8#
D9//#P55/-74M#W;@#I/99/8#95/.464.*(4"-#"-#7/84:/0+#4-#L]]TF;#J304->#4(9#9/0:4./#=4(%#(%/#'049%#,"*9(#
N3*07#(%/#9/*(9#=/0/#."-:/0(/7#("#*40#9395/-94"-#(+5/1#=4(%#*774(4"-*8#6"87#7"=-#9/*(9# =%4.%#
."387#</#39/7#*9#0/E340/71#*-7#(%/#9("=*>/#8".?/0#=*9#&":/7#6"0=*07#4-#60"-(#"6#(%/#./-(0/#
."-9"8/;# !="#("=4->#5"8/9#=/0/#4-9(*88/71#"-/#4-#(%/#9(/0-#*-7# "-/#4-#(%/#<"=#68""0#*0/*;#!%/#
J/8(*#H'R#%*7#(%0//#9(*4-8/99#9(//8#5/(0"8#(*-?9#8".*(/7#3-7/0#(%/#7/.?4->;#!%/#/8/.(04.*8#9+9(/&9#
=/0/#@L#:"8(#J,#=4(%#<*((/04/9#.%*0>/7#<+#(%/#/->4-/9;# P-#bPb#60*&/#=*9#64((/7#":/0#(%/#*6(#/-7#("#
.*00+#*-(/--*/1#9*6/(+#/E345&/-(#*-7#*#&*-3*88+#"5/0*(/7#9/86S04>%(4->#<*>;#
"#$#"! 9+,42,>*)'9*+3,2F)*+5'

c*&/#

#

#

#

^--*&/7#

28*>d##

#

#

#

'049%#

_"0(#"6#H/>49(0+d## #

#

^-0/>49(/0/7#

`/*0#*-7#58*./#"6#<3487d## #

L]]T1#^-4(/7# G4->7"&;#

!+5/d#

#

#

#

J/8(*#,8*99#W;\e#H*->/#_*(0"8UH/9.3/#,0*6(1#H4>47#'-68*(*<8/#<"*(;##

R3487/0d#

#

#

#

[388#'7/-(464.*(4"-#c3&</0d#
,"-9(03.(4"-d###

J/8(*#_"=/0#N0"351#^-4(/7#G4->7"&;#
NRSJ_Y@AVT]PT]T#

#

#

NH_#%388#=4(%#[+5*8"-#(3<4->;#

f/->(%#C:/0*88d# #

#

W;\#&/(0/#D&F;#

R/*&d#

#

#

#

L;V#&;#

B->4-/9d#

#

#

#

!="#`*&*%*#C3(<"*07#0*(/7#*(#@@V#[_#/*.%;#

23/8d#

#

#

#

_/(0"8;#

B8/.(04.*8d#

#

#

#

@L#:"8(#J,1#:4*#<*((/0+#<*-?;#

Y(*(/7#P0/*#"6#"5/0*(4"-9d#

^5#("#94M# -*3(4.*8#&48/9#"669%"0/;#

,*5*.4(+d#

#

#

#

)4-4&3&# C5/0*(4"-*8d#

(%0//#5/09"-9;#

#

#

#

#

C5(4&3&#"5/0*(4"-*8d#

6"30#5/09"-9;#

#

#

#

#

,*93*8(+#,*5*.4(+d#

6"30#5/09"-9;#

#

J*+84>%(#*-7#3-0/9(04.(/7#:494<484(+#"-8+;#

$/*(%/0#H/9(04.(4"-9d#

#

()*+,-.'O6)3*'%LP';*5'D664'F56?'14'4,<;3'1>6+*3,145'*4?'>*+3,2,>*3,14',4'
4,<;3'3,I6'1>6+*3,145',5'I*4?*31+.'-1+'$?Q*426?'91E6+D1*3'K+*,4,4<J''
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MCIB RESPONSE:
Please see Appendix
7.2 of the report
“Coast Guard Boat
Operational
Capabilities and
Limits”

Cont.

CORRESPONDENCE
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

'

'

'

'

$4-7#35#("#*-7#4-.8374->#LW#G-"(9##

#

#

#

#

'

#

Y4>-464.*-(#=*:/#%/4>%(#84&4(*(4"-#L#&;#

'
P0/*#"6#C5/0*(4"-9d#
#

#

#

#

c"(# 5/0&4((/7# ("# "5/0*(/# 4-#9306# D9//# P55/-74M# W;L#,"*9(# N3*07# #

#

#

#

#

R"*(#C5/0*(4"-*8#,*5*<484(4/9#*-7#f4&4(9F;#

#

'

c*:4>*(4"-#P479d# #

#

!="#N*0&4-#.%*0(#58"((/091#84-?/7#("#N_Y#9*(/884(/#

#

#

#

#

-*:4>*(4"-#3-4(91#=4(%#.%*0(#58"((/09#394->#R04(49%#P7&40*8(+##

#

#

#

#

<*9/7#.%*0(9#*-7#64((/7#=4(%#0*7*0#.*5*<484(+;#

#

#

#

#

c*:4>*(4"-#84>%(4->#4-#*.."07*-./#=4(%#(%/#,"88494"-#H/>38*(4"-9;#

,"&&3-4.*(4"-d# #

#

!="#JY,#(+5/#64M/7#I[2#0*74"#(0*-9./4:/09#64((/7#("#(%/#:/99/8;#

#

#

#

#

B*.%#.0/=&/&</0#"-#<"*07#%*7#*#%*-7#%/87#I[2#(0*-9./4:/0;#

#

#

#

#

)"9(#."&&3-4.*(4"-9#=/0/#"-#,%*--/89#@K#*-7#KW1#=%4.%#."387#

#

#

#

#

</#0/."07/7;#!%/0/#=*9#504:*(/#,%*--/8#_g1#=%4.%#=*9#-"(#

#

#

#

#

0/."07/7;#

#

#

#

#

Y"&/#."&&3-4.*(4"-9#."387#*89"#</#.*004/7#"-#(%/#!B!HP##

#

#

#

#

D!/00/9(04*8#!03-?/7#H*74"F#9+9(/&1#*>*4-#3-S0/."07/7;#

#

#

#

#

()*+,-./'C1'KRK%$'14'O6)3*'%LPS'"4,3'KRK%$';6)?'D.'M,('

Y*6/(+#BE345&/-(d#

#

B*.%#.0/=&/&</0#=*9#/E3455/7#=4(%d#

#

#

#

#

[/88+#[*-9/-#4--/0#<"7+#934(1#[/88+#[*-9/-#70+934(1#N/.?"#&*04-/#

#

#

#

#

9*6/(+#%/8&/(1#)3884"-#H/9.3/#g]]#Y/*6"0./#I/9(1#."&50494->#*#

#

#

#

#

LWVc#94->8/#.%*&</0#4-68*(*<8/#846/Q*.?/(#O455/7#"-("#*-#4-%/0/-(#

#

#

#

#

D-"&4-*8#V]#cF#<3"+*-.+#6"*&#/E345&/-(#:/9(1#5/09"-*8#8".*("0#

#

#

#

#

</*."-#D_fRF1#?-46/1#?488#."071#8*-+*071#%*-7%/87#68*0/#*-7#*#9*6/(+#

#

#

#

#

84-/;#

C=-/09%45d# #

#

#

'049%#,"*9(#N3*071#(0*-96/00/7#60"&#J4->8/#,N^#("#G48?//#4-#L]@T#

#

#

#

#

"-#6"0&*(4"-#"6#(%/#G48?//#,N^;#

#

# #

#

#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

#

#

#
f4./-.4->d#

#

#

I/99/8#3-S84./-./7;#

))Y'#c3&</0d## #

#

c"-/#*994>-/7;#

# #

#

#

#

#

#
#

#
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

P-#BPS@K#JS,8*99#846/<"*(#D%/0/4-*6(/0#0/6/00/7#("#*9#(%/#JS,8*99F1#<*9/7#*(#G48?//#,N^1#=*9#*89"#
39/7#4-#(%/#8*(/0#5*0(#"6#(%/#J/8(*#H'R#.0/=#0/9.3/#"-#(%/#@L(%#"6#Y/5(/&</0;###!%/#JS.8*99#49#*-#
4-9%"0/#846/<"*(#D'fRF1#g;\V#&#4-#8/->(%#*-7#5"=/0/7#<+#*#g][_#)*04-/0#C3(<"*07#&"("0;#!%/9/#
6*9(1#84>%(#4-68*(*<8/#<"*(9#*0/#934(/7#("#9%*88"=#=*(/0#*-7#."-64-/7#8".*(4"-9#.8"9/#("#.846691#*&"->#
0".?91#"0#/:/-#4-#.*:/9;##!%/#"5/0*(4"-#84&4(9#"6#(%49#.0*6(#*0/#&*-7*(/7#6"0#=4-7#35#("#*-7#
4-.8374->#2"0./#V#*-7#94>-464.*-(#=*:/#%/4>%(#"6#@;V#&#D9//#P55/-74M#W;T#,"*9(#N3*07#R"*(#
C5/0*(4"-*8#,*5*<484(4/9#*-7#f4&4(9F;#
#
"#"!

N1.*<6' 9*+3,2F)*+5#

#
$"$"!# C-#(%/#@L(%#Y/5(/&</0#L]@K1#*(#*550"M4&*(/8+#@];T]#%091#(%/#J/8(*#H'R#7/5*0(/7#60"&#G48?//#[*0<"301#
%#

,";#,8*0/#!%/0/#=/0/#(%0//#.0/=&/&</09#"-#<"*071#(="#60"&#(%/#G48?//#,N^#*-7#"-/#60"&#(%/#J""84-#
,N^;#!%49#(*9?4->#=*9#(%/#."-(4-3*(4"-#"6#*#9/*0.%#"5/0*(4"-#6"0#*#5/09"-#0/5"0(/7#&4994->#"-#\#
Y/5(/&</0#=%4.%#=*9#</4->#."-73.(/7#4-#."-Q3-.(4"-#=4(%#*#,"*9(#N3*07#.8466#("5#9/*0.%#(/*&#
D%/0/4-*6(/0#0/6/00/7#("#*9#!/*&#Y4/00*F;#!%/#J/8(*#H'R#50".//7/7#("=*079#'-(04-94.#R*+#*-7#(%/-#-"0(%#
"6#N/"0>/X9#[/*7#("#,%4&-/+#R*+;#!"#."&58/(/#4(9#9/*0.%#(%/#J/8(*#H'R#/-(/0/7#*#9&*88#.":/#-"0(%S
/*9(#"6#2""%*>%#_"4-(1#.8"9/#("#R49%"5X9#'98*-7#
()*+,-.'3;6')12*3,14'3;6'O6)3*'%LP'6436+6?'*4?'2*>5,T6?',5'*'5,<4,-,2*43'?,53*426'-+1I'P,5;1>5'L5)*4?'
=$>>64?,@'AB'$)51'2)*+,-.S'3;,5'E*5'413',4'*4'*336I>3'31'21I>)636'*'56*+2;'>)*4'*5'6436+,4<'3;,5'T146'E*5'
413'>)*446?J''
'(#%*7#<//-#3-*<8/#("#7"#9"#/*084/0#73/#("#(47*8#."-74(4"-9;#'(#%*7#4-74.*(/7#("#(%/#,N^#*(#G48?//#(%*(#4(#
=*9#0/*7+#("#0/(30-#("#<*9/;#P9#(%/#H'R#=*9#(0*:/884->#98"=8+#*550"M4&*(/8+#L]#&#60"&#(%/#9%"0/84-/#
*-7#50/5*04->#("#8/*:/#(%/#*0/*#(%/#.0/=&/&</09#</.*&/#*=*0/#"6#*#8*0>/#<0/*?4->#=*:/1#740/.(8+#"-#
(%/40#9(*0<"*07#947/;##
()*+,-.',-'*')*+<6'D+6*8,4<'E*Q6',5'*'-6*3F+6'1-'*'5F+-'T146J'
!%/#,N^#.0/=#%*7#-"#(4&/#("#(*?/#*-+#*:"474->#*.(4"-;#!%/#J/8(*#H'R#=*9#9(03.?#<+#(%49#<0/*?4->#=*:/#
*-7#.*594O/7#4&&/74*(/8+;#P88#(%0//#.0/=&/&</09#=/0/#(%0"=-#":/0<"*07;#C-/#.0/=&/&</01#394->#*#
%*-7%/87#I[2#!0*-9./4:/01#&*7/#*#b)P`JP`b#.*88#"-#,%*--/8#@K1#=%4.%#=*9#0/./4:/7#<+#(%/#G48?//#
,N^#<*9/#=%"#0/8*+/7#(%/#749(0/99#&/99*>/#("#)HY,#I*8/-(4*;#
#
'-#(%/#Y'!HB_DY4(3*(4"-#H/5"0(F#4993/7#*(#@T;@g#%09#"-#(%/#8L(%#Y/5(/&</0#L]@K#(%/#0/5"0(/7#5"94(4"-#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
3.11.6 and Appendix
7.4 of the report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB report,
using “Coast Guard
Boat Operational
Capabilities and
Limits” documents
only refers to the
term surf. The term
surf zone is not a
relevant factor in
the operational
criteria.

"6#(%/#.*594O/#=*9#VLh#g];WKXc#]]\hT\;VKX$;#P(#@K;gL#%09#(%/#5"94(4"-#=*9#*&/-7/7#("#VLh#g];\gX#c#
]]\h#T\;KLX#$;#!%/#*.(3*8#5"94(4"-#"6#(%/#.*594O/#=*9#47/-(464/7#*9#VLhg];VTX#c#]]\hg@;LAX$#<+#:493*8#
"<9/0:*(4"-9#"6#*-#/+/#=4(-/99#*-7#.%*0(4->#"6#(%/#5"94(4"-1#D9//#P55/-74M#W;g#,%*0(#"6#*0/*F;##
'
#
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()*+,-./'3;656')12*3,145'14'*4'*22F+*36')6<,D)6'I*>J'()*+,-.';1E'3;656'U9!'211+?,4*365'E6+6'1D3*,46?J''
#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
paragraph 2.2.1.

Cont.
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

"#%!

K.>6'1-'2*5F*)3.#

'
$"&"!# !%49#=*9# *# :/0+# 9/04"39# &*04-/#.*93*8(+;# $%/-# (%/# J/8(*# H'R#.*594O/7# *88# (%0//# ,"*9(# N3*07#

:"83-(//0#.0/=&/&</ 09# =/0/#(%0"=-# 4-("#(%/#=*(/0;# C-/#.0/=&/&</0#=*9#0/9.3/7#<+#*# 504:*(/8+#
"=-/7#H'R;#
'
#

()*+,-./'3;,5'6@>6+,6426?'1E46+'?66I6?'214?,3,145'5F,3*D)6'31'3*86'>*+3',4'3;6'1+,<,4*)'56*+2;'1-'
3;6'I,55,4<'>6+514;##

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

!%/#,N^#9/*0.%#*-7#0/9.3/#%/84."5(/09#H@@V#*-7#H@@W#0/9.3/7#(%/#"(%/0#(="#.0/=#&/&</091#"-/#"6#
=%"&#93<9/E3/-(8+#74/7;#!%/#:/99/8#=*9#<0"?/-#35#<+#(%/#9306#*(#(%/#<*9/#"6#(%/#.8466;#
()*+,-./'K;6'Q6556)'D+186'F>'1Q6+'3;6'21F+56'1-'VW';1F+5J'

#
2.4!

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

!;1+6'%65>1456#

'
$"'"!# !%/#9%"0/#0/95"-9/#=*9#4&&/74*(/;#!%/#G48?//#,N^#*8/0(/7#)HY,#I*8/-(4*#"6#(%/#94(3*(4"-;#!%/#Y%*--"-#

<*9/7# YPH# %/84."5(/0# H@@V# =*9# (*9?/7# 4&&/74*(/8+# 35"-# 4(9# .0/=# </."&4-># *=*0/# "6#=%*(# =*9#
%*55/-4->;#P# ,4:48# J/6/-./# (/*&#%*7#Q39(#*004:/7# =4(%# *# 70"-/# ("# *9949(# *-7# =*9# "5/0*(4"-*8#=4(%4-#
(/-# &4-3(/9;#!%/# 8".*8# 640/# 9/0:4./# =*9# *89"# (*9?/7# ("# *9949(;#!%/# Hcf'#P88#$/*(%/0# R"*(#=*9#(*9?/7#
60"&#G48&"0/#"-#(%/#P0*-#'98*-791#*-7#G48039%#Hcf'#=*9#53(#"-#9(*-7<+#D8*(/0#(*9?/7F;##
'

()*+,-./'O11),4'O6)3*'E*5'*)51'3*586?J''

'

()*+,-./'(14?,3,145'X'E6*3;6+'E6+6'?66I6?'5F,3*D)6'-1+'7,)+F5;'%C0L'31'4*Q,<*36'*+1F4?'011>'Y6*?J''

'

()*+,-./'(14?,3,145'X'E6*3;6+'E6+6'?66I6?'5F,3*D)6'-1+'O11),4'(U'31'4*Q,<*36'*+1F4?'Y*<5'Y6*?J''

'

()*+,-./'$')12*)'-,5;,4<'D1*3'*)51'+65>14?6?S'*<*,4S'3;6.';*?'41'21426+45'+6'3;6'214?,3,145'1+'E6*3;6+J''

'

()*+,-./'*'Z63'58,'+652F6'36*I'E*5'*)51'3*586?'D.'3;6'M,('E,3;'5E,II6+5'F3,),56?J'

#

P#&/&</0#"6#(%/#N*07*4#*(#G48?//#0/E3/9(/7#(%/#"=-/0#"6#*#504:*(/#H'R#("#*9949(#=4(%#(%/#0/9.3/#
"5/0*(4"-;##

'

()*+,-./'K;,5'U*+?*'E*5'+6[F6536?'31'?1'51'Q,*'3;6'OM,('*5'41'13;6+'+65>1456'E*5'*Q*,)*D)6'E,3;'3;6'
3;+6*3'31'),-6',II,4643J''

#

!%/#504:*(/#H'R#50".//7/7#("#(%/#9./-/#=4(%#*-#'H,N#J/53(+#C664./0#4-#,%*0>/#DJC4,F#*-7#(%0//#.4:484*-#
.0/=&/&</09#"-#<"*07;#P88#(%0//#%*7#>""7#8".*8#?-"=8/7>/#"6#(%/#*0/*;#!%/#G48?//#,N^1#J#,8*99#.0*6(#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Refer to comment
above regarding
D-Class.

=*9#*89"#8*3-.%/7#("#*9949(;#
#
$"'"$# P88#(%0//#.0/=&/&</09#"6#(%/#J/8(*#H'R#=/0/#0/.":/0/7#60"&#(%/#=*(/0#*-7#*88#3-4(9#9(""7#7"=-#*(#

*550"M4&*(/8+#@W;LV#%09;#!%/#<"*(#=*9#<0"?/-#35#<+#(%/#9306#*>*4-9(#(%/#.8466#6*./#*-7#=*9#0/.":/0/7#
"-#@g(%#Y/5(/&</0#L]@K;#
#

#
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Cont.

Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

2.5!

K,?*)'(14?,3,145'

'
L;V;@# !%/#(47*8#50/74.(4"-9#6"0#(%/#@L(%#Y/5(/&</0#39/7#<+#G48?//#,N^#9%"=/7#(%/#50/74.(/7#(47/9;#G48?//#
,N^#39/7#P7&40*8(+#B*9+#!47/#D*#=/<#<*9/7#(47*8#50/74.*(4"-#9/0:4./#<+#^G#P7&40*8(+F#/M50/99/7#*9#
8".*8#(4&/1#*9#(%/#9"30./d#
#

#################f"=#$*(/0#

]A;TV#%09#

[4>%#$*(/0#

@g;]g#%09#

#
L;VL# !%/# (47*8# %/4>%(9# 4-74.*(/# (%*(# (%/# (47/9# =/0/# .8"9/# ("# -/*5# ."-74(4"-91# *# (47/# (%*(# "..309# =%/-# (%/#
7466/0/-./#</(=//-#%4>%#*-7#8"=#(47/#49#8/*9(;#
#
"#&!

\6*3;6+' 214?,3,145#

'
$"("!# !%/# )/(# B40/*--# 9/*# *0/*# 6"0/.*9(# 4993/7# *(# ]K;]]# %09# "-# (%/# @L(%# Y/5(/&</0# 50/74.(/7# (%/#

6"88"=4->#."-74(4"-9# 6"0# (%/# *0/*;# $/9(/08+# =4-79# "6# 2"0./# T# ("# V# 7/.0/*94-># 2"0./# L# ("# g# 4-#(%/#
*6(/0-""-;##P#9&*88#.0*6(#=*0-4->#=*9#*89"#4-#58*./;#
#
#
$"("$# P# 6"0/.*9(# 0/84/7# "-# <+#(%/# ,N^1# 4993/7# <+# $4-7>303# D*# =/<# <*9/7# =/*(%/0# 6"0/.*9(4 ->#9/0:4./F#

4-74.*(/7#(%/#6"88"=4->#9/*#."-74(4"-9#6"0#(%/#*0/*d#
#

]W;]]#%09#S#9/*#L;g#&#

@];]]#%09#S#9/*#L;g#&# @T;]]#%09#S#9/*#L;g#&;#

()*+,-./'K1'53*36'3;*3'3;6'-1+62*53'+6),6?'F>14'E*5'\,4?<F+F',5'1>,4,14*36?J''
9)6*56'>+1Q,?6'6Q,?6426'31'5F>>1+3'3;,5'1+'1I,3'1>,4,14J''

MCIB RESPONSE:
The report has been
amended.

$"("&# !%/# )/(# B40/*--#$/*(%/0# H/5"0(#6"0# ]K;]]#%09# ("# @L;]]# %09# 9(*(/9# =4-7# 2"0./# T#"-# R/*36"0(# 9.*8/#

4-.0/*94->#("# R/*36"0(# 2"0./#g;# Y4>-464.*-(# =*:/# %/4>%(# 0*->/7# 60"&# L;A#("# T;T# &1#5/04"7# A#9/."-71#
9=/88#740/.(4"-#LV]#7/>0//9;#
#
$"("'# !%/# )/(#B40/*--#$/*(%/0# H/5"0(#6"0# @L;]]#%09#("#@A;]]#%09#9(*(/9#=4-7# 2"0./#LST# R/*36"0(;#

Y/*#9(*(/1#94>-464.*-(#!"#$% %/4>%(#T;]#("#T;V#&1#5/04"7#A;L#9/."-79;#Y/*9#":/0*88# 7/9.04</7#*9#
0"3>%#D9//# P55/-74M#W;V#)/(#B40/*--#$/*(%/0#H/5"0(F;#
()*+,-./'K;6'?63*,)'1-'E6*3;6+'6Q,?643',4'3;6'#(PL5'$>>64?,@']J^'E*5'413'*Q*,)*D)6'31'3;6'+65>14?,4<'
2+6E5'*3'3;6'3,I6'1-'3;6'*22,?643'1+',4?66?'*4.'3,I6'>+,1+J'9)6*56'566'*33*2;6?'*>>64?,@'_'E;,2;',5'*'
21>.'1-'3;6'E6*3;6+'*Q*,)*D)6'31'3;6'2+6E5'14'3;6'?*.'1-'!6>36ID6+'AV3;J''
#
L;K;K# !%/#'H,N#G48?//#R"*(#C5/0*(4"-9#*-7#_0/#f*3-.%#_8*--4->#7".3&/-(#6"0#(%/#@L(%#Y/5(/&</0#*(#
#

]A;@V#%091#."&58/(/7#6"0#(%/#6409(#8*3-.%1#4-74.*(/7#(%*(#=*:/9#"6#35#("#T#&#=/0/#
/M5/.(/7#D9//#P55/-74M#W;K#_0/#f*3-.%#_8*--4->#J".3&/-(#6"0#6409(#8*3-.%F;#
()*+,-./'3;*3'3;6'E*Q65'1-'F>'31'_'I63+65'?12FI6436?'*5'6@>6236?'3;*3'6Q64,4<'413'*3'3;6'3,I6'1-')*F42;J''

#
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MCIB RESPONSE:
Appendices 7.5 a
and b were available
to Kilkee Coast
Guard. Both
forecasts indicated a
wave height in
excess of 2m
throughout the day.

MCIB RESPONSE: 3
metre waves:
Please refer to 3.11
and Appendix 7.6 of
the report.

Cont.

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

%!

C$%%$KLNR'

#
&"!#

!%/#'049%#,"*9(#N3*07#

#
!%/# '049%# ,"*9(# N3*07# D'H,NF#49# *# J4:494"-# "6# (%/# J/5*0(&/-(# "6# !0*-95"0(1# !"3049&# *-7#
Y5"0(;# '(# "5/0*(/9# *9# *# &*04-/# /&/0>/-.+# 9/0:4./# *-7# 50":47/9# *# -*(4"-=47/# &*04(4&/#
/&/0>/-.+#"0>*-49*(4"-#*9#=/88#*9#*#:*04/(+#"6#9/0:4./9#("#9%4554->#*-7#"(%/0#>":/0-&/-(#
*>/-.4/9;# !%/# 'H,N# %*9# 0/95"-94<484(+# 6"0# '0/8*-7X9# -*(4"-*8# 9+9(/&# "6# &*04-/#
."&&3-4.*(4"-91#*-7#/&/0>/-.+#&*-*>/&/-(#4-#'0/8*-7X9#BM.8394:/#B."-"&4.#i"-/#DBBiF#
*-7# ./0(*4-# 4-8*-7# =*(/0=*+9;#'(Z9# 0/95"-94<8/# 6"0#(%/# 0/95"-9/# ("1# *-7# .""074-*(4"-# "61#
&*04(4&/#*..47/-(9#=%4.%#0/E340/#Y/*0.%#j#H/9.3/#*-7#*89"#6"0#,"3-(/0#_"883(4"-#j#Y%45#
,*93*8(+#"5/0*(4"-9;#'(#*89"#%*9#0/95"-94<484(+#6"0#:/99/8#(0*664.#&"-4("04->;#
!%/#'H,N#%*9#(%0//#504&*0+#63-.(4"-9d#
#
)#

_"883(4"-#50/:/-(4"-1#.*93*8(+# 4-(/0:/-(4"-#*-7#0/95"-9/#

#
)#

Y/*0.%#*-7#H/9.3/1#

#
)#

I"83-(//0#Y/0:4./9#j#!0*4-4->;#

#
&"!"!# !%/#.300/-(#9(03.(30/#"6#(%/#'049%#,"*9(#N3*07#Y/0:4./#=*9#9/(#35#4-#L]]];#!%/#'049%#,"*9(#

N3*07#"5/0*(/9#=4(%4-#(%/#5*0*&/(/09#9/(#"3(#<+#(%/#'-(/0-*(4"-*8#)*04(4&/#C0>*-49*(4"-1#
95/.464.*88+#(%/#>347/84-/9#9/(#7"=-#4-#(%/#'-(/0-*(4"-*8#P/0"-*3(4.*8#*-7#)*04(4&/#Y/*0.%#
*-7#H/9.3/#k'P)YPHF#&*-3*8#:"83&/9#'1#''#j#'';#P#-/=#4993/#"6#I"83&/#'88#=*9#53<849%/7#4-#
a38+#L]@K;#!%/#'H,N#I"83-(*0+#Y/0:4./9#j#!0*4-4->#,"*9(#N3*07#,"7/#9(*(/9#(%/#'H,N#."0/#
*.(4:4(4/9#*0/d#
)#

!"#50":47/#*#-*(4"-*8#&*04-/#9/*0.%#*-7#0/9.3/#0/95"-9/#9/0:4./;#

#
)#

!"#50":47/#*#."*9(*8#*-71#=%/0/#*550"504*(/1#.8466#9/*0.%#*-7#0/9.3/#9/0:4./l#

#
)#

!"#50":47/#*#5"9(S/&/0>/-.+#<"7+#9/*0.%#*-7#0/.":/0+#9/0:4./#*-7#0/8*(4:/#84*49"-l#

#
)#

!"#7/:/8"5#*-7#."S"074-*(/#*-#/66/.(4:/#0/>4&/#4-#0/8*(4"-#("#&*04-/#5"883(4"-l#

#
)#
)#
)#

!"# 50":47/#*#0/95"-9/#("#&*04-/#.*93*8(+#4-.47/-(9#*-7#("#&"-4("0U4-(/0:/-/#4-#
&*04-/#9*8:*>/#"5/0*(4"-9l#
!"#50":47/#*#9*6/(+#*=*0/-/99#*-7#53<84.#4-6"0&*(4"-#9/0:4./#4-#0/8*(4"-#("#(%/#749.%* 0>/#
"6#(%/#63-.(4"-9#9/(#"3(#*<":/l#
!"#50":47/#*#&*04(4&/#9*6/(+#."&&3-4.*(4"-9#9/0:4./;#

#
)#

!"#50":47/#*#&*04(4&/#*9949(*-./#9/0:4./#*-7#94->8/#5"4-(#"6#."-(*.(#("#9%4554->1#
649%4->1#."&&/0.4*8#*-7#8/4930/#(0*664.;#

#
&"!"$# !%/#J40/.("0#"6#'H,N#49#9355"0(/7#63-.(4"-*88+#<+#*-#P9949(*-(#J40/.("01#'H,N#)*-*>/091#C5/0*(4"-9#*-7#

!0*4-4->#C664./09#*-7#,"*9(#^-4(#Y/.("0#)*-*>/09#D,^Y)F;# !%/#'H,N#.""074-*(/9#Y/*0.%#*-7# H/9.3/#
DYPHF# (%0"3>%#4(9# )*04(4&/#H/9.3/# ,""074-*(4"-#,/-(0/# D)H,,F# 4-#J3<84-#*-7# )*04(4&/#H/9.3/#93<S
./-(0/9#D)HY,F#*(#)*84-#[/*71#,";#J"-/>*8#*-7#I*8/-(4*#'98*-71#,";#G/00+;#B*.%#)H,,#"0#)HY,#49#
0/95"-94<8/#6"0#YPH#"5/0*(4"-9#*-7#(%/#7*+#("#7*+#03--4->#"6#4(9#*88".*(/7#74:494"-;#
#

#
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Cont.

Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

&"!"&# !%/#,^Y)#<*9/7#4-#,*9(8/<*0#=*9#0/95"-94<8/#6"0#*-#*0/*#=%4.%#4-.837/9#G48?//#*-7#J""84-#N,^9;#$%/-#*#

,"*9(*8#^-4(#"0#9(*(4"-#49#(*9?/7# 7304->#*-#4-.47/-(1#(%/# *7Q*./-(# 9(*(4"-9#*0/#7//&/7# ("# </# 68*-?#
9(*(4"-9;# 2"0#G48?//#,"*9(#N3*07#Y(*(4"-1#(%/#68*-?/7#9(*(4"-9#*0/#R*88+<3-4"-#*-7#J""84-;#P# (*9?/7#
9(*(4"-#="387#0/E3/9(#*9949(*-./#60"&#(%/#)H,,#=%"#="387#(%/-#740/.(#*#68*-?4->#9(*(4"-# ("#*9949(#(%/#
(*9?/7#9(*(4"-#7304->#*-#4-.47/-(;#
,"*9(#N3*07#^-4(9#*0/#"0>*-49/7#4-#(%/#6"88"=4->#=*+d#
#
C664./0#4-#,%*0>/#DC4,F#

#

Y/8/.(/7# <+# [m;#

J/53(+#C664./0#4-#,%*0>/#DJC4,Fd# #

Y/8/.(/7# <+# [m;#

!/*&#f/*7/0d#

#

#

#

#

Y/8/.(/7# <+# C 4 , ;#

P7&4-49(0*(4"-#C664./0d# #

#

Y/8/.(/7# <+# C 4 , ;#

!0*4-4->#C664./0d# #

#

#

Y/8/.(/7# <+# C 4 , ;#

B73.*(4"-#C664./0d#

#

#

Y/8/.(/7# <+# C 4 , ;#

BE345&/-(#C664./0d#

#

#

Y/8/.(/7# <+# C 4 , ;#

#
#
%#"!

7,)866'(1*53'UF*+?'!3*3,14'
G48?//#,N^#49#"-/#"6#(%/#,"*9(*8# ^-4(9#"5/0*(/7# <+#(%/# '049%#,"*9(#N3*07;#!%/# 3-4(#=*9# 6"0&/7# 4-#L]@T#
<+# ."&<4-4-># (%/# /M49(4-># ,N^# .8466# 0/9.3/# 3-4(# *-7# (%/# 50/:4"39# 8".*88+# "5/0*(/7# &*04-/#0/9.3/#
9/0:4./# =%4.%# %*7# "5/0*(/7# 6"0# *550"M4&*(/8+# T]#+/*09;# #
()*+,-./'3;6'6@,53,4<'(U"'E*5'*'56*+2;'36*I'14).S'413'*'2),--'36*IJ''

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

)*-+# "6# (%/# "04>4-*8# :"83-(//09# 60"&#(%49#8".*8#)*04-/#H/9.3/# 3-4(#=/0/# 0/(*4-/7#*9#:"83-(//09#<+#(%/#
'049%#,"*9(#N3*07;#
()*+,-./':6ES'413'I*4.'1-'3;6'1+,<,4*)'Q1)F4366+5'-+1I'3;6'I*+,46'+652F6'F4,3'E6+6'+63*,46?'D.'3;6'
L%(UJ''
G48?//#,N^#C5/0*(4"-*8#H/*74-/99#P374(1#.*004/7#"3(#"-#L\(%#2/<03*0+#L]@K#./0(464/7#(%/#3-4(#*9#b6388+#
"5/0*(4"-*8b;#R"(%#(%/# J/8(*# H'R#*-7# J#,8*99#:/99/8#=/0/# 4-95/.(/7#*9#5*0(#"6#*-#*374(#.*004/7#"3(#
"-#T07#c":/&</0#L]@V;# !%49#*374(#9(*(/7#(%*(#(%/#J/8(*#H'R#=*9#b4-#/M./88/-(#":/0*88#."-74(4"-l#9"&/#
&4-"0#%49("04.#7*&*>/#-"(/7#"-#_"0(#947/#&479%459#4-#=*+#"6#(%/#%388#.%4-/#*-7#*7Q*./-(# %3889#*.(4"-;#
R48>/9#.8/*-#*-7#70+;#[388#*-7#64M(30/9# *-7#64((4->#*(#*# %4>%#9(*-7*07# "6# .8/*-84-/99;#Y(*-74->#04>>4->#
4-#>""7# "07/0;#C:/0*88#(%/#:/99/8# 4-#/M./88/-(# ."-74(4"-#*-7#=/88#&*4-(*4-/7b;#
#
%#%!

K;6'%1)6'1-'3;6'M,('*4?'OM,('

#
!%/#C4,#*-7#(%/#JC4,#%*:/#*#./-(0*8#0"8/#4-#(%/#"5/0*(4"-#"6#(%/#:"83-(//0#,"*9(#N3*07#"5/0*(4"-9# *-7#
*0/#9/8/.(/7# <+#'H,N# [m;###C-# *# 7*+#("# 7*+# <*949#(%/+# *0/# 0/95"-94<8/#6"0#&*4-(/-*-./#/E345&/-(1#
(0*4-4->#"6#:"83-(//091#?//54->#0/."079# *-7#(/*&# <34874->#"6#(%/# 3-4(;# $%/-#(%/0/# 49# *-# 4-.47/-(# (%/+#
*0/# 0/E340/7# ("# &*?/# 7/.494"-9# "-#(%/# /66/.(4:/# 7/58"+&/-(# "6# 0/9"30./9# *-7# 58*--4->#(%/#9/*0.%#
"5/0*(4"-;#!%/#C4,#49#5*0(+#("#(%/#b!0458/#f".?#Y+9(/&b#"6#&*?4->#(%/#7/.494"-#("# 8*3-.%# (%/# ,"*9(#
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MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

Cont.
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

N3*07# R"*(# D,NRF;# C4,9# *0/# 393*88+# 70*=-# 60"&# .300/-(# 3-4(# &/&</09;#)/&</09# *0/#*7:49/7# "6#*-#
*:*48*<8/# 5"9(# *-7# (%/# *5584.*-(9# *0/# 9/8/.(/7# *6(/0# 4-(/0:4/=9;# C-#*55"4-(&/-(#(%/0/# 49#4-6"0&*8#
(0*4-4->#"-#'H,N#*7&4-49(0*(4"-#50"./730/9;#
#
!%/#'049%#,"*9(#N3*07#R"*(#C5/0*(4"-9#)*-3*8#9(*(/9#(%*(d#
#
b!%/#C4,1#4-#."-938(*(4"-#=4(%#(%/#7/94>-*(/7#R"*(#,"M1#49#0/95"-94<8/#6"0#."-947/04->#(%/#.*5*<484(4/9#
"6# (%/# ,NR# 4-# 0/8*(4"-# ("# "5/0*(4-># ."-74(4"-9# *-7# 50"<*<8/# (*9?9# ("# </#/-."3-(/0/7#504"0#("#
7/94>-*(4"-;#
!%/#C4,1#4-#."-938(*(4"-#=4(%#(%/#7/94>-*(/7#R"*(#,"M1#49#0/95"-94<8/#6"0#."-947/04->#(%/# .*5*<484(4/9#
"6#(%/#.0/=#504"0#("#7/94>-*(4->#0"8/9#"6#"5/0*(4"-;b#
C-#(%/#/:/-4->#"6#\(%# Y/5(/&</0# L]@K1# (%/#I"83-(*0+#Y/0:4./9#*-7#!0*4-4->#DIYj!F#)*-*>/0#60"&#
%/*7E3*0(/09#(0*:/88/7#("#G48?//#*-7#*--"3-./7#*(#*#&//(4->#=4(%#:"83-(//09#*(#(%/#G48?//#,"*9(#N3*07#
Y(*(4"-#(%*(#(%/#C4,#=*9#</4->#0/58*./7;# !%/#JC4,#=*9#("#</#*55"4-(/7#4-(/04&#C4,#3-(48#*#5/0&*-/-(#
0/58*./&/-(#=*9#*55"4-(/7;#!%/# 4&5/-74-># .%*->/9# =/0/#7/6/00/7# ("# >4:/#[/*7E3*0(/09#(4&/#("#
*7:49/# )HY,# I*8/-(4*# D,"*9(# N3*07# H*74"# Y(*(4"-# 6"0# (%/# *0/*F# "6# (%/# 5/09"--/8#.%*->/9;# !%/#
*55"4-(&/-(#"6#(%/#JC4,#*9#4-(/04&#C4,#=*9#9.%/738/7#("#%*55/-#"-#(%/#@L(%#Y/5(/&</0#L]@K;# 2"0#(%/#
*:"47*-./#"6#7"3<(1#4-#(%/#0/&*4-7/0#"6#(%49#7".3&/-(#*-7#7304->#(%/#5/04"7#.":/0/7#<+#(%49#0/5"0(#
(%/#C4,#*-7#(%/#JC4,#=/0/#(%/#4-.3&</-(#5"9(#%"87/09;#
#
%#'!

K;6'%1)6'1-'3;6'(1@5E*,4'

#
!%/# ."M9=*4-#DR"*(# ,"MF# 49# (%/# 5/09"-# =%"# ."&&*-79# (%/# ,"*9(# N3*07# R"*(# D,NRF# *-7# 49#%/8&9&*-#
"6#(%/#<"*(;#!%/#<"*(#."M#49#5*0(+#("#(%/#b!0458/#f".?#Y+9(/&b#=%4.%#7/.47/9#("#8*3-.%#(%/# ,NR;#!%/# R"*(#
,"M# &*?/9# (%/# "5/0*(4"-*8# 7/.494"-9# =%/-# (%/# <"*(# 49# "-# (%/# =*(/0;# '-# *774(4"-# ("# (%/# <*94.#
0/E340/&/-(9# ("# -*:4>*(/# *-7# %*-78/# (%/# <"*(1# (%/# R"*(# ,"M# *89"# -//79# 4-(4&*(/#8".*8#?-"=8/7>/#"6#
(%/#."*9(84-/#*0"3-7#=%4.%#(%/#<"*(#"5/0*(/9;#### !%/#<*94.#?-"=8/7>/#4-#<"*(# %*-784->#*-7# -*:4>*(4"-#
49# .":/0/7# <+# (%/# (0*4-4-># 50":47/7# <+# (%/# 'H,N;# !%/# 8".*8#?-"=8/7>/#"6#(%/#."*9(84-/#49#393*88+#
.":/0/7#<+#(%/#6*.(#(%*(#(%/#<"*(#."M#49#4-:"8:/7#=4(%#8".*8#649%4->#"0#=*(/0#95"0(#*.(4:4(4/9;# #
()*+,-./'3;6'D1*3'21@4'2*I6'-+1I'3;6'1+,<,4*)'0*4?'D*56?'(U"J''
!%49#(+5/#"6#4-6"0&*(4"-#49#4&5*0(/7#<+#749.3994"-#</(=//-#(%/#<"*(#."M# *-7#.0/=;# '(# 49# 5*0(# "6# 8".*8#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

,N^#(0*4-4->1#=%/0/#7*->/0"39#*0/*9#"6#."*9(84-/#*0/#47/-(464/7#*-7#-*:4>*(4"-*8#9(0*(/>4/9#7/:/8"5/7#
("#39/#=%/-#-*:4>*(4->#(%/&;##
()*+,-./'RQ,?6426'E*5'>+1Q,?6?'31'3;6',4Q653,<*31+'3;*3'21IIF4,2*3,14'+6<*+?,4<'5*-63.'21426+45'
E*5'>11+'E,3;,4'3;6'7,)866'(U"J''

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

#
!%/#'049%#,"*9(#N3*07#R"*(#C5/0*(4"-9#)*-3*8#9(*(/9#(%*(d#
n!%/#7/94>-*(/7#R"*(#,"M1#4-#."-938(*(4"-#=4(%#(%/#,NR#.0/=1#49#0/95"-94<8/#6"0#."-947/04->#.*5*<484(4/9#
"6#(%/#.0/=#504"0#("#*88".*(4->#(*9?9#7304->#*-#"5/0*(4"-;b#
!%/# R"*(# ,"M# "6# (%/# J/8(*# H'R# *(# (%/# (4&/# "6# (%/# 4-.47/-(# =*9# E3*8464/7# 4-# *.."07*-./# =4(%# (%/#
0/E340/&/-(9#"6#'H,N;#
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

%#(!

K+,>)6'0128'!.536I'

#
!%/# '049%# ,"*9(# N3*07# R"*(# C5/0*(4"-9# )*-3*8# 7/9.04</9#(%/# 50/S8*3-.%# 50"./730/# =%4.%# &39(#(*?/#
58*./#</6"0/#/:/0+#8*3-.%;#_*0(#"6#(%49#50"./730/#49#(%/#b(0458/#8".?#9+9(/&b# 7/9.04</7# 4-#(%/#&*-3*8#*9d#
nP#(0458/#8".?#50/S8*3-.%#7/.494"-#&*?4->#50"./99#&39(#</#*7%/0/7#("#/:/0+#(4&/#*#,NR#49#
8*3-.%/71#=%/(%/0#6"0#*#0/95"-9/#"0#0"3(4-/#"5/0*(4"-;#
!%49#(0458/#8".?#50"./99#4-:"8:/9#(%/d#
•#

H/9.3/#,"S"074-*(4"-#,/-(0/;#

•#

C4,#D"0#*3(%"049/7#0/50/9/-(*(4:/F;#

•#

J/94>-*(/7#R"*(#,"M;#

!%/#,NR#&*+#"-8+#</# 8*3-.%/7#46# *550":*8# 49# "<(*4-/7# 60"&#*88# (%0//#5*0(4/9;b# #
D9//#P55/-74M#W;W#!0458/#f".?#Y+9(/&F;#
#
%#&!

K+*,4,4<J'

#
R"*(# .0/=&/&</09# =/0/# >4:/-# (0*4-4-># 3-7/0# (%/# c*(4"-*8# _"=/0<"*(# Y.%/&/# ("# (%/# 8/:/8# "6#
P7:*-./7#_"=/0<"*(#,/0(464.*(/;#'-#L]@T1#(%/#'049%#,"*9(#N3*07#."&&/-./7#630(%/0#(0*4-4->#4-#YPH#
6"0#<"*(#."M9=*4-9;#P88#<"*(#.0/=&/&</09#4-:"8:/7#=4(%#(%/#4-.47/-(#%*7#."&58/(/7#(%/40#(0*4-4->#
("#YPH#L#8/:/8;# #

#

()*+,-./'!$%')6Q6)'3E1'E*5'413'21I>)636?J'$?Q*426?'!$%'E*5J''
'-#*774(4"-1#*88#.0/=&/&</09#*0/#0/E340/7#("#*((/-7#3-4(#(0*4-4->#9/994"-9#"-#*#0/>38*0#<*949;#

MCIB RESPONSE:
The report has been
amended to reflect
the records.

()*+,-./' RQ,?6426' E*5' >+1Q,?6?' 31' 3;6' ,4Q653,<*31+' ,4?,2*3,4<' 3;*3' I*4.' 2+6E' I6ID6+5' E6+6'
6@2)F?6?'-+1I'3+*,4,4<J'()*+,-.'*)51';1E'I*4.'3+*,4,4<'5655,145'2+6E5'*+6'+6[F,+6?'31'*3364?J''
#
T;K;@# !%/#,"*9(#N3*07#50":47/9#*#_/09"-*8#Y30:4:*8#!0*4-4->#*-7#H'R#.*594O/#."309/;#!%49#49#*#</95"?/#."309/#
6"0# (%/# 'H,N# 394->#(%/# /E345&/-(# 50":47/7# <+# 'H,N;# !%/#(0*4-//9#39/# 'H,N# _/09"-*8#28"*(*(4"-#
J/:4./9#D_2Jo1#70+934(9#*-7#%/8&/(9#7304->#(%/#."309/;#!%/#(%0//#.0/=&/&</09#4-#(%/#J/8(*#H'R#*(#(%/#
(4&/#"6#(%/#4-.47/-(#%*7#*88#*((/-7/7#(%49#."309/;#
()*+,-./'C13'*))'3;6'2+6E';*?'>*+3*864',4'3;6'21F+56'E,3;'3;6'46E'Q6+5,14'99R'3;6.'E6+6'E6*+,4<J##
#
%#)!

MCIB RESPONSE:
Refer to 4.28 of the
report.

%*?,15'
!%/#J/8(*#H'R#%*7#(="#I[2#0*74"9#64((/7#("#(%/#./-(0/#."-9"8/;#C-/#=*9#9/(#("#,%*--/8#@K#*-7#(%/#"(%/0#
("#,%*--/8#KW;#B:47/-./#60"&#.0/=&/&</09#9(*(/9#(%*(#(%/0/#%*7#<//-#74664.38(4/9#=4(%#(%/#"-#<"*07#
0*74"#=%4.%#%*7#<//-#50/9/(#("#,%*--/8#@K;#R/.*39/#"6#(%491#"-/#.0/=&/&</0#%*7#%/0#5/09"-*8#%*-7#
%/87#0*74"#8".?/7#("#,%*--/8#@K;#

#
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()*+,-./' K;6' OM,(' 645F+6?' 3;*3' 3;,5' 2+6E' I6ID6+' =1>6+*3,4<' ,4' 3;6' >15,3,14' 1-' ?6>F3.' 21@4'
+65>145,D)6'-1+'21IIF4,2*3,145B';*?'*'+*?,1'*3'2)156'+6*2;'*5'3;6.';*?';,<;),<;36?'3;,5'>+1D)6I'
>+6Q,1F5).J'K;,5'*23',4?,2*365'3;*3'3;1F<;3'E*5'<,Q64'31'3;6'>+6`)*F42;J''

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

Cont.

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

J3/#("#(%/#8".*849/7#(0*-9&4((4->#.*5*<484(4/9#"6#(%/9/#%*-7#%/87#0*74"91#"-8+#G48?//#,"*9(#N3*07# 9(*(4"-#
."387# ."-:/09/# =4(%# (%/&# "-# (%49# 60/E3/-.+;# Y3<9/E3/-(# 4-6"0&*(4"-# =*9#0/8*+/7# <+#(/8/5%"-/#
60"&# G48?//#("#I*8/-(4*;#
#

L42,?643'(;+141)1<.'
%#*!

G3;'!6>36ID6+'VaAb'
P(# *550"M4&*(/8+#LT;]]#%09#"-# 2047*+#\(%#Y/5(/&</0# L]@K1# (%/# G48?//#3-4(#=*9# 5*>/7# 0/E3/9(4->#
*9949(*-./# 4-#(%/# 9/*0.%# 6"0# *# &4994-># 5/09"-# 4-#(%/# G48?//# *0/*;# G48?//# ,N^# *-7# ,"*9(# N3*07#
[/84."5(/0#H@@V#=/0/#(*9?/7;#!%/#5*0*&/(/09#"6#(%/#9/*0.%#*0/*#=/0/#(%/#<*+#-"0(%#"6#N/"0>/X9#[/*7#
("#2""%*>%#_"4-(;# !%/#JC4,#=*9#4-#."&&*-7;# C-8+#*#8*-7#9/*0.%#"-#(%/#.8466#("5#(""?#58*./# (%*(#
/:/-4->;# Y/*0.%#"5/0*(4"-9#=/0/#9(""7#7"=-#6"0#(%/#-4>%(#*(#]L;]]#%09;#

#

%#+!

Aa3;'!6>36ID6+'VaAb'
C-#Y*(307*+# @](%#Y/5(/&</0# L]@K#(%/#,N^#"5/0*(4"-#0/93&/7#*(#*550"M4&*(/8+#]K;T]#%09#=4(%#*#.8466#
("5# 9/*0.%;# !%49#4-:"8:/7#(%0//#(/*&9#60"&# G48?//#,N^#=4(%#(%/# JC4,#4-#."&&*-7;# 2"88"=4->#94>%(4->9#
"6#"<Q/.(9# 4-#(%/#=*(/0# "669%"0/1#(%/# "5/0*(4"-#=*9# 0/S*99/99/7# *(# (%/# ,N^# <*9/;# !%/# J/8(*#H'R#.0/=#
=*9#>*(%/0/7#*-7#(%/#<"*(#=*9#8*3-.%/7#*(#]\;T]#%09;#G48?//#,N^#=*9#*9949(/7#<+#H8@V1#J""84-#,N^#*-7#
(%/# ,4:48#J/6/-./#70"-/#4-#(%/#&"0-4->;# !%/# J/8(*# H'R#=*9# 0/(04/:/7#*-7# 0/S#8*3-.%/7# *# 9/."-7# (4&/#
8*(/0#"-#@](%#Y/5(/&</0#L]@K;#!%/#C4,#*004:/7#*(#(%/#9(*(4"-#*(#*550"M4&*(/8+#@L;]]#%09#*-7#=*9#<04/6/7#
"-#(%/#"->"4->#94(3*(4"-;#()*+,-./'K;6'M,('E*5'3;64',4'21II*4?J'#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

#

%#$,! AA3;'!6>36ID6+'VaAb'

#

!%/#,N^#"5/0*(4"-#7304->#Y3-7*+#(%/#@@(%#."&5049/7#*#630(%/0#.8466#("5#9/*0.%#*-7#(%/#8*3-.%#"6#(%/#
J/8(*#H'R#"-#(="#"..*94"-9;#c/4(%/0#(%/#C4,#-"0#(%/#JC4,#=/0/#4-#*((/-7*-./#6"0#(%/#6409(#<"*(#8*3-.%#
*-7#(%/#&"9(#9/-4"0#&/&</0#4-#(%/#9(*(4"-#=*9#4-#."&&*-7#"6#(%/#,N^#6"0#(%/#5/04"7;#!%/#C4,#=*9#4-#
*((/-7*-./#*(#(%/#9(*(4"-#504"0#("#(%/#9/."-7#8*3-.%;#!%/#9/*0.%#6".39/7#"-#(%/#*0/*#</(=//-#,%4&-/+#
R*+1#-"0(%#"6#N0/>"0+X9#[/*71#*-7#9"3(%#"6#R49%"5X9#'98*-71#=%4.%#49#("#(%/#9"3(%#"6#G48?//;#C-#(%/#@@(%#
Y/5(/&</0#L]@K1#*(#*550"M4&*(/8+#@W;VW#%091#5/09"--/8#=/0/#5*>/7#*-7#("87#<+#(%/#C4,#("#*99/&<8/#*(#
(%/#Y(*(4"-#6"0#]K;gV#%09#"-#@L(%#Y/5(/&</0#L]@K;#
()*+,-./'>6+51446)'E6+6'36@3'413'>*<6?J'!66'$>>64?,@'W'

#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted and the
report has been
amended.

%#$$! AV3;'!6>36ID6+'VaAb'

#
#

C-#)"-7*+#(%/#@L(%#Y/5(/&</0#<"(%#8*-7#*-7#<"*(#.0/=9#>*(%/0/7#("#."&&/-./#9/*0.%/9;#!%/#JC4,#
=*9#4-#."&&*-7;##
()*+,-./'K;6'OM,('E*5',4'21II*4?'*5'3;6'M,('?,?'413'5;1E'F>S'2143+*+.'31'3;6'36@3'5643'D.'3;6IJ''
!%/#7*+X9#58*-9#=/0/#749.399/7#</(=//-#(%/#9(*(4"-#*-7#)HY,#I*8/-(4*;# )HY,#I*8/-(4*#=*9#0/E3/9(/7#
("#*9?#6"0#*9949(*-./#60"&#(%/#J""84-#Y(*(4"-1#73/#("#*#9%"0(*>/#"6#*:*48*<8/#934(*<8+#E3*8464/7#<"*(#.0/=;#
()*+,-./'K;6'?*.5'>)*45'E6+6'*)51'?,52F556?'D63E664'3;6'*23,4<'OM,('=)*36+'3;6'D1@'21@4'*3'3,I6'1-'
*22,?643B'*4?'3;6'M,('Q,*'>;146J''
()*+,-./'K;6'5;1+3*<6'1-'5F,3*D).'[F*),-,6?'2+6E'E*5'?F6'31'*'4FID6+'1-'+62643'+65,<4*3,145S'*4',55F6'
E;,2;'(U'I*4*<6I643'E6+6'*E*+6'1-J'

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

2"0#(%/# 6409(# 8*3-.%# "6# (%/# J/8(*# H'R1# (%/# b!0458/# f".?# Y+9(/&b# =*9# ."&58/(/7# 394->#(%/# 'H,N# R"*(#
C5/0*(4"-9# j# _0/# f*3-.%# _8*--4-># 2"0&# DY//# P55/-74M# W;A# _0/# f*3-.%# _8*--4-># 7".3&/-(F;# !%/#
58*--4->#6".39/7# "-#(%/# 50/:*484->#=/*(%/0# 6"0/.*9(9;## !%/# 50/S58*--4->#7".3&/-(1# =%4.%# 4-.837/9#*#
%/*74->#b_"994<8/#%*O*079#*-7#049?9pb#9(*(/7#*#5"994<8/#049?#"6#T&#=*:/#%/4>%(9;##
#

()*+,-./'K;6'+,58'1-'_I'E*Q6';6,<;35'E*5'-1+'3;*3'6Q64,4<S'413'*3'3,I6'1-')*F42;J'()*+,-.'*)51'E;1c5'
+65>145,D,),3.',3',5'31'21I>)636'3;6'>+6`)*F42;'>)*44,4<'-1+IJ'()*+,-.'*)51'*4.'21II643'>+1Q,?6?'D.'
#%!(' N*)643,*' +6<*+?,4<' 56*' *4?' E6*3;6+' 214?,3,145' <,Q64' 3;*3' 146' 1-' 3;6,+' >+,I*+.' +1)65' ,5' 31'
>+1Q,?6'56*'*+6*'-1+62*535'*4?'*413;6+'>+,I*+.'+1)6',5'31'*F3;1+,T6'3;6')*F42;'1-'3;6'?6)3*'*5'>*+3'1-'
3;6'3+,>)6')128'5.536IJ''

#

!%/0/#=/0/#-"#:493*8#"<9/0:*(4"-9#"6#9/*#."-74(4"-9#Y"3(%#"6#G48?//#4-#(%/#50"5"9/7#9/*0.%#*0/*;##

#

()*+,-./'K;6',4Q653,<*31+'E*5',4-1+I6?'3;*3'*'Q,5F*)'E*5'214?F236?'14'3;*3'I1+4,4<'D.'*413;6+'D1*3'
21@4'*4?'OM,(J''

#

!%/#)/(#B40/*--#6"0/.*9(#%*7#*#9&*88#.0*6(#=*0-4->#6"0#]K;]]#%09#<3(#(%/0/#49#-"#0/."07#"6#(%49#=*0-4->#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.11
and Appendix 7.6 of
the report and your
comment at 2.6.6.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.5
and Appendix 7.6 of
the report. No visual
observation was
recorded on the prelaunch planning
documents.

</4->#."-947/0/7;#
#

#

()*+,-./'3;6'?6-,4,3,14'1-'*'5I*))'2+*-3'E*+4,4<J'()*+,-.'3;*3'3;6'I63'R,+6*44'E6*3;6+'+6>1+3'*5'5664'
,4'*>>64?,@'_'E*5';6)?'14'53*3,14S'Q,5,D)6'31'*))'I6ID6+5'*4?'2)6*+).'53*365'3;6+6',5'*'5I*))'2+*-3'
E*+4,4<',4'1>6+*3,14J'()*+,-.'-+1I'3;,5'E6*3;6+'+6>1+3'*5'31'E;*3'+6<,14'1-'3;6'21F43+.'3;,5'5I*))'
2+*-3' E*+4,4<' ,5'*>>),2*D)6' 31J' ()*+,-.'*)51' 3;6'4FID6+' 1-'>+6Q,1F5'3,I65' 3;6' 7,)866' (1*53' UF*+?'
O6)3*'E*5')*F42;6?'E;64'I63'R,+6*44'53*36?'3;6+6'E*5'*'5I*))'2+*-3'E*+4,4<',4'>)*26J'()*+,-.'*)51'
,5'*4.'21II643'E*5'>+1Q,?6?'D.'#%!('N*)643,*'<,Q64'3;*3'146'1-'3;6,+'>+,I*+.'+1)65',5'31'>+1Q,?6'
56*'*+6*'-1+62*535'*4?'*413;6+'>+,I*+.'+1)6',5'31'*F3;1+,56'3;6')*F42;'1-'3;6'O6)3*'*5'>*+3'1-'3;6'
3+,>)6')128'5.536IJ''
)/(#B40/*--d#### $/9(/08+#T#("#V1#7/.0/*94->#4-#*6(/0-""-#("#L#("#g
$4-7#N303d#
#
#

#
#
#
&"!!"!#

!%/# "5/0*(4"-*8# 84&4(9#6"0#(%/# J/8(*# H'R#*0/#9/(# "3(# 4-#(%/# '049%# ,"*9(#N3*07# R"*(#C5/0*(4"-9#
&*-3*8;#'-#<04/6#(%49#9(*(/9#(%*(#(%/#84&4(9#=/0/#7*+84>%(#*-7#3-0/9(04.(/7#:494<484(+#"-8+1#=4-7#
35#("#*-7#4-.8374->#2"0./#K#ULW#?(9#*-7#94>-464.*-(#=*:/#%/4>%(#"6#L#&;#)*M4&3&#749(*-./#60"&#
."*9(84-/#K#-*3(4.*8#&48/9;#!%49#<"*(#=*9#-"(#5/0&4((/7#("#"5/0*(/#4-#9306;#

'
'

()*+,-./'?6-,4,3,14'1-'*'5,<4,-,2*43'E*Q6';6,<;3'*4?'?6-,4,3,14'1-'*'5F+-'T146J''
()*+,-./',-'3;*3'3;6'E6*3;6+'14'3;6'?*.'E*5'413'*'21ID,46?':1+26'b'*4?'5,<4,-,2*43'E*Q';6,<;3'1-'
VI63+65J''$5'.1F';*Q6'53*36?'*D1Q6'3;6'D13;'1>6+*3,145'I*4F*)'53*365'3;*3'3;,5',5'*'21ID,46?'
),I,3*3,14'1-':1+26'bdV]84135'*4?'*'E*Q6';6,<;3'1-'VI63+65'=$>>64?,@'VBJ'

''
#
&"!!"$#

!%/#9/."-7#8*3-.%#*(#*550"M4&*(/8+#@];T]#%091#=4(%#*#.0/=#"6#(%0//1#(%/#R"*(#,"M1#*#9/."-7#
,"M#*-7#"-/#.0/=&/&</0#D(%/#,*93*8(+F1#*55/*09#("#%*:/#<//-#*3(%"049/7#=4(%#8/99#6"0&*84(+1#
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MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 2.6,
3.11, 4.3, 4.8 and
Appendix 7.5 of the
report. The Met
Éireann forecast is
read in conjunction
with Met Éireann sea
area forecast
terminology (see
Appendix 7.5A).

MCIB RESPONSE:
See 2.6.4 of the
report, this is also
contained at section
3.6.4 of the CGB
Operational
Capabilities and
limits manual. See
also 3.11, 4.3, 4.8
and appendices 7.5,
7.6 and 7.8.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The manual does not
state combined
environmental
conditions. See
Appendix 7.2 of the
report.

Cont.

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

749.3994"-#*-7#049?#*99/99&/-(;##
'

()*+,-./'K;6'53*36I643'e*>>6*+5'31';*Q6'D664'*F3;1+,T6?'E,3;')655'-1+I*),3.c',5'1>,4,14*36?J'9)6*56'
>+1Q,?6' 6Q,?6426' 3;*3' 3;,5' E*5' 3;6' 2*56' 1+' 1I,3' 1>,4,14J' RQ,?6426' ;*5' D664' 5F>>),6?' 31' 3;6'
,4Q653,<*31+',4?,2*3,4<'3;*3'<+6*3'2*+6'*4?'?,),<6426'E*5'3*864'>+,1+'31'3;,5')*F426'E;,2;',46Q,3*D).'
645F+6?'3;6'5F+Q,Q*)'1-'146'2+6E'I6ID6+J''

#
#

!%/# 'H,N# R"*(#C5/0*(4"-9#j# _0/# f*3-.%#_8*--4->#2"0&#6"0#(%/#50/:4"39#8*3-.%#*55/*09#("#%*:/#
<//-#39/7#*>*4-#=4(%#(%/# -"(*(4"-#b."-(4-3/7# 60"&# (%49#&"0-4->b# 4-#(%/# ("5# 04>%(# %*-7# ."0-/0;#
!%49# 4&584/9# (%*(# ."-9/-939#%*7#<//-#0/*.%/7#(%*(#(%/# 6409(# 8*3-.%# %*7# -"(#/-."3-(/0/7# *-+#
50"<8/&9#*-7#(%*(#=4-7#*-7#9/*#."-74(4"-9#=/0/#(%/#9*&/;#

'

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 4.3
and Appendix 7.8 of
the report and note
“continued from this
morning” on the
pre-launch
document.

()*+,-./'3;6'56*'214?,3,145';*?'413'+6I*,46?'3;6'5*I6S'3;6.';*?',4'-*23',I>+1Q6?J'K;6+6'E*5'*)51'*'
?,52F55,14'E,3;'3;6'1F3<1,4<'D1*3'21@4'-+1I'3;6'-,+53')*F42;'+6'3;6'56*'214?,3,145J''

#
&"!!"&#

'(# ."387# -"(# </# 7/(/0&4-/7# =%/(%/0# *-+# ."-947/0*(4"-# =*9# >4:/-# ("# (/0&4-*(/# (%/# 9/*0.%#
"5/0*(4"-#*(#*-+#5"4-(#":/0#(%/#=//?/-7;#'049%#,"*9(#N3*07#YPH#B&/0>/-.+#,%/.?849(#."-(*4-9#
9/*0.%#(/0&4-*(4"-#.04(/04*#6"0#(%/#>347*-./#"6#"5/0*(4"-*8#.0/=9#D9//#P55/-74M#

#

#
#

W;\#Y/*0.%#!/0&4-*(4"-#,04(/04*F;#
()*+,-./'3;6'?12FI643'5664',4'*>>64?,@']JG'E*5'413'*Q*,)*D)6'14'53*3,14'*4?'6Q,?6426'<,Q64'31'3;6'
,4Q653,<*31+'?63*,)5'3;*3'I*4.'I6ID6+5'E6+6',51)*36?'-+1I'*22655,4<',4-1+I*3,14'?*3*D*565J''

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted

#
&"!!"'#

_04"0#("#8*3-.%4->#"-/#.0/=&/&</0#%*7#%/0#5/09"-*8#%*-7%/87#I[2#9/.30/7#("#(%/#355/0#5*0(#"6#
%/0#_2J1#8".?/7#("#,%*--/8#@K1#.8"9/#("#%/0#/*0#("#50":47/#(%/#9/."-7#I[2#.":/0;#!%49#=*9#(%/#
.0/=&/&</0#=%"#4993/7#(%/#b)P`JP`b#.*88#"-#,%*--/8#@K#6"88"=4->#(%/#.*594O/#"6#(%/#J/8(*#H'R;#

#
'

'

()*+,-./'K;,5'NY:'E*5'562F+6?'31'3;,5'2+6E'I6ID6+'?F6'31'3;6'?,),<6426'1-'3;6'OM,('*4?'13;6+')*F42;'
2+6E'I6ID6+'=E;1I';*5'>+1Q,?6?'*'53*36I643'DF3'E*5'413'<,Q64'3;6'1>>1+3F4,3.'31'21II643'14'
3;,5'+6>1+3BJ''
()*+,-.'*)51'3;*3'3;,5'2+6E'I6ID6+5'4628'56*)'E*5'*)51',421++623).'-,336?'*4?'*<*,4'?F6'31'3;6'
?,),<6426'1-'3;6'OM,('*4?'13;6+')*F42;'2+6E'I6ID6+'3;,5'E*5'+623,-,6?'>+,1+'31';6+'<1,4<'31'56*J'K;,5'
56+Q65'31'>+1Q6'31'3;6'2143+*+.'1-'3;6'D1*+?5'1>,4,14',4'5623,14'_JAAJV'3;*3'3;6'56214?')*F42;'
f*>>6*+5'31';*Q6'D664'*F3;1+,56?'E,3;')655'-1+I*),3.S'?,52F55,14'*4?'+,58'*55655I643gJ''

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted and please
refer to Appendix
7.8 of the report.

#
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Cont.

Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

&"!!"*#

!%/#(0*-9.045(#"6#0*74"#(0*664.#9%"=9#0*74"#."&&3-4.*(4"-#50"<8/&9#</(=//-#)HY,1#I*8/-(4*#
*-7#(%/#J/8(*#H'R;#P(#(4&/9#4(#=*9#-/./99*0+#6"0#(%/#G48?//#R*9/#("#0/8*+#."&&3-4.*(4"-9#
</(=//-#(%/#,"*9(*8#H*74"#Y(*(4"-#*-7#(%/#J/8(*#H'R;##!%49#=*9#73/#("#84-/#"6#94>%(#*-7#
749(*-./#4993/9#6"0#I[2#0*74"#."&&3-4.*(4"-9;#

#
&"!!"(#

!%/#8*9(#0*74"#."&&3-4.*(4"-9#</(=//-#!/*&#Y4/00*1#(%/#.8466("5#,N^#(/*&1#*-7#(%/#J/8(*#
H'R#=*9#*(#@@;VK#%09;#P(#@L;L]#%09#(%/#J/8(*#H'R#0/5"0(/7#("#G48?//#Y(*(4"-#(%*(#4(#=*9#Q39(#
9"3(%#"6#R49%"5X9#'98*-7;#P(#@L;TW#%09#4(#0/5"0(/7#4(#=*9#%/*74->#<*.?#("#,%4&-/+#R*+1#-"0(%#
"6#Y(;#N/"0>/X9#[/*7;##P(#@T;]K#%09#(%/#,NR#0/5"0(/7#b=/#*0/#Q39(#"66#(%/#<*.?#"6#(%/#+,--./0#
1,-23"#42#56--#7839#:,#,;2#32.</%#.<,8;:#8;:2<;2.9%#9%2#3%2-92<#.;:#52#56--#%2.:#4-b;#P(#@T;@@%09#

*#b)P`JP`b#.*88#=*9#54.?/7#35#<+#(%/#G48?//#R*9/;#!%/#.*88#=*9#&*7/#<+#"-/#"6#(%/#.0/=#
394->#%/0#%*-7S%/87#0*74"#"-#,%*--/8#@K;#!%49#.*88#=*9#-"(#54.?/7#35#<+#)HY,1#I*8/-(4*;#P#
&/&</0#"6#(%/#53<84.#5%"-/7#(%/#G48?//#Y(*(4"-#*-7#0/5"0(/7#*-#4-.47/-(#4-:"8:4->#(%/#J/8(*#
H'R;#G48?//#9(*(4"-#."-(*.(/7#)HY,#I*8/-(4*#"-#,%*--/8#KW#*-7#<+#(/8/5%"-/#("#8/(#(%/&#
?-"=#=%*(#%*7#%*55/-/7#*-7#*9?/7#(%/&#("#(*9?#(%/#YPH#%/84."5(/0;###P(#(%/#(4&/#<"(%#(%/#
C4,#*-7#JC4,#=/0/#*(#(%/#9(*(4"-;#
#
&"!!"=#

!%/#J/8(*#H'R#*55/*09#("#%*:/#<//-#.*594O/7#<+#*#8*0>/#=*:/#9(04?4->#4(#</*&#"-#("#9(*0<"*07;#
!%/#(%0//#.0/=&/&</09#=/0/#(%0"=-#.8/*0#"6#(%/#:/99/8#*-7#*88#(%0//#.0/=&/&</09#8"9(#
(%/40#%/8&/(9#7304->#(%/#4-.47/-(;#!%/#.0/=#=/0/#3-*<8/#("#."-73.(#(%/#,"*9(#N3*07#5"9(#H'R#
.*594O/#4-9(03.(4"-9#73/#("#(%/#9/:/04(+#"6#(%/#4-.47/-(#*-7#(%/#."-74(4"-9;#P#=*:/#04>%(/7#(%/#
:/99/8#9%"0(8+#*6(/0#(%/#.*594O4->;##!%/#H'RX9#&*-3*8#9/86SS#04>%(4->#9+9(/&#=*9#-"(#*.(4:*(/7#
*-7#93<9/E3/-(#4-95/.(4"-#6"3-7#(%/#>*9#.+84-7/0#4-(*.(#*-7#6388+#.%*0>/7;#

#
&"!!">#

!%/#9/."-7#,"M#&*-*>/7#("#9=4&#"669%"0/;#!%/#R"*(#,"M#=*9#9=/5(#4-9%"0/1#4-("#*#9&*88#
0/./99#4-#(%/#.8466#*-7#.83->#("#0".?9#3-(48#0/9.3/7#<+#,"*9(#N3*07#0/9.3/#%/84."5(/0#H@@V;#!%/#
(%407#.0/=&/&</0#=*9#=*9%/7#4-9%"0/#3-7/0#(%/#.8466#=4(%#(%/#H'R;#,4:48#J/6/-./#70"-/#:47/"#
6""(*>/1#=%4.%#."&&/-./7#*(#@T;Lg#%091#9%"=9#(%/#(%407#.0/=&/&</0#%"874->#"-#("#(%/#5"0(#
<"=#9/.(4"-#<3(#9%/#=*9#0/5/*(/78+#=*9%/7#"66#<+#(%/#=*:/9;#P6(/0#*550"M4&*(/8+#(%0//#
&4-3(/9#(%/#,*93*8(+#8"9(#%/0#>045#*-7#=*9#-/M(#94>%(/7#8+4->#6*./#7"=-#4-#(%/#=*(/0#*-7#
7046(4->#60//8+#=4(%#(%/#9/*9;#

#
&"!!"?#

20"&#8*(/0#4-95/.(4"-#"6#(%/#70"-/#6""(*>/#-"-/#"6#(%/#_2J9#%*7#<//-#"5/0*(/7#("#4-68*(/#(%/#
*40<8*77/09;#!%49#=*9#8*(/0#."-640&/7#<+#4-95/.(4"-#"6#(%/#_2J9;#c"-/#"6#(%/#_/09"-*8#f".*("0#
R/*."-9#D_fRX9F#%*7#<//-#*.(4:*(/7;##c"#%*-7#68*0/9#=/0/#9/(#"66;#
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Cont.

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

&"!!"!@#

P(# (%/# .8466# ("51# 9/:/0*8# (/*&9# 60"&# 7466/0/-(# /&/0>/-.+# 9/0:4./9# %*7# *99/&<8/7;# !%/9/#
4-.837/7#N*07*41#,4:48#J/6/-./#*-7#(%/#240/#Y/0:4./;#!%/0/#=/0/#*89"#"-8""?/09#"-#(%/#.8466#("5#
=%"#=/0/#-"(#&/&</09#"6#(%/#/&/0>/-.+#9/0:4./9;#

#

&"!!"!!#

!%/#"3(>"4->#C4,#*004:/7#*(#(%/#9(*(4"-#9"&/(4&/#</(=//-#@L;T]#%09#*-7#@L;V]#%09#"-#(%/#@L(%#
Y/5(/&</0#L]@K;#!%/0/#49#."-684.(4->#/:47/-./#*9#("#=%/(%/0#%/#=*9#<04/6/7#"-#(%/#"-S>"4->#
9/*0.%# "5/0*(4"-# "0# %*7# .*88/7# ("# 0/(30-# /E345&/-(;# '-# *-7# *0"3-7# (%49# (4&/# (%/# J/8(*# H'R#
0/5"0(/7#(%*(#4(#=*9#%/*74->#<*.?#("#,%4&-/+#R*+#*-7#=*9#E34.?8+#6"88"=/7#<+#(%/#b)P`JP`b#
.*88;#C-#</."&4->#*=*0/#"6#(%/#749(0/99#.*88#(%/#C4,#&*7/#%49#=*+#=4(%#*-"(%/0#."88/*>3/#("#
(%/#.8466#("5#("#*99/99#(%/#94(3*(4"-#*-7#(""?#.%*0>/#"6#(%/#4-.47/-(#84*494->#=4(%#"(%/0#*>/-.4/9#
*-7#(%/#,"*9(#N3*07#[/84."5(/0;##

#

&"!!"!$#

P(#(%49#(4&/1#*#504:*(/8+S"=-/7#H'R#=*9#</4->#50/5*0/7#("#8*3-.%#=4(%#(%/#4-(/-(4"-#"6#*9949(4->#
4-#(%/#9/*0.%;#!%/#H'R#"=-/0#=*9#*9?/7#<+#*#&/&</0#"6#(%/#N*07*4#("#*=*4(#(%/#*004:*8#"6#(%/#
JC4,;#!%/#JC4,#<"*07/7#(%/#H'R#*-7#7/5*0(/7#6"0#(%/#9./-/#"6#4-.47/-(;##

'

()*+,-./' >)6*56' ,42)F?6' 362;4,2*)' 5>625' 1-' 3;,5' Q6556)' -1+' 21I>*+*3,Q6' +6*5145J' $)51' 2)*+,-.' ,-' *4.'
21II643'E*5'51F<;3'-+1I'3;6'1E46+'1-'3;,5'Q6556)'*4?',-'51'>)6*56'2)*+,-.'E;*3'E*5'3;6,+'6@>6+,6426?'
F4?6+53*4?,4<'1-'3;6'56*'214?,3,145'*4?'E6*3;6+'*3'3;6'3,I6'3;6.'2;156'31')*F42;'3;6,+'Q6556)J''

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

#

#

!%49# :/99/8# >"(# .8"9/# /-"3>%# ("# 0/9.3/# (%/# 9/."-7# ,"M# =%"#%*7# <//-# *<8/# ("# 9=4&#"669%"0/;#
P(#*550"M4&*(/8+# @T;gg#%09#(%/# 0/9.3/7#9/."-7#,"M#=*9#(0*-96/00/7#("#(%/# JS# ,8*99#846/<"*(#=%4.%#
%*7#<//-#8*3-.%/7#("#*9949(;#!%/#9/."-7#,"M#=*9#<0"3>%(#("#(%/#54/0#*(#G48?//#=%/0/#*-#*&<38*-./#
=*9#"-#9(*-7<+#("#(*?/#%/0#("#%"954(*8;#

#

'

()*+,-./' 3;6' 2*5F*)3.' E*5' 413' D+1F<;3' *5;1+6' D.' 3;6' 7,)866' O`2)*55S' 5;6' +6I*,46?' 14' D1*+?' 3;6'
>+,Q*36).`1E46?'+,DJ''

#

&"!!"!&#

P(# @g;@W#%09#,"*9(#N3*07#%/84."5(/0# H@@V#=4-.%/7#(%/#,*93*8(+# "3(#"6#(%/#=*(/0# *-7#8*-7/7#
"-# *-# *7Q*./-(# .8466# ("5# =%/0/# 5*0*&/74.9# *((/-7/7# ("# %/0;# !%/+# <0"3>%(# (%/#,*93*8(+#("#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted that the
“casualty” is the
rescued Second Cox
and the report has
been amended
accordingly.

f4&/04.?#^-4:/094(+#["954(*8#=%/0/#9%/#=*9#50"-"3-./7#7/*7#*(#@K;]V#%09;#
#

&"!!"!'#

2"88"=4-># (%/# 7/5*0(30/# "6# ,"*9(# N3*07# %/84."5(/0# H@@V1# ,"*9(# N3*07# %/84."5(/0# H@@W#
."-(4-3/7#=4(%#(%/#0/9.3/#/66"0(;# !%/#.8466#("5#0/9.3/#(/*&91#*#&4M(30/#"6#5/09"--/8#60"&# (%/#
7466/0/-(#9/0:4./9#50/9/-(1#*<9/48/7#7"=-#(%/#.8466#6*./#*-7#&*-*>/7#("#>/(#*#84-/#("# (%/# R"*(#
,"M;##!%/+#=/0/#*<8/#("#0/*9930/#(%/#R"*(#,"M#*-7#<04/6#%4&#"-#(%/#94(3*(4"-;#!%/#R"*(#,"M#=*9#
0/.":/0/7#<+#%/84."5(/0#H@@W#*(#@W;LV#%09#*-7#<0"3>%(#("#%"954(*8;#

'

()*+,-./' >)6*56' 2)*+,-.' ,-' E6*3;6+' 214?,3,145' E6+6' *5' 3;6' D1*+?' ?6>,23' 3;6I' 31' D6S' E;63;6+' ,3' E*5'
?66I6?'5F,3*D)6'-1+'4FI6+1F5'>61>)6'31'*D56,)'?1E4'*'2),--'6?<6',4'*'5F+-'T146J''
()*+,-./'*'Z63'58,'+652F6'F4,3'E6+6'*)51'3*586?'31'3;6'52646'D.'3;6'M,('*4?'*336I>36?'31'5E,I'31'3;6'
D1*3'21@4J'9)6*56'*)51'2)*+,-.',-'*4.'21II643'E*5'51F<;3'-+1I'3;,5'36*I'*4?',-'51'2)*+,-.'E;1I'
?66I6?',3'5F,3*D)6'31'F3,),56'5E,II6+5J''

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

#

#
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

9153'L42,?643'(;+141)1<.'
'
'
&"!!"!*# !%/#5"9(#&"0(/&#0/5"0(#"6#@T(%#Y/5(/&</0#L]@K#"-#(%/#7/./*9/7#,0/=&/&</0#4-74.*(/7# (%/#
.*39/# "6# 7/*(%# *9# 70"=-4->;# P# 9?388# 4-Q30+# =*9# *89"# 47/-(464/7# =%4.%# &4>%(# %*:/# <//-# *#
."-(04<3("0+#6*.("0# <3(#"-#4(9#"=-#(%49#4-Q30+#="387# -"(#%*:/#<//-#6*(*8;# !%/#*3("59+#0/5"0(#
."-.8394"-9#*0/#50":494"-*8#*(#(%/#(4&/#"6#53<84.*(4"-#"6#(%49#0/5"0(;#'(#49#(%/#0"8/#"6#(%/#,"0"-/0X9#
C664./#("#7/(/0&4-/#(%/#.*39/#"6#7/*(%;#
&"!$#

!%/#N*07*4#."88/.(/7#/E345&/-(#60"&#(%/#,"*9(#N3*07#Y(*(4"-#*-7#58*./7#4(#4-#58*9(4.#<*>91#=4(%#
9/*89#*((*.%/7;####

'

()*+,-./'*'4FID6+'1-'>61>)6'E,346556?'6[F,>I643',4Q1)Q6?',4'3;6'*22,?643'D6,4<'>*28*<6?',4'D)*28'
D*<5'*4?'+6I1Q6?'-+1I'3;6'53*3,14'D.'*'21*53'<F*+?'Q6;,2)6J''

#

!%/9/#=/0/#%*-7/7#":/0#("#(%/#),'R#"-#(%/#@g(%#Y/5(/&</0#L]@K;#!%/#/E345&/-(#*-7#*88#"(%/0#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

."-(/-(9#"6#(%/#<*>9#=/0/#/M*&4-/7#"-#(%/#T07#C.("</0#L]@K;#q#C-#."&58/(4"-#"6#(%/#
/M*&4-*(4"-1#(%/#/E345&/-(#=*9#0/(30-/7#("#(%/#'H,N#*(#(%/40#7/5"(#4-#R*88+.""84-#"-#@T(%#
C.("</0#L]@W;##P(#(%*(#(4&/#(="#846/Q*.?/(91#47/-(464/7#*9#</4->#="0-#<+#.0/=#"-#(%/#7*+#"6#(%/#
4-.47/-(#=/0/#4-68*(/7;#R"(%#"5/0*(/7#*-7#6388+#4-68*(/7;#
#
&"!&#

B*.%#=*49(."*(#%*7#*#0/7#68*9%4->#84>%(#3-4(1#*.(4:*(/7#<+#4&&/094"-#4-#=*(/01#*#N)Y#P..39*(#_fRl#
=%49(8/#"-#8*-+*071#*#?488#."071#*#5/-?-46/1#*#%*-7%/87#94>-*8#68*0/1#*#9*6/(+#84-/#=4(%#9(*4-8/99#9(//8#
9-*5S"-#.8*&59#*-7#*#%*-7%/87#',C)#I[2#(0*-9./4:/0;#C6#(%/#/E345&/-(#0/(*4-/7#<+#(%/#N*07*r#
*-7#0/(30-/7#("#(%/#),'R1#(%/0/#=*9#"-8+#"-/#%*-7%/87#I[21#=%4.%#=*9#(%"3>%(#("#</#(%/#3-4(#
39/7#("#4993/#(%/#b)P`JP`b#.*88;###_fRX9#T1#g1V#*-7#A#=/0/#&4994->;#f46/Q*.?/(#A#=*9#&4994->;#

#
&"!'#

!%/#9*6/(+#%/8&/(9#=/0/#/M*&4-/7;#P(#(%/#9./-/#"6#(%/#4-.47/-(1#"-#(%/#@g(%#Y/5(/&</0#=%/-#(%/#
:/99/8#0/&-*-(9#=/0/#0/.":/0/71#4(#=*9#-"(/7#(%*(#"-/#%/8&/(#%*7#<//-#.039%/7;#P88#"(%/0#%/8&/(9#
/M*&4-/7#=/0/#4-(*.(1#<3(#"-#(="#(%/#4--/0#*40#<8*77/0#=*9#&4994->;#

#
&"!*#

!%/# ,*93*8(+X9# 70+934(# =*9# .3(# *=*+# <+# (%/# _*0*&/74.9# *((/-74-># ("# %/0# 4&&/74*(/8+# *6(/0# (%/#
4-.47/-(;# !%/# 0/&*4-9# "6# (%49#934(# =/0/#8*(/0#4-95/.(/7# <+# (%/# ),'R;#'(# =*9# 9"# 7*&*>/7# (%*(# -"#
."-.8394:/#7/(/0&4-*(4"-#."387#</#&*7/#."-./0-4->#4(9#."-74(4"-#504"0#("#(%/#4-.47/-(;#

#
&"!(#

P6(/0#(%/#4-.47/-(#(%/#9/*0.%#"5/0*(4"-#=*9#(*?/-#":/0#<+#(%/#,4:48#J/6/-./;#!%/#<"7+#"6#(%/#&4994->#
5/09"-#=*9#6"3-7#"-#(%/#Lg(%#Y/5(/&</0#L]@K#4-#(%/#9*&/#.":/#*9#(%/#4-.47/-(;#
()*+,-./'3;6'D1?.'E*5'413'+621Q6+6?',4'3;6'5*I6'21Q6'*5'3;6',42,?643#
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MCIB RESPONSE:
Note and the report
has been amended.

Cont.

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

WJ' $C$0&!L!#
'
!6*+2;'*4?'%652F6'*4?'%621Q6+.'M>6+*3,145#
'
'"!# '-#'0/8*-7#(%/#":/0*88#60*&/="0?#6"0#9/*0.%#*-7#0/9.3/#DYPHF#49#/9(*<849%/7#4-#(%/#'049%#c*(4"-*8#Y/*0.%#
*-7#H/9.3/#20*&/="0?#7".3&/-(#=%4.%#=*9#4993/7#<+#(%/#)4-49(/0#6"0#!0*-95"0(#4-#)*0.%#L]@]@#!%49#
"#
7".3&/-(# *770/99/9# YPH# <3(# 4(# 7"/9#
-"(# 50":47/# *7/E3*(/# .8*04(+# 0/>*074-># 0/9.3/# *-7# 0/.":/0+#

"5/0*(4"-9# *-7# 4-# 5*0(4.38*0# =%/-# *# 9/*0.%# *-7# 0/9.3/# &4994"-# </."&/9# *# 9/*0.%# *-7# 0/.":/0+#
"5/0*(4"-;# !%/# 60*&/="0?# 7".3&/-(# 7"/9# -"(# 50":47/# *-+# >347*-./# "-# *-+# 4-(/0&/74*(/# 9(*>/9#
</(=//-#0/9.3/#*-7#0/.":/0+#"5/0*(4"-9;#
#
'"$#

!%49#4-.47/-(#"..300/7#"-#(%/#(%407#7*+#"6#*-#"5/0*(4"-#4-#0/95/.(#"6#*#5/09"-#=%"#%*7#<//-#&4994->#
94-./#\(%#Y/5(/&</0;#Y4>%(4->9#"6#"<Q/.(9#4-#(%/#=*(/0#%*7#8/7#("#(%/#8*3-.%#"6#(%/#,N^#<"*(9#"-#@](%#
Y/5(/&</0;#!%/#84?/84%""7#"6#*#0/9.3/#0*(%/0#(%*-#*#0/.":/0+#60"&#(%/#9/*#=*9#9/:/0/8+#0/73./7#<+#(%/#
@L(%#Y/5(/&</0;#!%/0/#9//&9#("#%*:/#<//-#-"#.8/*0#*-*8+949#*9#("#=%/-#(%/#"5/0*(4"-#.%*->/7#60"&#
0/9.3/# ("# 0/.":/0+# "0# /:/-# =%/(%/0# 4(# %*7# <//-# .%*->/7;# P# 0/.":/0+# "5/0*(4"-# ="387# 0/E340/# *#
."&&/-930*(/# *-*8+949# "6# (%/# 049?9# 4-:"8:/7# *-7# 9%"387# %*:/# 0/938(/7# 4-# *# 7466/0/-(# 9(0*(/>+# </4->#
*7"5(/7;#!%/#(/*&9#=/0/#-"(#50":47/7#=4(%#*7/E3*(/#>347*-./#"-#(%/9/#."-947/0*(4"-9;#

#

'

()*+,-./'E;*3'?12FI6435'd'-1+I5'*))1E'3;6'?62,5,14'31'2;*4<6'-+1I'+652F6'31'+621Q6+.'31'D6'?12FI6436?J'
()*+,-.'*)51'3;*3'3;6'53*36I643'<,Q64'D.'3;6'OM,('31'3;6',4Q653,<*31+5'2)6*+).'?6>,235'3;*3'3;6'2;*4<6'31'*'
+621Q6+.';*?'3*864'>)*26J''
()*+,-.' *)51' 3;*3' 6Q,?6426' E*5' >+1Q,?6?' 31' 3;6' ,4Q653,<*31+' 3;*3' I6ID6+5' 1-' 3;6' 36*I' ;*?' +6[F6536?'
3+*,4,4<'-+1I'Yh',4'>1),2,65S'>+13121)5'*4?'>+126?F+65J''

#
O62,5,14'31')*F42;'3;6'O6)3*'%LPJ#
'
'
'"&# !%/#7/.494"-#("#8*3-.%#*#,NR#49#&*7/#<+#(%0//#5/"58/#3-7/0#(%/#b!0458/#f".?#Y+9(/&b#*9#7/9.04</7#4-#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 4.2,
5.1 to 5.4 and
Appendix 7.9 of the
report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

5*0*>0*5%#T;V;#!%/#&*--/0#4-#=%4.%#(%49#49#4&58/&/-(/7#49#"3(84-/7#4-#9/.(4"-#@1#,%*5(/0#g#"6#(%/#'049%#
,"*9(#N3*07#<"*(#"5/0*(4"-9#&*-3*8#D9//#P55/-74M#W;WF;#!%/#4-:/9(4>*(4"-#6"3-7#(%*(#(%/#"-8+#6*.("09#
."-947/0/7#504"0#("#/4(%/0#8*3-.%#"-#(%/#@L(%#"6#Y/5(/&</0#=/0/#(%/#=/*(%/0#6"0/.*9(1#50/74.(/7#9/*#
."-74(4"-9# *-7# (%/# *:*48*<484(+# "6# <"*(# .0/=;# !%/# 8*3-.%# 8"># 9(*(/7# *# 5"994<8/# T&# 9=/881# =%4.%# =*9#
"3(947/#(%/#84&4(#6"0#<"*(#"5/0*(4"-9;#c"#:493*8#."-640&*(4"-#60"&#(%/#.8466#("59#=*9#&*7/#*9#("#(%/#9=/88#
*-7#=*:/#%/4>%(9;#!%/0/#49#-"#/:47/-./#(%*(#)/(#B40/*--#9&*88#.0*6(#=*0-4->#=*9#."-947/0/7;#!%/9/#
64-74->9#4-74.*(/# (%*(# (%/# b!0458/# f".?# Y+9(/&b# =*9# -"(# *7/E3*(/8+# *7%/0/7# ("# </6"0/#8*3-.%4-># (%/#
J/8(*#H'R#"-#(%/#@L(%#Y/5(/&</0;#
#

'

()*+,-./'9)6*56'>+1Q,?6'6Q,?6426'3;*3'f41'Q,5F*)'214-,+I*3,14'-+1I'3;6'2),--'31>5'E*5'I*?6g'<,Q64'3;*3'3;6+6'
E6+6'2),--'31>'56*+2;'36*I5'?6>)1.6?J'9)6*56'*<*,4'2)*+,-.'3;*3'3;6'_I'5E6))'E*5'-1+'3;*3'6Q64,4<'413'*3'3;6'
3,I6'1-')*F42;J'9)6*56'*)51'+6Q,6E'*>>64?,@'^J'K;,5',5'*4'*D53+*23'-1+I'3;6'L%(U'D1*3'1>6+*3,145'I*4F*)'
E;,2;'53*365'3;*3/'
f5,3F*3,145'I*.'*+,56'E;6+6'3;6')12*)'64Q,+14I643*)'214?,3,145'?,--6+'-+1I'3;6'-1+62*536?'E6*3;6+'6J<J',4'
*'5;6)36+6?'P*.'3;6'56*'53*36'I*.'D6'2*)I'?65>,36'*'-1+62*536?'<*)6gJ''

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 2.6,
3.5, 3.11, 4.3, 4.4,
4.8, 5.6, 5.7, 5.14
and Appendices 7.5,
7.6 and 7.8.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Cont.

Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

#
'"'#

2*.("09#=%4.%#*55/*0#-"(#("#%*:/#<//-#."-947/0/7#4-.837/7d#

#
)#

!%/# -/./994(+#6"0#8*3-.%4->#*#,NR;#

)#

!%/#/66/.(4:/-/99#"6#(%/#J/8(*#H'R#"-#*#8//#9%"0/#4-#<0/*?4->#9=/889;#

'
'

()*+,-./'L-'D+6*8,4<'5E6))5',4?,2*36'3;*3'*'5F+-'T146i''
K;64'2)*+,-.'3;*3'3;6'O6)3*'%LP'5;1F)?'413'D6'1>6+*3,4<',4'*'5F+-'T146J''
)#

!%/#"5/0*(4"-*8#9(*(39#"6#(%/#:/99/8#*-7#63-.(4"-4->#"6#*88#/E345&/-(;#

)#

P#."S"074-*(/7#58*-#"6#9/*0.%4->;#

)#

!%/#"5/0*(4"-*8#84&4(9#"6#(%/#.0*6(;#

)#

!%/#049?#"6#5/09"-*8#4-Q30+#("#(%/#.0/=#"6#(%/#J/8(*#H'R#>4:/-#(%/#"5/0*(4"-*8#."-74(4"-9;#

)#

!%/#*:*48*<484(+#"6#*#70"-/#*9#*-#*550"504*(/#9/*0.%#(""8;##

'

()*+,-./'3;6'7,)866'1+'O11),4'F4,35'1-'3;6'21*53<F*+?'?,?'413'1E4'1+'1>6+*36'?+1465J'
$)51S'>)6*56'>+1Q,?6'6Q,?6426'1+'+656*+2;'31'5F>>1+3'3;6'53*36I643'3;*3'?+1465'*+6'
*>>+1>+,*36'-1+'3;,5'3.>6'1-'56*+2;J''
)#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
Appendix 7.2 “The
Boat Cox is not
permitted to
operate the CGB in
surf.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 2.4.1
and 3.9.

!%/#049?#"6#5/09"-*8#4-Q30+#("#(%/#.0/=#"6#(%/#J/8(*#H'R#>4:/-#(%/#84?/84%""7#"6#0/.":/0+#
0*(%/0#(%*-#0/9.3/#46#(%/#&4994->#5/09"-#%*7#<//-#4-#(%/#9/*#94-./#\(%#Y/5(/&</0;#

#
'"*#

!%/# 'H,N# 7"/9# -"(# 749(4->349%# </(=//-# b9/*0.%# *-7# 0/9.3/b# *-7# b9/*0.%# *-7# 0/.":/0+b#"5/0*(4"-9#
*-7#7"/9#-"(#%*:/#*#504"04(+#0*(4->#"-#,NR#.*88"3(9;#!%/#Y/*0.%#!/0&4-*(4"-# ,04(/04*#J".3&/-(#9(*(/9d#
bP# YPH# 9/*0.%# 9%"387# ."-(4-3/# 3-(48# (%/# 5"994<484(+# "6# 93../99# 49# -"# 8"->/0#0/*9"-*<8/#*-7#*88#
%"5/#"6#0/9.34->#930:4:"09#49#5*9(;##'6#*6(/0#."-938(*(4"-#=4(%#(%"9/#4-:"8:/71#4(#%*9#<//-#7/(/0&4-/7#
(%*(#*#630(%/0#9/*0.%#="387#</#"6#-"#*:*481#(%/#Y),#D9/*0.%#&4994"-#."S"074-*("0o#&39(#."-938(#(%/#
C-#,*88#C664./0#</6"0/# (/0&4-*(4->#(%/#9/*0.%;b#
-./01234!15!16!1007.78/95!:;75;70!/!076<=7!>0!07<>8703!>?70/51>9!:/6!19!>?70/51>9#!@16A6!6;>=.B!9>5!C7!5/A79!
19!/93!</67#

#
D;7!</?61E7!19<1B795!>9!5;7!$"5;!>2!F7?57GC70 #
'"(#

!%/#4-.47/-(#"..300/7#4-#*#9&*88#.":/#*(#(%/#<*9/#"6#*#.8466#("#(%/#-"0(%#*-7#/*9(#"6#2""%*>%#_"4-(;#
!%/#*0/*#49#.":/0/7#<+#(%/#.%*0(8/(#*9#9%"=-#4-#P55/-74M#W;g;#f".*8#?-"=8/7>/#49#(%*(#(%/#9/*</7#
4-#(%/#*0/*#049/9#4-#9%*05#.8466#6*./9#0*(%/0#(%*-#*#>0*73*8#9%/8:4->#"6#(%/#9/*</7;#!%49#.*-#.*39/#*#
9377/-#350494->#4-#./0(*4-#9/*#."-74(4"-9#*-7#8*0>/#9=/889#.*-#*55/*0#*9#46#60"&#-"=%/0/;#

'"=#

!%/#.84669#*(#2""%*>%#_"4-(#*0/#*550"M4&*(/8+#g\#&#4-#%/4>%(#*<":/#9/*#8/:/8;#!%/#.":/#=%/0/#(%/#
4-.47/-(#"..300/7#9%/8:/9#:/0+#9(//58+#60"&#L\#&#("#@@;K#&#*-7#(%/-#704/9;#!%/0/#*0/#-3&/0"39#
0".?+#9%"*89#4-#(%/#*0/*1#9"&/#"6#=%4.%#70+;#!%/#4--/0&"9(#5*0(#"6#(%/#.":/#49#8".*(/7#*(#VLh#g];TWXc#
]]\h#g@;@KX$;#
#

'">#
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C:/0#(%/#5/04"7#"6#(%/#"04>4-*8#"5/0*(4"-#"-#(%/#@L(%#Y/5(/&</01#(%/#=/*(%/0#."-74(4"-9#=/0/#-"(#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please see 4.2 and
5.1 to 5.4 of the
report.

Cont.

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

6*:"30*<8/# =4(%# %4>%# 9=/889# *-7# 9(0"-># =4-79# 6"0/.*9(;# !%49# 7"/9# -"(# *55/*0# ("# %*:/# <//-#
*7/E3*(/8+#."-947/0/7# 7304->#(%/#8*3-.%# 58*--4->;#!%/#50/74.(/7#=*:/# %/4>%(91#*9#5/0#(%/#)/(#
B40/*--#=/*(%/0#6"0/.*9(9#*(#]K;]]%09#"6#L;A#("#T#&#9=/889#/M.//7/7#(%/#"5/0*(4"-*8#84&4(#6"0#(%/#
H'R#=%4.%#=*9#L#&;#!%/0/#=*9#*89"#*#bY&*88#,0*6(#$*0-4->b#4-#"5/0*(4"-#"-#(%/#7*+#=%4.%#*55/*09#
("#%*:/#<//-#4>-"0/7;#
#

j'

'

()*+,-./'9)6*56'566'3;6'I63'R,+6*44'E6*3;6+'+6>1+3'*Q*,)*D)6'31'3;6'+65>14?,4<'2+6E'14'3;6'?*.',4'
[F653,14J'9)6*56'4136'3;*3'3;6'E,4?5'-1+'3;6'E653'21*53'E6+6'+6?F2,4<'31'-1+26'V'31'WJ'9)6*56'*)51'4136'
3;*3'3;6'5I*))'2+*-3'E*+4,4<',5'413'5>62,-,2*)).'-1+'3;6'E653'21*53'1+'3;6'7,)866'*+6*J'$)51S'3;6'53*36I643'
*D1Q6'f*>>6*+5'31';*Q6'D664',<41+6?g',5'1>,4,14*36?S'>)6*56'>+1Q,?6'6Q,?6426'3;*3',3'E*5',4'-*23'
+6)6Q*43'31'3;6'*+6*'1-'1>6+*3,14'*4?'3;64'3;*3',3'E*5',<41+6?J'M3;6+E,56'>)6*56'1I,3'1>,4,14J''
9)6*56'*)51'566'*>>64?,@'bS'?*3*'-+1I'3;6'21II,55,146+'1-'L+,5;'0,<;35'E*Q6'DF1.5',4'P*)).DF4,14'=51F3;'
1-'7,)866B'*4?':,44,5;'=41+3;'1-'7,)866BJ'P13;'3;656'E*Q6'DF1.5'+621+?6?'*Q6+*<6'E*Q65';6,<;35'1-')655'
3;*4'V'I63+65'*+1F4?'3;6'3,I6'1-'3;6'*22,?643J''9)6*56'*)51'2)*+,-.'E;.'3;,5'?*3*'E*5'413',42)F?6?'D.'3;6'
D1*+?J''
9)6*56'*)51'2)*+,-.'E;.'*'E6*3;6+'+6>1+3'-1+'3;6'R*53'1-'3;6'21F43+.'E*5',42)F?6?',4'3;6'+6>1+3'=*>>64?,@'
]J^B''

'

'"?#

!%/#R"*(#,"M#84:/7#8".*88+#*-7#%*7#3-7/0(*?/-#*88#"6#(%/#0/8/:*-(#(0*4-4->#6"0#<"*(#."M9=*4-;#!%/#
.":/#=*9#-"(#9/*0.%/7#/*084/0#4-#(%/#7*+#</.*39/#(%/0/#=*9#4-93664.4/-(#=*(/0#73/#("#(%/#9(*(/#"6#
(%/#(47/;##

'

#

()*+,-./'3;6'*+6*';*?'413'D664'56*+2;6?'>+6Q,1F5).'D.'13;6+'21@45'*5',3'E*5'?66I6?'F45*-6J'9)6*56'+6Q,6E'
#%!(' N*)643,*' NY:' +*?,1' 3+*452+,>35' -1+' V' ?*.5' >+6Q,1F5' E;6+6' 6Q,?6426' 5;1F)?' D6' ;6*+?' 1-' 3;6' D1*3'
+6-F5,4<'31'6436+'3;*3'*+6*';*Q,4<'D664'+6[F6536?'31'?1'51'D.'3;6'M,(J''
!%/#(0*.?#(*?/-#<+#(%/#H'R#=%/-#(0*:/094->#(%/#.":/#0/938(/7#4-#4(#</4->#58*./7#</*&#"-#("#(%/#
740/.(4"-#"6#(%/#9=/88#*(#98"=#95//7;#!%/#J/8(*#H'R#=*9#<0"3>%(#.8"9/#4-9%"0/#4-("#(%/#<0/*?4->#
=*:/9#=%/0/#4(#.*594O/7;#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
2.1.2, 2.6, 3.5,
3.11, 4.4, 4.8, 5.6,
5.7, 5.14 and
Appendices 7.5, 7.6
and 7.8.
MCIB RESPONSE:
There is no record
of anything other
than the Met
Éireann forecast and
Windfinder being
used on the day. The
weather report is for
the entire country.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
3.11.6 and Appendix
7.2 and 7.8.

'

'"!@# !%/#(%0//# .0/=&/&</09#8"9(#(%/40#%/8&/(9#7304->#(%/#.*594O/;#!%/#4-:/9(4>*(4"-#=*9#3-*<8/#("#

/9(*<849%#7/64-4(4:/8+#%"=#(%/#%/8&/(9#=/0/#8"9(;#!%/#9/.304(+#"6#(%/#%/8&/(#4-#39/#7/5/-79#/-(40/8+#
"-#4(#</4->#50"5/08+#64((/7U4-68*(/7#*-7#9/.30/7#*.."074->#("#(%/#935584/09#4-9(03.(4"-9;##
'
#

()*+,-./'!3*36'>)6*56'3;*3'53*36I6435'E6+6'<,Q64'D.'2+6E'I6ID6+5',4?,2*3,4<'3;*3';6)I635'E6+6'413'E1+4'
*5'>6+'3;6'I*4F-*23F+6+c5',453+F23,145J''
!%/#5"9(S&"0(/&#"-#(%/#,*93*8(+#47/-(464/7#*#(0*3&*#("#(%/#947/#"6#(%/#%/*7#4-#*#5"94(4"-#=%4.%#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted

9%"387#%*:/#<//-#50"(/.(/7#<+#(%/#%/8&/(;#
'

'"!!# !%/#_2J#="387#"-8+#9355"0(#*-#3-."-9.4"39#5/09"-#4-#*#6*./#35#5"94(4"-#=%/-#4(#=*9#6388+#4-68*(/7;#

!%/#_2J9#4-68*(4"-#&/.%*-49&#=*9#&*-3*8#("#50/:/-(#4-*7:/0(/-(#*3("&*(4.#*.(4:*(4"-;#J304->#(%/#
4-.47/-(1#-"-/#"6#(%/#(%0//#.*93*8(4/9#4-68*(/7#(%/40#_2J9;#J304->#5"9(#4-.47/-(#/M*&4-*(4"-9#(="#
"6#(%/#(%0//#_J29#=/0/#*.(4:*(/7#9"#74664.38(4/9#4-#*.(4:*(4->#(%/#_2J9#7304->#(%/#4-.47/-(#&*+#%*:/#
*049/-#60"&#74664.38(+#4-#64-74->#(%/#*.(4:*(4"-#(">>8/1#"0#*#7/.494"-#<+#(%/#=/*0/0#-"(#("#4-68*(/#(%/40#
7/:4./;#
#
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

'"!$# '-#(%49#4-.47/-(#(%/#.0/=#&/&</09#=/0/#(%0"=-#=/88#.8/*0#"6#(%/#<"*(#7304->#(%/#.*594O/#*-7#=/0/#

9"&/#749(*-./#*5*0(;#!%/+#6"3-7#(%/&9/8:/9#4-#%/*:+#9/*9#=%4.%#04>%(/7#(%/#<"*(#*>*4-;##
'
#

()*+,-./'3;6'D1*3'6436+6?'*'5F+-'T146'E,3;'D+6*8,4<'5E6))5J''
!%/# R"*(# ,"M# =*9# =*9%/7# 4-9%"0/# *-7# .83-># ("# (%/# 0".?9# 3-(48# =4-.%/7# "66# <+# %/84."5(/0;# !%/#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
3.11.7.

9/."-7#,"M#9=*&#"669%"0/#*-7#=*9#0/9.3/7#<+#<"*(;#Y%/#%*7#4->/9(/7#=*(/0#*-7#0/E340/7#&/74.*8#
*((/-(4"-#"-./#<0"3>%(#*9%"0/;#!%/#,*93*8(+#=*9#=*9%/7#4-9%"0/#=4(%#(%/#<"*(#"-#("#*#0".?#8/7>/#
(%*(#=*9#*=*9%#3-7/0#(%/#.84669;#Y%/#.83->#("#(%/#>0*<#84-/#"-#(%/#5"0(#<"=#"6#(%/#<"*(1#<3(#=*9#
0/5/*(/78+#=*9%/7#"66#*-7#=/-(#3-7/0#=*(/0;#P6(/0#(%0//#&4-3(/9#9%/#=*9#=*9%/7#"66#*-7#747#-"(#
9=4&#<*.?#("#(%/#<"*(;#!%/#:47/"#6""(*>/#9%"=/7#%/0#6*./#7"=-#=4(%#%/0#_2J#3-S4-68*(/7;#!%/#
,*93*8(+# /M5/-7/7# /-/0>+# %"874-># "-# ("# (%/# <"*(1# ="387# %*:/# 4->/9(/7# =*(/0# *-7# 50"<*<8+#
0/./4:/7#(%/#4&5*.(#("#(%/#%/*7#7304->#"-/#"6#(%/#5/04"79#=%/-#9%/#=*9#93<&/0>/7;#2"88"=4->#
(%/#b)P`JP`b#&/99*>/#(%/#J#,8*99#,"*9(#N3*07#R"*(#=*9#8*3-.%/7#60"&#G48?//;#!%/0/#49#-"#0/."07#
"6#*-+#50/S8*3-.%#049?#*99/99&/-(#"6#(%/#J#,8*99#8*3-.%;#!%49#<"*(#=*9#8*3-.%/7#4-#94&48*0#9/*#*-7#
=4-7#."-74(4"-9#*9#(%/#J/8(*#H'R;###!%/9/#."-74(4"-9#=/0/#"3(947/#(%/#"5/0*(4"-*8#.*5*<484(4/9#*-7#
84&4(9#"6#<"(%#"6#(%/9/#.0*6(;#
#

()*+,-./',3',5'1>,4,14*36?'31'5F<<653'3;*3'*'>+6`)*F42;'+,58'*55655I643'E*5'413'214?F236?'5,I>).'
D62*F56',3'E*5'413'E+,3364'14'>*>6+J'L4'3;,5',453*426'3;6+6'E*5'*4',II,4643'3;+6*3'31'3;+66'),Q65J'
$'?.4*I,2'+,58'*55655I643'E*5'21I>)636?'D.'3;6'+65>14?,4<'2+6E'*4?',4'3;6,+'6@>6+,6426?'
1>,4,14'3;6'+,58'1-')15,4<'3;+66'),Q65'1F3'E6,<;6?'3;6'+,58'1-'*336I>3,4<'*'+652F6J'K;6'D1*3'E*5'
F3,),56?'*4?'+6I*,46?',4'3;6'E*36+'-1+'51I6'3,I6'E,3;'41'21I>),2*3,145'*+,5,4<J':F+3;6+I1+6S'
3;,5'D1*3'E*5'21@4?'D.'3;6'5*I6'>6+514'E;1I';*?'3*864'>*+3',4'*4'14'3;6'E*36+'56*+2;'6*+),6+'
3;*3'I1+4,4<'*4?'E*5'I1+6'3;*4'-*I,),*+'E,3;'214?,3,145J''

'
'
M>6+*3,14*)' L55F65#
#
'"!&# !%/#'H,N#&*-*>/9#*550"M4&*(/8+#\]]#:"83-(//09#=%4.%#0/E340/9#7/74.*(/7#0/9"30./9#*-7#
9+9(/&9;#$%48/#-"(#=4(%4-#(%/#9."5/#"6#(%49#0/5"0(1#=%4.%#49#6".39/7#"-#(%/#.*594O/#4-.47/-(#
"-#(%/#@L(%#Y/5(/&</0#L]@K1#4(#49#0/*9"-*<8/#("#."-.837/#(%*(#(%/#.*5*.4(+#"6#(%/#,"*9(#
N3*07#("#&*-*>/#93.%#*#8*0>/#-3&</0#"6#:"83-(//09#58*./9#*#9(0*4-#"-#4(9#*<484(+#("#&*-*>/#
(%/#7*+#("#7*+#"5/0*(4"-9#"6#(%/#."*9(*8#3-4(9;#
#
'"!'# _04"0#("#(%/#4-.47/-(1#(%/#'049%#,"*9(#N3*07#%*7#<//-#93<Q/.(#"6#(="#0/./-(#9/5*0*(/#0/5"0(9d#

#
)#

I*83/# 6"0# )"-/+# H/5"0(# 53<849%/7# 4-# L]@L;# !%49# 0/5"0(# &*7/# 0/."&&/-7*(4"-9# =4(%#
0/95/.(#("#%3&*-#0/9"30./9#*-7#(0*4-4->#"6#5/09"--/8#D9//#P55/-74M#W;@]#BM(0*.(#60"&#I*83/#
6"0#)"-/+#H/5"0(F;#

)#

H/5"0(# 4993/7# <+# )*04(4&/# YPH# f4&4(/7# 6"88"=4-># *-# 4-.47/-(# =%/0/# (%/# J4->8/# ,N^# H'R#
.*594O/7# 4-# P3>39(# L]@g;# !%49# 0/5"0(# &*7/# L]# 0/."&&/-7*(4"-9# D9//# P55/-74M# W;@@6"0#
7/(*48F;#

#
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MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
Appendix 7.7,
requirement to carry
out triple lock.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.5
and Appendix 7.7 of
the report.
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

'"!*# !%/#4-:/9(4>*(4"-#4-#L]@g#747#-"(#64-7#*-+#6"0&*8#0/.">-4(4"-#"6#(%/#9?4889#0/E340/7#6"0#C4,9#

*-7#JC4,9#"0#95/.464.#(0*4-4->#50">0*&#6"0#(%/9/#?/+#5/09"--/8;#!%/#0/5"0(#4-("#(%/#L]@g#
J4->8/#4-.47/-(#47/-(464/7#(%/#%4>%#="0?8"*7#*-7#0/95"-94<484(+#"6#(%/#C4,#*9#6*.("09#4-#(%/#
4-.47/-(;#
#
'"!(# !%49#.300/-(#4-:/9(4>*(4"-#6"3-7#X(%*(#(%/0/#=/0/#&*-*>/&/-(#4993/9#4-#(%/#G48?//#,N^;#P#

-3&</0#"6#."M9=*4-9#=4(%#8".*8#?-"=8/7>/#%*7#8/6(#(%/#3-4(;#!%/0/#=*9#-"#8".*8#*0/*#,"*9(#
^-4(#Y/.("0#)*-*>/09#D,^Y)F#6"0#*#5/04"7#*-7#(%/#94(3*(4"-#%*7#/9.*8*(/7#("#(%/#5"4-(#(%*(#
'H,N#%/*7E3*0(/09#%*7#4-(/0:/-/7#*9#7/(*48/7#</8"=;#
#
#

()*+,-./'3;6+6'E*5',4'-*23'*'("!#'*>>1,436?'-1+'51I6'3,I6'=*>>+1@J'A'.6*+B'>+,1+'31'3;6',42,?643J''

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

'"!=# J304->#(%/#."309/#"6#(%49#4-:/9(4>*(4"-#(%/#6"88"=4->#6*.(9#=/0/#/9(*<849%/7d#

#
)#

[/*7E3*0(/0# &*-*>/09# </.*&/# *=*0/# "6# &*-*>/&/-(# 4993/9# *(# (%/# 9(*(4"-# *-7# %/87# *#
&//(4->#=4(%#(%/#:"83-(//09#4-#a38+#L]@K;#

#
)#

P#630(%/0#&//(4->#=*9#%/87#*(#(%/#9(*(4"-#"-8+#%"309#</6"0/#(%/#6409(#.*88#"3(#"-#\(%#
Y/5(/&</0# L]@K;# '(# =*9# *--"3-./7# (%*(# (%/# C4,# =*9# ("# 9(/5# *947/# *-7# 3-7/0(*?/#
*-"(%/0# 5"94(4"-# =4(%# (%/# 'H,N;# !%/# 50"5"9/7# %*-7":/0# =*9# 7/6/00/7# 3-(48# @L(%#
Y/5(/&</0#L]@K#("#*88"=#6"0#-"(464.*(4"-#"6#(%/#5/09"--/8#.%*->/9#("#)HY,#I*8/-(4*#
*-7#"(%/0#0/8/:*-(#5*0(4/9;#

#
4.18# '(#49#-"0&*8#50*.(4./#6"0#*#,"*9(#N3*07#^-4(#("#.*88#6"0#*9949(*-./#60"&#68*-?4->#9(*(4"-91#

(%0"3>%#)H,,1#=%/-#*774(4"-*8#:"83-(//09#*0/#0/E340/7;#J""84-#0/95"-7/7#("#(%49#
0/E3/9(# "-# (%/# @L%# Y/5(/&</01# =%4.%# =*9# *# )"-7*+1# *# -"0&*8# ="0?4-># 7*+;# !%/#
7/./*9/7#.0/=&/&</0#=*9#60"&#J""84-#*-7#%*7#<0"3>%(#%/0#70+934(#*-7#%/8&/(#=4(%#
%/0;#Y%/#=*9#935584/7#=4(%#*#_2J#60"&#(%/#G48?//#9(*(4"-;#
#
!*-63.'#*4*<6I643'*4?'N1)F4366+5'
#
4.19# !%/#'H,N#."-949(9#"6#6388#(4&/#9(*66#=4(%#%/*7E3*0(/09#4-#J3<84-#*-7#=4(%#630(%/0#9(*66#
<*9/7#4-#(%/#0*74"#./-(0/9#4-#I*8/-(4*#*-7#)*84-%/*7;#["=/:/01#4-#.40.3&9(*-./9#93.%#
*9#(%"9/#7/9.04</7#4-#(%49#0/5"0(#(%/#'H,N#49#7/5/-7/-(#"-#(%/#0"8/#"6#:"83-(//09#=%"#
*0/#<*9/7#4-#(%/#VV#."*9(#>3*07#9(*(4"-9#*0"3-7#(%/#."*9(;#!%49#9(03.(30/#"6#6388#(4&/#
9(*66#&*-*>4->#:"83-(//09#8/*79#("#."&58/M4(+#4-#(%/#":/0*88#9+9(/&;#
#
4.20# !%/#0/8/:*-(#8/>498*(4"-#4-#0/8*(4"-#("#9*6/(+1#%/*8(%#*-7#=/86*0/#*(#="0?#4-#'0/8*-7#49#

(%/#Y*6/(+1#[/*8(%#*-7#$/86*0/#*(#$"0?#P.(#L]]V;#!%/#[/*8(%#*-7#Y*6/(+#P3(%"04(+#49#
.*00+4->#"3(#4(9#"=-#4-:/9(4>*(4"-#4-("#(%/#4-.47/-(;#
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

4.21# P-#/66/.(4:/#Y*6/(+#)*-*>/&/-(#Y+9(/&#%*9#*(#4(9#."0/#*#6//7<*.?#&/.%*-49&#=%4.%#

0/:4/=9# "5/0*(4"-9# *-7# *-*8+9/9# (%/&;# '(# 39/9# *..47/-(# 0/5"0(9# *-7# "(%/0# -"-S
."&584*-./9# ("# 0/:4/=# 50"./730/9# *-7# ("# ."-9(*-(8+# 9//?# 4&50":/&/-(;# !%/# 'H,N#
%*:/#/M5/04/-./7#4-.47/-(9#50/:4"398+#*-7#&"9(#-"(*<8+#*#J/8(*#H'R#.*594O/7#4-#J4->8/#
"-#(%/#LV(%#"6#P3>39(#L]@g;#!%/#'H,N#.*004/7#"3(#*-#4-(/0-*8#*..47/-(#4-:/9(4>*(4"-#
0/5"0(1#(%/#0/."&&/-7*(4"-9# "6#=%4.%#*0/#*--/M/7#("#(%49#0/5"0(;#!%49#4-.47/-(#4-#
L]@g# %*9# &*-+# *((04<3(/9# 94&48*0# ("# (%/# 50/9/-(# .*9/# *-7# *# Y*6/(+# )*-*>/&/-(#
Y+9(/&# 9%"387# /-930/# (%*(# (%/# 0/."&&/-7*(4"-9# ="387# </# 0/:4/=/7# *-7#
4&58/&/-(/7;#'(#49#*55*0/-(#(%*(#-"(#*88#"6#(%/#0/."&&/-7*(4"-9#=/0/#4&58/&/-(/7;#
!%/# 'H,N# -//79# ("# 4&58/&/-(# *-# /66/.(4:/# *-7# 63-.(4"-4-># Y*6/(+# )*-*>/&/-(#
Y+9(/&;#
()*+,-./'3;6'-,4?,4<5'1-'3;,5'+6>1+3'E6+6'413'I*?6'841E4'31'3;6'7,)866'(+6EJ'
#
4.22# !%/# '-(/0-*(4"-*8# Y(*-7*079# C0>*-49*(4"-1# 'YC1# 4-# )*0.%# L@]A# *7"5(/7# (%/#

'-(/0-*(4"-*8#Y(*-7*07#'YC#gV]]@dL]@A#C..35*(4"-*8#%/*8(%#*-7#9*6/(+#&*-*>/&/-(#
9+9(/&9;#!%/#&*4-#/8/&/-(9#"6#(%49#9(*-7*07#*0/#*9#6"88"=9d#
)#

'-(/>0*(4"-#=4(%#"(%/0#&*-*>/&/-(#9+9(/&9#

)#

_0":47/#*-#4-(/>0*(/7#*550"*.%#("#"0>*-4O*(4"-*8#&*-*>/&/-(#

)#

B-930/#(%/#"0>*-49*(4"-#/9(*<849%/9#.8/*0#5"84.4/9#=%4.%#*0/#."&5*(4<8/#
=4(%#(%/#":/0*88#9(0*(/>4.#"<Q/.(4:/9#*-7#740/.(4"-#"6#(%/#"0>*-49*(4"-#

)#

_0"&"(/#."-(4-3*8#4&50":/&/-(#*.0"99#(%/#"0>*-49*(4"-#

)#

B-*<8/#(%/#"0>*-49*(4"-#("#*770/99#*-7#&*-*>/#049?#4-#(%/#="0?58*./#

)#

,"-(/M(#"6#(%/#"0>*-49*(4"-#

)#

^-7/09(*-74->#(%/#-//79#*-7#/M5/.(*(4"-9#"6#(%/#="0?/0#*-7#"(%/0#
4-(/0/9(/7#5*0(4/9#

#
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)#

f/*7/09%451#.38(30/#*-7#."&&4(&/-(#

)#

_"84./9#84-?/7#("#":/0*88#9(0*(/>4.#"<Q/.(4:/9#*-7#740/.(4"-#"6#(%/#"0>*-49*(4"-#

)#

_*0(4.45*(4"-#*-7#."-938(*(4"-#

)#

H49?#*-7#"55"0(3-4(4/9#

)#

_/06"0&*-./#/:*83*(4"-#

)#

B:*83*(4"-#"6#."&584*-./#

)#

)*-*>/&/-(#0/:4/=#
#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

R[F,>I643'*4?'K+*,4,4<'
#
'"$&# !%/#:"83-(//09#=/0/#935584/7#=4(%#*#9*6/(+#%/8&/(1#*#70+934(1#*-#4-68*(*<8/#_2J#=%4.%#
%*7#5".?/(9#6"0#*#%*-7%/87#I[2#0*74"1#*#68*0/1#*#_/09"-*8#f".*("0#R/*."-#D_fRF1#*#?-46/#
*-7#*#9*6/(+#846/84-/;#
#
'"$'# '-#L]@T1#-/=#%/8&/(9#*-7#70+934(9#=/0/#50":47/7#("#<"(%#J""84-#*-7#XG48?//#,N^9;#

!%/0/#=*9#-"#/:47/-./#"6#6"0&*8#4-9(03.(4"-#"0#(0*4-4->#4-#(%/#39/#"6#(%49#/E345&/-(;#
2388#4-9(03.(4"-9#6"0#39/#*-7#.*0/#"6#(%49#/E345&/-(#=*9#*:*48*<8/#("#'H,N#9(*66#*-7#
:"83-(//09#"-#*-#4-(/0-*8#BM(0*-/(;#
#

()*+,-./' 6Q,?6426' E*5' >+1Q,?6?' ,4?,2*3,4<' 3;*3' I*4*<6I643' E6+6' *E*+6' 3;*3' *'
4FID6+'1-' 7,)866' (U"'I6ID6+5'?,?'413';*Q6' *22655'31'14),46'?*3*D*565'?F6'31'
D6,4<'D)1286?'D.'3;6'M,(J''

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

#
'"$*# B*.%#9*6/(+#%/8&/(#%*7#*-#4--/0#*40#<8*77/0#=%4.%#49#7/94>-/7#("#</#4-68*(/7#("#/-930/#

*#50"5/0#64(#"-#(%/#=/*0/0X9#%/*7;# !%/# %/8&/(#&*-36*.(30/0X9#4-9(03.(4"-9#."-640&#
(%*(#4-68*(4"-#"6#(%/#<8*77/0#49#/99/-(4*8#("#*#50"5/0#64(#"6#(%/#%/8&/(#*-7#(%*(#(%/#9(0*5#
*99/&<8+#&39(# </# 50"5/08+# 9/.30/7# *-7# *7Q39(/7# D9//# P55/-74M# W;@L# ,"*9(# N3*07#
64((4-># *-7# %*-784-># 4-9(03.(4"-9F;# P88# (%0//# .0/=&/&</09# 8"9(# (%/40# %/8&/(9# =%/-#
(%/+#=/0/#(%0"=-#60"&#(%/#J/8(*#H'R;#!="#"6#(%/#%/8&/(9#0/.":/0/7#*6(/0#(%/#4-.47/-(#
747# -"(#%*:/#(%/#4--/0#*40# <8*77/0;# !%/#,*93*8(+#9366/0/7#*# %/*7#4-Q30+#7304->#(%/#
4-.47/-(#=%4.%#&*+#%*:/#."-(04<3(/7#("#%/0#4-*<484(+#("#0/(30-#(%/#:/99/8#*6(/0#</4->#
=*9%/7#*=*+;#
#
'"$(# !%/# )*04-/# Y*6/(+# [/8&/(# 7".3&/-(*(4"-# 9(*(/9# (%*(# 4(# ."&584/9# =4(%# _3<84.8+#

P:*48*<8/# Y5/.464.*(4"-# _PY# ]LAdL]]L# 6"0# &*04-/# 9*6/(+# %/8&/(9;# !%49# 95/.464.*(4"-#
95/.464/9#(%/#0/E340/&/-(9#6"0#&*04-/#9*6/(+#%/8&/(9#6"0#39/#<+#"..35*-(9#"6#9&*881#
6*9(# .0*6(;# P89"# 4-.837/7# 4-# (%49# 95/.464.*(4"-# *0/# &*-7*("0+# 0/E340/&/-(9# (%*(# *0/#
95/.464.#("#(%/#&*04-/#/-:40"-&/-(#6"0#(%/#%/8&/(#("#</#5"94(4:/8+#<3"+*-(;#
#
()*+,-./'E;*3'6Q,?6426'3;6',4Q653,<*31+';*5'-1F4?'31'5F<<653'E;.'3;6';6)I635'2*I6'
1--'3;6'*))'3;+66'2*5F*)3.c5';6*?5J'K;,5'E*5'*'2+,3,2*)'-*231+'<,Q64'3;*3'3;6'2*5F*)3.'
E;1I'?,6?'5F--6+6?'*';6*?',4ZF+.'*4?'3;656';6)I635'+6I*,4',4'F56'D.'3;6'L%(UJ'*4?'
3;6'+113'2*F56'1-'3;,5'466?5'31'D6',?643,-,6?J''
'
9)6*56'*)51'2)*+,-.'E;63;6+'3;6',4Q653,<*31+'E*5',4-1+I6?'D.'*'4FID6+'1-'2+6E'3;*3'

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.12,
4.10, 4.25 and
Appendix 7.10 of the
report.

,453+F23,14';*?'D664'<,Q64'413'31'1+*)).',4-)*36'3;6'D)*??6+'DF3'31'*))1E',3'31'+6*2;'
*ID,643'>+655F+6J''
#
'"$(# !%/#4-68*(*<8/#_2J9#(%*(#=/0/#935584/7#("#(%/#'H,N#=/0/#)3884"-#bH/9.3/#g]]#Y/*6"0./#I/9(b#
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

&"7/8;#!%/9/#."&5049/7#*#=*49(."*(#(+5/#Q*.?/(#=4(%#(="#(+5/9#"6#<3"+*-.+;##c"-S4-68*(/71#
(%/# Q*.?/(# 50":47/7# V]# c/=("-9# "6# <3"+*-.+;# !%/# 9(*-7*079# ("# =%4.%# (%/# 846/Q*.?/(9#
."-6"0&/7#=/0/#Bc#'YC#@Lg]LSYD-"-S4-68*(/7F#*-7#Bc#'YC#@Lg]LSK#D4-68*(/7F#*9#*#Y5/.4*8#
_305"9/#_2J;#c"-/#"6#(%/#.0/=&/&</09#4-68*(/7#(%/40#846/Q*.?/(9#6"0#&*M4&3&#<3"+*-.+#
*6(/0#(%/+#=/0/#(%0"=-#4-#(%/#=*(/0;#P#6388+#4-68*(/7#846/Q*.?/(#.*-#0/73./#9=4&&4->#*-7#
&*-"/3:0*<484(+#*-7#&*+#%*:/#<//-#*#6*.("0#4-#*#=/*0/0X9#7/.494"-9#-"(#("#4-68*(/;#
#
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

'"$=# P88# 'H,N# <"*(# .0/=# &39(# *((/-7# (%/# </95"?/# 5/09"-*8# 930:4:*8# 9?4889# *-7# .*594O/# ."309/;#

P8(%"3>%#*88#(%/#.0/=#%*7#*((/-7/7#(%49#."309/1#"-8+#"-/#"6#(%/#930:4:4->#.0/=&/&</09#%*7#
7"-/#9"#0/./-(8+#394->#(%/#.300/-(#__B#*-7#930:4:*8#/E345&/-(;#P(#50/9/-(#'H,N#.0/=9#*0/#
0/E340/7#("#*((/-7#(%49#."309/#"-8+#"-./;#P9#(%49#49#95/.4*849/7#(0*4-4->#*-7#%*07#("#0/584.*(/#
7304-># 0"3(4-/# (0*4-4-># "-# (%/# <*9/9# (%/0/# 49# *# .*9/# ("# </# &*7/# 6"0# 60/E3/-(# 0/60/9%/091#
5*0(4.38*08+#=%/-#-/=#/E345&/-(#49#4-(0"73./7;#
#
P1*35'"56?'
#
'"$># !%/#'H,N#J/8(*#H'R#=*9#</4->#39/7#("#.*00+#(%0//#:"83-(//09#4-#=%*(#=*9#4-4(4*88+#*#9/*0.%#

*-7#0/9.3/#"5/0*(4"-;#P(#-"#9(*>/#"-#(%/#@L(%#"6#Y/5(/&</0#=*9#(%/#-*(30/#"6#(%/#&4994"-#
.8/*08+#7/64-/7;#!%/#.*004*>/#"6#5/09"--/8#"-#<"*(9#49#0/>38*(/7#4-#'0/8*-7#<+#&/*-9#"6#(%/#
)/0.%*-(#Y%4554->#P.(9;#!%/#9(*(39#"6#(%/#5/"58/#</4->#.*004/7#7/5/-79#"-#(%/#-*(30/#"6#
(%/#&4994"-;#'(#.*-#</#."-947/0/7#(%*(#7304->#*#YPH#"5/0*(4"-#(%*(#*88#/66"0(9#&39(#</#&*7/#
("#9*:/#846/#."&&/-930*(/#=4(%#(%/#9*6/(+#"6#(%/#0/9.3/#<"*(#.0/=;#["=/:/01#(%/#'H,N#<"*(9#
*0/# -"(# :/99/89# "6# "55"0(3-4(+# *9# (%/+# *0/# 7495/09/7# (%0"3>%"3(# (%/# ."*9(# 4-# *# 58*--/7#
&*--/0#("#</#0/*748+#*:*48*<8/#6"0#93.%#39/9;##
'

()*+,-./' <,Q64' 3;6' )*28' 1-' 13;6+' 46*+D.' +652F6' Q6556)5' 3;,5' D1*3' 2*4' D6' ?66I6?' *' Q6556)' 1-'
1>>1+3F4,3.J'''

#

!%/0/6"0/1#(%/+#9%"387#</#9*6/#*-7#."&58+#=4(%#*88#*5584.*<8/#9(*(3("0+#0/E340/&/-(9;#!%/9/#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted

<"*(9#9%"387#%"87#5*99/->/0#<"*(#84./-./9#"0#8"*7#84-/#/M/&5(4"-#./0(464.*(/9;#'-#(%49#.*9/1#
*9#(%/+#=/0/#</4->#39/7#6"0#9/*0.%#"5/0*(4"-91#4(#49#."-947/0/7#(%*(#(%/#:/99/89#9%"387#%*:/#
%/87#5*99/->/0#<"*(#84./-./9;#
#
'"$?# '(#=*9#-"(/7#4-#(%49#4-:/9(4>*(4"-#(%*(#(%/#64M/7#I[2#0*74"#4-9(*88*(4"-#"-#(%/#J/8(*#H'R#=*9#

-"(#"5/0*(4"-*8;#!%/#:"83-(//09#=/0/#*=*0/#"6#(%49#*-7#.*004/7#*#%*-7%/87#I[2#"-#,%*--/8#
@K;#["=/:/01#*88#:/99/89#64((/7#=4(%#*#I[2#0*74"#4-9(*88*(4"-#&39(#%"87#*#9%45X9#0*74"#9(*(4"-#
84./-./#*-7#(%/#"5/0*("09#&39(#%"87#(%/#*550"504*(/#"5/0*("09#./0(464.*(/;#P774(4"-*88+1#(%/#
'H,N#J/8(*#H'R#9%"387#%*:/#%/87#*#5*99/->/0#<"*(#84./-./#*-7#(%49#0/E340/9#(%*(#(%/#0*74"#
4-9(*88*(4"-#49#."00/.(8+#4-9(*88/71#64((/7#*-7#"5/0*(4"-*8;#
#
'
C6E'K62;41)1<,65'
#
'"&@# !%/#7/.494"-#("#8*3-.%#(%/#J/8(*#H'R#*-7#("#7/58"+#.8466#(/*&9#=*9#<*9/7#"-#(0*74(4"-*8#=*+9#
"6#.*00+4->#"3(#9/*0.%#*-7#0/9.3/#&4994"-9#*-7#0/.":/0+#"5/0*(4"-9;#^94->#<"*(9#*-7#(/*&9#
58*./9# :"83-(//09# 4-# %*O*07"39# 94(3*(4"-9# *-7# 0/E340/9# /M(/-94:/# 049?# &*-*>/&/-(# *-7#
9*6/(+#50"./730/9;#
#
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

P#63-7*&/-(*8#(/-/(#X"6#9*6/(+#&*-*>/&/-(#9+9(/&9#49#("#9//?#("#*:"47#(*?4->#*#049?#
46#5"994<8/;##
#

()*+,-./' L%(U' I*4*<6I643' E6+6' *586?' 31' ,436+Q646' b' I143;5' >+6Q,1F5).' -1+' 3;,5' Q6+.'
+6*514J''

#

c/=# (/.%-"8">4/9# 93.%# *9# 70"-/9# &*+# 50":47/# *8(/0-*(4:/# &/*-9# "6# 9/*0.%4->1#
5*0(4.38*08+#4-#0/.":/0+#"5/0*(4"-9#=%/0/#(%/+#."387#</#*-#/66/.(4:/#=*+#("#0/73./#
049?9#("#:"83-(//09#*-7#"(%/0#/&/0>/-.+#9/0:4./9;#'-#(%49#4-.47/-(1#(%/#&4994->#5/09"-#
%*7#<//-#0/5"0(/7#&4994->#60"&#(%/#.84669#"-#\(%#Y/5(/&</0#*-7#(%/#84?/84%""7#"6#*#
0/9.3/#60"&#(%/#9/*1#0*(%/0#(%*-#*#0/.":/0+#94(3*(4"-1#=*9#:/0+#84&4(/7;#

#
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Correspondence 8.2 Correspondence from DOiC (2) and MCIB response.

(#!

(MC(0"!LMC!'

#
#
!6*+2;'*4?'%652F6'*4?'%621Q6+.'M>6+*3,14'
#
*"!# !%/#'049%#c*(4"-*8#Y/*0.%#*-7#H/9.3/#20*&/="0?#7"/9#-"(#50":47/#*7/E3*(/#.8*04(+#4-#
0/8*(4"-#("#9/*0.%#*-7#0/.":/0+#"5/0*(4"-9#*9#("#=%/-#*#9/*0.%#*-7#0/9.3/#"5/0*(4"-#
</."&/9#*#9/*0.%#*-7#0/.":/0+#"5/0*(4"-#"0#*(#*-+#"6#(%/#4-(/0&/74*(/#9(*>/9;#
#
*"$#

!%/#.04(/04*#6"0#7/(/0&4-4->#(%/#0/95"-9/#("#0/.":/0+#"5/0*(4"-9#*9#"55"9/7#("#9/*0.%#
*-7#0/9.3/#*-7#(%/#*550"504*(/#0/95"-9/9#=/0/#-"(#.8/*08+#7/64-/7;#!%49#49#/95/.4*88+#4-#
4-.47/-(9#=%/0/#9/*0.%#*-7#0/.":/0+#"5/0*(4"-9#(*?/#58*./#.8"9/#("#.84669#*-7#4-#9306#
."-74(4"-9;#

#
#

()*+,-./'K;6'O6)3*'%LP',5'413'>6+I,336?'31'1>6+*36',4'5F+-'T1465J''

*"&#

!%/#-//7#("#7/58"+1#*-7#(%/#*.(4:4(4/9#("#</#.*004/7#"3(#<+1#(%/#.8466#9/*0.%#(/*&9#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
3.11.1, 4.3, 5.2 and
Appendix 7.2 of the
report.

*-7#<"*(9#4-#9/*0.%#*-7#0/.":/0+#"5/0*(4"-9#=*9#-"(#*7/E3*(/8+#."-947/0/7;#
#
*"'#

!%/#39/#"6#-/=#(/.%-"8">4/9#"0#*8(/0-*(4:/#&/*-9#"6#.*00+4->#"3(#9/*0.%#*-7#0/.":/0+#
"5/0*(4"-9#=*9#-"(#*7/E3*(/8+#."-947/0/7;##
()*+,-./'46E'362;41)1<,65'E6+6'413'F3,),56?S'1>6+*36?'D.'1+'*Q*,)*D)6'31'3;6'(U"'*3'3;6'
3,I6J''

#
*"*#

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
2.4.1, 3.9, 3.11.8,
3.11.9, 4.4 and 4.31
of the report.

!%/#.04(/04*#6"0#":/094>%(#"6#G48?//#9(*(4"-#("#/-930/#(%*(#4(#&/(#50/S7/(/0&4-/7#"5/0*(4"-*8#
0/*74-/99# =/0/# -"(# /9(*<849%/7;# !%/0/# =*9# -"# /:47/-./# "6# *-+# /66/.(4:/# &*-*>/&/-(#
9+9(/&#4-#58*./#=4(%#*99".4*(/7#":/094>%(#("#/-930/#(%*(#4(#&/(#(%/9/#.04(/04*#</6"0/#(%/#
"5/0*(4"-#=*9#(*9?/7;#

#

()*+,-./' RQ,?6426' E*5' >+1Q,?6?' 31' 3;6' ,4Q653,<*31+' ,4?,2*3,4<' 3;*3' 3;,5' ,55F6' E*5' +*,56?'
*>>+1@J'b'I143;5'>+6Q,1F5).'E,3;'3;6'L%(U'I*4*<6I643J''

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

#
*"(#

!%/#b!0458/#f".?#Y+9(/&b#("#7/.47/#"-#8*3-.%4->#*#<"*(#=*9#-"(#*7/E3*(/8+#9/(#"3(;#c/4(%/0#
(%/#0"8/9#*-7#0/95"-94<484(4/91#-"0#(%/#*../5(*-./#.04(/04*#6"0#8*3-.%4->#</6"0/#/*.%#8*3-.%#
=/0/#*7/E3*(/8+#7".3&/-(/7;#
()*+,-./'RQ,?6426'E*5'>+1Q,?6?'31'3;6',4Q653,<*31+',4?,2*3,4<'3;*3'3;,5',55F6'E*5'+*,56?'
*>>+1@J'b'I143;5'>+6Q,1F5).'E,3;'3;6'L%(U'I*4*<6I643'

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

#
*"=#

#

#
#
#

!%/#J/8(*#H'R#=*9#39/7#"3(947/#"6#(%/#'H,NX9#"=-#7/64-/7#"5/0*(4"-*8#84&4(9;#
()*+,-./'>)6*56'+6Q,6E'3;6'D1*+?5'F4?6+53*4?,4<'1-'3;6'14`52646'E6*3;6+J'9)6*56',42)F?6'3;*3'14'
52646'E6*3;6+'2*4'*4?'?,?'?,--6+'-+1I'-1+62*53'*4?'*)51'2)*+,-.'3;*3'<,Q64'3;6'D1*3'E*5',4'*'
D+6*8,4<'5E6))S'E*5',3''1>6+*3,4<',4'*'5F+-'T146J''

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
2.1.2, 2.6, 3.5,
3.11, 4.3, 4.4, 4.8,
5.6, 5.7, 5.14 and
Appendices 7.5, 7.6
and 7.8.
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Correspondence 8.3 Correspondence from Boat Cox and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Location has been
charted in
accordance with
witness statements.
The incident
occurred within
visual range of
onlookers. Please
refer to Appendix
7.4 of the report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 2.6,
3.11, 4.3 and 4.8 of
the report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The report reflects
the crew positions
as per the prelaunch documents,
the responsibilities
of the cox in
paragraph 3.4 and
witness evidence.
Please refer to
3.11.12, 3.11.13 and
3.11.14 of the
report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Location has been
charted in
accordance with
witness statements.
The incident
occurred within
visual range of
onlookers. See
Appendix 7.4 of the
report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
2.1.2, 2.6, 3.5,
3.11, 3.11.1, 3.11.2,
4.3, 4.4, 4.8, 5.6,
5.7, 5.14 and
Appendices 7.6 and
7.8 of the report.
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Correspondence 8.3 Correspondence from Boat Cox and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Evidence provided
to the investigation
is as stated at 3.13,
3.7 and 3.11.4.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted and please
refer to 3.2 of the
report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
2.1.2, 3.5, 3.11.1,
3.11.2, 4.3, 4.4,
5.6, 5.7, 5.14,
Appendices 7.6 and
7.8 of the report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.11,
3.11.1, 3.11.2, 4.3
and Appendix 7.2 of
the report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Evidence provided
to the investigation
is as stated at 2.1.2,
3.7 and 3.11.4 of
the report.
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MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Location has been
charted in
accordance with
witness statements.
The incident
occurred within
visual range of
onlookers. See
Appendix 7.4 of the
report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
and has amended
the report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
and has amended
the report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
2.1.2, 2.6, 3.5,
3.11, 3.11.1, 3.11.2,
4.3, 4.4, 4.8, 5.6,
5.7, 5.14 and
Appendices 7.6 and
7.8 of the report.
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Correspondence 8.4 Correspondence from 2nd Cox and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

MCIB RESPONSE: All
facts relevant to the
incident have been
contained within the
paragraph.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
and has amended
the report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
2.1.2, 2.6, 3.5,
3.11, 3.11.1, 3.11.2,
4.3, 4.4, 4.8, 5.6,
5.7, 5.14 and
Appendices 7.6 and
7.8 of the report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
and has amended
the report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 4.2
and Appendix 7.7 of
this report stating
“A triple lock prelaunch decision
making process must
be adhered to every
time a CGB is
launched.”
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Correspondence 8.4 Correspondence from 2nd Cox and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Location has been
charted in
accordance with
witness statements.
The incident
occurred within
visual range of
onlookers. See
Appendix 7.4 of the
report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.11
and 7.6 of the
report.
The MCIB notes this
and has amended
the report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Facts in the report
are per combined
witness statements
and we refer to
section 2.2, 3.11
and appendix 7.4
and 7.8.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
3.6.1, 4.10, 4.25
and Appendix 7.10
of the report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCB re-iterates
its conclusion at 5.7.
All relevant facts to
support the
conclusion are
contained within the
report. Please refer
to 2.1.2, 2.6, 3.11,
3.11.1, 4.3 and 4.8
of the report.
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Correspondence 8.4 Correspondence from 2nd Cox and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Location has been
charted in
accordance with
witness statements.
The incident
occurred within
visual range of
onlookers. See
Appendix 7.4 of the
report.
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Correspondence 8.4 Correspondence from 2nd Cox and MCIB response.
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MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
3.11.9 of the report.
The incident
occurred within
visual range of shore
teams.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.4
and 5.10 of the
report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The incident
occurred within
visual range of shore
teams.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
3.6.1, 3.11.7,
3.11.9, 3.15, 4.10,
4.11, 4.12, 4.18 and
4.23 to 4.28 of the
report.
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Correspondence 8.5 Correspondence from Next of Kin and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to the
conclusions of the
report.
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Correspondence 8.6 Correspondence from IRCG and MCIB response.
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Correspondence 8.6 Correspondence from IRCG and MCIB response.
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Correspondence 8.6 Correspondence from IRCG and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Certain paragraphs
have been amended
to clarify for the
reader. Please refer
to 2.1.2, 2.6, 3.5,
3.11, 3.11.1, 3.11.2,
4.3, 4.4, 4.8, 5.6,
5.7, 5.14 and
Appendices 7.6 and
7.8 of the report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Relevant facts are
contained within the
report. Please refer
to 2.1.2, 3.7, 3.9,
3.10, 3.11.1, 3.11.4
and 4.30 of the
report.
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Correspondence 8.6 Correspondence from IRCG and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Pursuant to Section
23 of the Merchant
Shipping
(Investigation of
Marine Casualties)
Act, 2000 the MCIB
will consider all
incidents reported
although they may
not result in an
investigation.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 2.1,
4.29, 4.30, 5.8 and
5.9 of the report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.9,
3.10 and 3.11.1
which have been
clarified.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
3.11.9, 4.11, 4.12
and 4.26 of the
report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
3.6.1, 4.10, 4.25
and 7.10 of the
report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The report states
the “search” and
not the “sea search”
was taken over
immediately
following the
incident. Please see
3.17. It does not
state that the civil
defence recovered
the body.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please see response
at a. above.
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Correspondence 8.6 Correspondence from IRCG and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

MCIB RESPONSE:
These matters have
been clarified within
the report. Please
see 2.1.2, 2.6, 3.5,
3.11, 3.11.1, 3.11.2,
4.3, 4.4, 4.8, 5.6,
5.7, 5.14 and
Appendices 7.6 and
7.8 of the report.
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Correspondence 8.6 Correspondence from IRCG and MCIB response.
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Correspondence 8.6 Correspondence from IRCG and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted
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Correspondence 8.6 Correspondence from IRCG and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 2.1,
4.29, 4.30, 5.8 and
5.9 of the report.
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Correspondence 8.6 Correspondence from IRCG and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 2.1,
4.29, 4.30, 5.8 and
5.9 of the report.
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Correspondence 8.6 Correspondence from IRCG and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 2.1,
4.29, 4.30, 5.8 and
5.9 of the report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.6,
3.6.1 and 4.23 to
4.28 of the report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
2.1.2, 3.6.1, 3.11.9,
3.12, 4.10, 4.11,
4.12, 4.25, 4.27 and
7.10 of the report.
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MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
2.1.2, 3.7, 3.11,
3.11.5, 3.11.6, 4.30
of the report.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.
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MCIB RESPONSE:
See response above

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please see weather
and triple lock
procedural
responses above.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
triple lock response
above.
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MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB report,
using “Coast Guard
Boat Operational
Capabilities and
Limits” documents
only refers to the
term surf. The term
surf zone is not a
relevant factor in
the operational
criteria. Please refer
to 2.1.2, 3.5,
3.11.1, 3.11.2, 4.3,
4.4, 5.6, 5.7, 5.14,
Appendices 7.6 and
7.8 of the report.
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MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes the
NJ observations
received from all
parties, all steps
taken by the IRCG
since the incident
and re-iterates its
conclusions as set
out in the report.
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MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
and has amended
the report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
and has amended
the report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.
MCIB RESPONSE:
3.11.13 and 3.11.14
correctly set out the
process.
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MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.
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SAR OPS Notice 3/18
SAR Ops Notice

3/18

Title

Search and Recovery Missions

Purpose

To set out guidelines on Transition of Search Operations (SAR) to
Search and Recovery Mission (SRM) and arrangements for
management of SRM Ops.

Date of Issue

07 June 2018

Version/ Change

Original

Date First Issued

NA

Reviewed by
Approved By

Related Documents

See also.
1. SAR Ops Notice – On Call Roster (currently 3/15)
2. Duties of Incident Manager

References/Notes
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IAMSAR manual Vol 3 Chap 9.3/3
IRCG SAR Emergency Check List S4

Appendices

NIL
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SAR OPS 3/18

Search and Recovery Missions (SRM)
1. Introduction. Unresolved Search and Rescue (SAR) Operations are terminated or
suspended when it is determined by the SMC that there is No Longer Any Reasonable Hope
of finding any remaining survivors, or when there is no longer any probability that the
distressed persons have survived. Some, but not all SAR Operation transition to a Search and
Recovery Mission (SRM)) phase, particularly in situations where it is determined that there is
a reasonable possibility of locating a remains. SMC planning must;
a.
b.
c.
d.

Clearly identify when a SAR operation is suspended,
Determine whether an SRM is appropriate,
Categorise operations as either SAR or SRM,
Ensure that the Operation type is reflected in Planning, Resource Commitment and
SITREPs.

2. Aim; To set out guidelines on transition of Search Operations (SAR) to Search and Recovery
Mission (SRM) and arrangements for the management of SRM Ops.
General Considerations
3. Searches for missing persons can be considered under three distinct groupings
a. Offshore.
b. Coastal including harbours, bays and estuaries involving shoreline searches.
c. Inland.
4. Prediction of survival time for immersion victims, as described in the IAMSAR manual Vol 2
Chapter 8 and Fig N-15 (page N-20,) is NOT an exact science. Survivor life expectancy will
vary with experience, water confidence, use of Life jackets and immersion suits, type of
clothing worn, survivor activity, possibility of available shelter (caves, islands, etc), initial
body temperature, physical and physiological conditions, thirst, hunger, exhaustion and will
to live. IAMSAR manual sets out a realistic upper limit survival time of less than 24 hours in
the most optimal of conditions for people wearing normal clothing in the water at
favourable temperatures.
5. SRM operations are generally more appropriate to near-coastal and inland situations where
there is a realistic possibility of locating Remains. In the case of loss of life in offshore
situations, unless there is evidence to the contrary, SRM operations are unlikely to be
conducted once the SMC is satisfied that the designated area of interest has been
thoroughly searched, all reasonable means of obtaining information about the location of
casualties have been exhausted and all assumptions and calculations used in search planning
have been reviewed.

Page 2 of 5
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6.

Where there is a reasonable probability that the remains of casualties can be located IRCG
policy is to support searches for a period of up to a normal maximum of 21 days, at which
stage a DC/On Call, in conjunction with SAr Ops Manager, can decide to suspend or extend
IRCG involvement. In some circumstances searches being conducted by non-IRCG resources
may voluntarily continue when a search has been scaled back or for periods in excess of 21
days in case of which SMC shall continue to record information, plans and intentions of
participating bodies.

7. The level of resources available for SRM operations is incident specific. Where a local loss
occurs in Coastal or Inland waterways, local support by way of shoreline searching and boats
is more likely to be available. During SRM operations local information and experience may
also identify days in this period when there is an increased likelihood of locating a body.
8. An Garda Síochána (AGS) are the designated competent authority in all aspects of missing
person searches. IRCGs role is to assist AGS with body searches and close liaison between
RCC (SMC/DC) with their designated POCs must be prioritised. IRCG can also assist AGS in
addressing public safety considerations, in bringing a coordination structure to a
community/family response which may not have all the required understanding and skills to
search safely, (particularly during costal or inland searches)1.
9. Liaison with Next of Kin of missing persons is a sensitive and challenging role and should
where possible be routed through AGS. If situations arise whereby IRCG personnel are
briefing NOK it is highly desirable to be accompanied by a member of AGS. Any IRCG
engagement with NOK should be recorded.
10. Media and Public. Where missions have transitioned from SAR to SRM any Public comment
should only make reference to the ‘ongoing search for missing person(s)’ and avoid making
any distinction between SAR and SRM.

1

SMC retains overall responsibility for the coordination of seagoing SRUs and all declared resources for the duration of the
Search
Page 3 of 5
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Key Tasks in Search and Recovery Operations
SMC
11. Determine in consultation with DC/On call when to suspend a SAR operation and determine
whether an SRM operation should be initiated.
12. Liaise closely with coordinating AGS on all search plans, reports, plans and use and
availability of other resources.
13. Establish POCs of Statutory and Voluntary search resources that have volunteered their
services.
14. Clearly record following information in SITREPS
a. Para L - Coordinating Instruction. Mission type – SAR or SRM. Lead Agency (e.g. SRM
in support of AGS District XXX; diving ops will be conducted or coordinated by yyyy)
b. Para M - Future Plans. Include intended tasks and duration for IRCG units for next
24/48 hours, plans for Helo searches, and participation by other statutory and
voluntary agencies, dive plans, agreed search areas for SRUs, etc.
15. SMC should be mindful that situations can arise where Remains would be sighted in areas
with restricted access. In such situations SMCs, in conjunction with DCs/On Call may need to
be proactive in instructing search units to suspend recovery attempts until more favourable
conditions present themselves.
16. Consider requests for Diving resources in accordance with standing arrangements.
17. Consider the use of any available complimentary search tools to traditional methods such as
Remotely Piloted Aerial Vehicles (RPAS), side scan sonars, ROV’s, etc.

18. SAR Ops Manager (large scale operations – multiple fatalities only)
a. Appoint Incident Manager where appropriate.
b. Determine media plan.
c. Brief Director IRCG.
19. DC/On Call (if commencement is outside of working hours)
a. Manage overall search plan, liaise with senior AGS, set out IRCG (Helo and CGU)
levels of participation and consider overall duration of search.
b. Assess requirement for Incident Manager. Alternatively once off or occasional visits
to a search location by an IM or DC should be considered
c. Determine level of helicopter use which should be kept to a level commensurate
with their expected possibility of success; ideally opportunity searches should be
conducted in conjunction with other operations or crew training.
d. Establish liaison arrangements with participating statutory and voluntary agencies
and bodies.
e. Consider deploying ICV.
f. Coordinate media arrangements and issue local updates where appropriate.
g. Determine and make arrangements if required for sanitary facilities for searchers.
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h. Determine in conjunction with VST (Manager/CUSM/local
arrangements for CGUs where appropriate.

OIC)

catering

20. Use of CGUs
a. CG Search units where geographically convenient should primarily be tasked to
conduct LW daylight searches.
b. In all circumstances the levels of CGU use should be pre-planned and risk assessed in
accordance with prevailing demands and environmental conditions. The level of risk
acceptable in SRM operations should be appropriate to the possibility of success and
MetOc conditions and form the fundamental consideration of a Go/NoGo decision
by the SMC.
c. CG Boats where geographically convenient may be tasked for daylight searches –
number and duration should be clearly determined by the SMC in consultation with
DC/On Call.
d. DC may use discretion to increase the level of CGU involvement in situations where
there is a high level of public concern and/or where prevailing circumstances
indicate a higher possibility of locating and recovering Remains.

21. Recovery of Remains
a. Where there is high level of probability of recovering Remains from the sea a
reception plan should be considered in consultation with AGS The overarching
requirements are dignity and privacy. A suitable building adjacent to a landing point
or arrangements for a temporary facility should be considered.
b. When remains are located on land or on a river bank or estuary the area should be
sealed off and secured and AGS informed. Remains should not be removed or
interfered with without prior Garda permission.
c. When a remains is located at sea it should be transported to the nearest suitable
landing point.
d. All parties should exercise extreme caution with regard to speculating on the
identification of Remains until such time as it has been formally identified. The
recovery of a body may not necessarily be that of the person that is the subject of
the search.
22. Ends
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The purpose of this safety notice is to remind Coast Guard Boat units on various
matters as set out in the Boat Operations Manual (BOM) and to introduce a change
in communication procedure regarding the use of channel P4 for boating activities.
1. Safety and Risk Management (BOM Section 3, Chapter 1)
Section 3, Chapter 1 outlines various aspects of managing safety and risk at unit
level. It is imperative, as set out in the personal logbooks, that all volunteers are
constantly familiar with the contents of this section. The management of safety and
risk over-arches all CGB operations and is central to securing and managing the
safety of all CGB Unit volunteers.
All CGB Units should conduct an in-house training session on this section (BOM
Section 3, Chapter 1) of the manual at the earliest opportunity and this training
should be recorded as having been completed. Going forward all CGB Units should
factor in on-going refresher training on this section of the manual as routine training
within their unit.
2. Dynamic Risk Assessment
The issue of dynamic risk assessments are set out in sections 3(1.4) (Dynamic Safety
Management) and 3(1.6) (Dynamic Risk Assessment). While there are various control
measures in place as part of an overall boat activity risk assessment i.e. training,
procedures, boat and equipment maintenance, job cards, logbooks etc, it is
important that all CGB unit members understand that the risk assessment process of
any boating activity is only complete once the pre-launch specific dynamic risk
assessment of that activity has been undertaken. Each pre-launch specific dynamic
risk assessment covers matters such as job steps, roles, environmental conditions,
hazards, PPE, triple-lock etc. Each boating activity requires an on-going identification
of the hazards and assessment of the risks during its entirety.
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) G-01 deals with pre-launch preparation. Within
this procedure are three key blank forms as follows:
6.0: Planning Aid: Job Steps, Roles, Job Steps
7.0: CGB Pre-Launch Planning Form
8.0: Pre-Launch Checklist
All CGB units should print off a stock of these three forms, staple together as a set,
and complete for all boating activities. These completed forms should then be
retained on station as a permanent record of the completion of the pre-launch
dynamic risk assessment and for the purpose of any future requirements.
Copies of these three forms are included as appendices.
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3. Buddy check
All boat crew should ensure that their PPE is donned correctly and in accordance
with the BOM as set out in the various equipment job cards. It is equally important
that full buddy checks are completed for all crew and verified as having been
completed for all crew by the Cox. This is an important control measure and is
implemented to ensure that all volunteer’s PPE is correctly donned prior to going on
the water.
4. Surf/breaking waves
The issues of breaking waves and surf are set out in section 1(3.6.5) (The Combined
Effect of Wind and Waves). A breaking wave of a height which is greater than or
equal to the beam of the CGB is sufficient to capsize or invert the CGB.
Surf is generated by ground swell breaking in a shore zone or on a reef. Breaking
waves which are wind derived form seas in which the wind causes crests to break.
Breaking waves pose a significantly increased risk of capsize.
The Boat Cox is not permitted to operate the CGB in surf.
5. Communications
SOP G03 (Essential Safety Whilst Afloat) outlines the correct procedures for VHF
radio communications. Note that if a CGB is launched on response, communications
with the RCC should be initiated on channel 16. If the launch has not been initiated
by the RCC, communications should be initiated on the Coast Radio Station working
(public correspondence) channel.
Note that P4 (channel 94) is an internal IRCG channel used by all 44 Coast Guard
units. The RCCs do not have access to P4 therefore it should not be used as a channel
for communications to the RCCs. It is solely for internal unit communications.
The BOM states (G-03 4.6.2) ‘CGB to CGU communications should occur on P4’.
However with immediate effect a change to this procedure is being introduced
primarily because P4 is not recorded at the RCCs. The amended wording within SOP
G03 (Essential Safety Whilst Afloat) is as follows:
‘Boat Units should ensure that P4 is not used for operational purposes while afloat.
P4 should be used solely for launching and recovery and other non-operational
situations where an internal unit VHF communication is required i.e. confidential
medical or casualty information to land a T4 casualty etc. With immediate effect all
VHF communications between a CGB afloat and RCCs and/or land units is to be
conducted on either Channel 67 or other suitable channel as directed by the RCC’.
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All CGBs must monitor channel 16 at all times during CGB operations: This can be
achieved by using either the dual watch or scan functions or by use of a hand held
radio. Unless otherwise directed by the RCC, SITREPs (Ops normal) must be passed
from the CGB to the RCC every 15 minutes. A shoreside relay must be utilised to
ensure communications between the CGB and RCC are maintained in areas of poor
communication.
During all boating operations the communications plan should be agreed between
the CGB and the RCC and any deviations from this should be communicated
effectively between the RCC and the CGB.
6. Weather Forecast
Section 1 Chapter 3 (CGB Operational Capabilities and Limits) states that the
forecasted environmental conditions are readily available from a variety of sources.
The OIC must maintain a list of suitable sources. Those authorised to fulfil the roles
of OIC or Boat Cox must be familiar with forecasting sources and be able to
determine the actual conditions presented.
Units are required to support any localised weather forecast with reference to the
Met Eireann forecast and any discrepancies should be carefully considered and
discussed with the RCC as part of the triple-lock process. (1)
On-scene weather conditions, and any changes to the on-scene conditions during
the boat operations, should be communicated to the RCC at the earliest opportunity
(and ongoing in the event of any change in conditions). Should the weather
conditions on-scene begin to approach the limits of the boat the RCC is to be
informed and the boat return to base.
7. Signage
Various posters have been issued to CGB units namely:
A. Hierarchy of Safety (Priorities 1-6);
B. IRCG PPE – Buddy check;
C. Response Process – R.E.S.P.O.N.S.E;
D. Emergency Prevention & Emergency Action Planning:
- Likely occurrences,
- Preventative measures,
- Preparatory measures,
- Reactionary measures,
- Reduce and/or control risks & report incident;
E. Make a SAFE Plan:
- Stop,
- Assess requirements,
- Figure out risks and controls,
- Ensure safety.
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- Execute – Prepare, Perform and Evaluate;
F. Correct wearing of PLBs on Lifejackets.
These posters should be prominently displayed in the station-house as reminders to
all volunteers on key safety issues.
8. Triple Lock
Section 1 Chapter 4 of the BOM outlines the role of the triple lock process. This triple
lock process involves the Rescue Co-ordination Centre, the OIC (or authorised
representative) and designated Boat Cox. The Coast Guard Boat may only be
launched if approval is obtained from all three parties . It is compulsory that this
triple lock process is completed prior to the boat being launched. This triple lock
process must ensure that explicit (and not implicit) approval is given to launch.
9. Logbooks
Following the 2017 boat ORAs it is evident that many volunteers are completing the
first section of the logbook – the recording of hours and exercises afloat but are not
completing the other sections. Note that all sections of the logbooks need to be kept
up to date as this provides an overview of an individual’s training needs on the BOM
and to ensure that all aspects of the BOM are covered by all crew during the course
of routine training.
10. Pre-use checks
The pre-use checks are set out in the various care and maintenance job cards. All
units should ensure that all required checks are conducted before and after each
boating activity.
11. Area of Operations
Section 1 Chapter 3 (CGB Operational Capabilities and Limits) sets out the operating
limits by CGB specification. All CGB units should be issued with area specific
operating limits outlining their area of operations.(2) All CGB units should train
regularly within their area of operations to ensure familiarisation with any potential
hazards. These specific unit operational capabilities and limits should be displayed on
the station wall to ensure that all crew members are aware of their unit specific area
of operations.
12. Personal Survival Techniques
Section 1, Chapter 2 (Appointment, Qualification, Training and Development) states
(2.6.1) that all Trainee Crew must complete Personal Safety Training prior to being
permitted afloat in a CGB. It is imperative that no volunteer is permitted afloat in a
CGB without having completed the PST training in NMCI. Also note that volunteers
should have received PST training with the type of boat they have on station i.e. D-
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class v Rib. Units should undertake an audit of their boat crew to ensure that this is
the case.
13. Equipment
All IRCG boat equipment and PPE should be inspected and maintained as per the
manufacturers and service agent’s instruction. Crews are reminded that cuff seals
are replaceable on station however neck seals may only be replaced by the
designated service agents. Any and all required maintenance to lifejackets may only
be completed by the service agent.

(1)

Note that Met Eireann is not specified within the BOM as the primary source for
weather forecasts.
(2)
Note that unit specific area of operations have been issued for all D-class boats.
Specific area of operations will be issued for all Ribs in due course.
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Job Steps

Role(s) in
Charge

Job Tasks & Safety Measures
Supporting Information (by Section & Chapter)

(Supported by)

1. Designate Boat Cox

▪ OIC

2. Authorise Launch &
Collate Response /
Exercise Brief

▪ RCC watch
officer
▪ OIC
▪ Boat Cox

3. Designate CGB Crew

4. Designate Towing
Vehicle Driver

▪ OIC
▪ Boat Cox

6. Prepare to Launch

 Jointly collate and evaluate response request
utilising (G-01) 7.0 Pre-launch Planning Form
 Ascertain environmental conditions for
launch site and expected area of operation
(forecast and actual)
 Designate an appointed Deputy Boat Cox
and CGB Crew (S1-C1 / S1-C2) with due regard to
their capabilities & limitations
 Ensure the prescribed CGB Crewing
requirements (S1-C3) are met

▪ OIC

 Designate an appointed Towing Vehicle
Driver (S1-C1) to fulfil the duties required to
safely launch and recover the CGB: Refer to
SOP G-02 .

▪ Boat Cox

 Brief all those involved in the preparation
operation as to their duties
 Confirm individuals have considered their
capabilities & limitations (S1-C1 / S1-C2) and
accept their designated roles

▪ Boat Cox

 Co-ordinate the job steps required to
properly prepare the CGB, equipment and crew
to launch – using the (G01) 8.0 Pre-launch
Checklist

5. Initial Briefing
(Reaffirm as
required
throughout)

 Designate an appointed Boat Cox (S1-C1 / S1with due regard to their capabilities &
limitations

C2)

 Authorised in accordance with VS&T
7. Transit to the Launch ▪ Towing Vehicle Procedure 04 to fulfil the duties required to
safely operate the vehicle(s) which transit to
Site
Driver
the launch site or launch & recover the CGB
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(G-01) 7.0 CGB Pre-Launch Planning Form
 Description of exercise / incident / casualty(ies) & area of operation:

 CGB operations to be conducted:
□

Response to persons in the water □

Medical assistance

□

Fire / explosion

□

Assistance to disable craft / towing

□

Lee shore recovery

□

Assistance to stranded / grounded craft

□

Assistance sinking craft

□

Body recovery

□

Search

□

Support to cliff rescue team

□

□

Navigation

□

Emergency Procedures

□

Other ___________________________

(as OSC)

Search (under supervision of OSC)

 Probable duration of CGB operation: ___________________________
 Additional SAR assets in attendance:
□ SAR helicopter

□ All-weather Lifeboat

Call sign: ____________

□ Inshore Lifeboat / CRBI

Call sign: ____________

Call sign: ____________

□ Other ______________________________________________________________

 Environmental conditions:
Wind strength _____ & direction _____
_____
Tides

Wave height _____ & direction_____

HW time _____ & height _____

LW time _____ & height _____

Approximate Tidal Rate: ______

Approximate Tidal Direction:______

Visibility:

Spring or Neap?

Within permitted operating parameters?

Yes / No

 Role Designation:
Office in Charge: ____________________ Boat Cox:

____________________

Deputy Boat Cox:

____________________ Boat Crew:

____________________

Boat Crew:

____________________ Boat Crew:

____________________

Boat Crew:
____________________

 Description of Hazards of note:
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(G-01) 8.0 Pre-Launch Checklist
To be completed by the designated Towing Vehicle Driver: _________________
Job Step

**Confirmed By

(G-01) 7.0 CGB Pre-Launch Planning Form complete:

OIC

Triple lock launch approval obtained (OIC / Boat Cox / RCC)

OIC

Volunteers have been designated roles and briefed on duties

Boat Cox

All CGB equipment is onboard and secure

Boat Cox

Fuel status checked and adequate

Boat Cox

Engine(s) secured in transport position

Towing
Vehicle
Driver

Battery charging lead disconnected (where applicable)

Towing
Vehicle
Driver

Vessel secured to trailer

Towing
Vehicle
Driver

Trailer securely hitched and safety chain applied

Towing
Vehicle
Driver

All required PPE is present and correct

Boat Cox

Boat Cox

** “Confirmed by” the individual designated to the role(s) listed, must verify that the job
step has been correctly completed.
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+6$%!E?3II!$6)!4&7,E%!$&7*4!7#:!+67$!E,&A!6#!'$%1!/.$%1!//$%!7#:!/-$%!(&)$&*+&,M! !

'
!

()*+,-,.*/,012'/34+4'5*6'10'70*/'.+45'8649'01'/34':/3''
"#!$%&!*6,#3#J!6I!$%&! /-$%!(&)$&*+&,!$%&!H6?9#$&&,41!I,6*! >3?@&&!7#:!O66?3#!5674$!897,:! <#3$4!

MCIB RESPONSE:
See para. 3.8 of
report

;58<4=1!744&*+?&:! 7$!$%&! 5674$! 897,:!($7$36#!7#:! ,&49*&:! 6)&,7$36#41! 3#E?9:3#J!7! ?79#E%!6I!$%&!
O&?$7! D3J3:!2#I?7$7+?&!P67$!;%&,&3#7I$&,!,&I&,,&:!$6!74!$%&!O&?$7!D2P=M!
!

1.2

Q$! 7)),6R3*7$&?B! /SM//!%,4!6#!$%&! 4&E6#:!$74@3#J!6#!$%&! /-$%!(&)$&*+&,! 7#:! A%3?4$!4&7,E%3#J!7!
E6H&!$6!$%&!&74$!6I!K66%7J%!L63#$1!$%&!O&?$7!D2P!E7)43T&:M!N%&!$%,&&!E,&A*&*+&,4!A&,&!$%,6A#!3#$6!
$%&!A7$&,M!Q!4&7,E%!7#:!,&4E9&!6)&,7$36#!;(QD=!E6**&#E&:M!!"#&!6I!$%&!E,&A*&*+&,4!A74!)3E@&:!9)!
+B!7!),3H7$&?B!6A#&:!D2P1!7!4&E6#:!E,&A*&*+&,!A74!,&4E9&:!+B!$%&!(QD!D&4E9&!%&?3E6)$&,!D//UM!N%&!
$%3,:!E,&A*&*+&,1!$%&!57497?$B1!A%6!A74!7!H6?9#$&&,!I,6*!$%&!O66?3#!58<1!A74!,&E6H&,&:!+B!7!(QD!
D&4E9&!%&?3E6)$&,!D//VM!

'

()*+,-,.*/,012';*6/'0-'<10.=+04'>0,1/?'@'A#';*6/'0-'B$CC+0D,E*/4'C06,/,01'0-'.*C6,F4'*/'@GH@@I'63051'01'
*CC419,D'JKL'

'

M84'/0'/3,6'E,6C)*.4E41/'0-'B$CC+0D,E*/4'C06,/,01'0-'.*C6,F4'*/'@GH@@I'*))'0/34+',1-0+E*/,01',1'+4)*/,01'/0'
/3,6'C06,/,01'*+4'*)60',1.0++4./'4KNK'/34'B!,/4'0-'O+4.=I'

!
A0/4H''' P0+'/34'C8+C0646'0-'/3,6'%4C0+/'*))'/,E46'*+4'Q0.*)'/,E4K!
'
'
'

MCIB RESPONSE:
Location has been
charted in
accordance with
witness statements.
The incident
occurred within
visual range of on
lookers. See
Appendix 7.4 of this
report.
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2

P$(R"$Q'SAPT%#$RSTA!

'
2.1

U4664)'(3*+*./4+,6/,.6!

'
'
2.1.1 N%&!2,34%!5674$!897,:!+67$!7$!>3?@&&!A74!7!D3J3:!2#I?7$7+?&!P67$!;D2P=!6I!J?744I3+,&!,&3#I6,E&:!)?74$3E!

;8DL=!*7$&,37?!A3$%!WB)7?6#!3#I?7$7+?&!$9+&4!*7#9I7E$9,&:!+B!O&?$7!L6A&,!8,69)!6I!$%&!<#3$&:!
>3#J:6*M! N%&!O&?$7!D2P!A74!)6A&,&:!+B!$A3#!X7*7%7!69$+67,:!&#J3#&4!,7$&:!7$!//V!WL!&7E%M!N%&!
O&?$7!D2P!A74!I3$$&:!69$!$6!2,34%!5674$!897,:!4)&E3I3E7$36#4M!2$!A74!:&?3H&,&:!3#!Y7#97,B!-..S!A3$%!7!
E&#$,7?!E6#$,6?!E6#46?&1!4&7$3#J!3#!$A6!,6A4!6I!$A61!A3$%!7!4$6A7J&!?6E@&,!7$!$%&!,&7,!6I!$%&!H&44&?!
;4&&!Q))&#:3R!UM/!G&44&?!4)&E3I3E7$36#!6#!:&?3H&,B!3#!-..S=M! O9,3#J!3$4!4&,H3E&!A3$%!$%&!2,34%!5674$!
897,:!$%&!4&7$4!A&,&!E6#H&,$&:!$6!73,!494)&#436#!$B)&1!A3$%!7::3$36#7?!I6?:!:6A#!4&7$4! A%3E%!
E69?:!+&!94&:!74!,&Z93,&:1!7#:!$%&!4$6A7J&!?6E@&,!A74!*6H&:!I6,A7,:!3#!I,6#$!6I!$%&!E&#$,&!
E6#46?&M! NA6!$6A3#J!)6?&4!A&,&!3#4$7??&:1!6#&!3#!$%&!4$&,#!7#:! 6#&!3#!$%&!+6A!I?66,!7,&7M!N%&!
O&?$7!D2P!%7:!$%,&&!4$73#?&44!4$&&?!)&$,6?!$7#@4!?6E7$&:!9#:&,!$%&!:&E@3#JM! N%&!&?&E$,3E7?!4B4$&*4!
A&,&!/-!H6?$!O5!A3$%!+7$$&,3&4!E%7,J&:!+B!$%&!&#J3#&4M! Q#![Q[!I,7*&!A74!I3$$&:!6H&,!$%&!7I$!&#:!$6!
E7,,B!7#$&##7&1!47I&$B!&Z93)*&#$!7#:!7!*7#97??B!6)&,7$&:!4&?IF,3J%$3#J!+7JM!
2.1.2 >+,1.,C*)'>*+/,.8)*+6'

\7*&!

!

!

!

K?7J]!!

!

!

!

2,34%!

L6,$!6I!D&J34$,B]!! !

!

<#,&J34$&,&:!

X&7,!7#:!)?7E&!6I!+93?:]!! !

-..S1!<#3$&:! >3#J:6*M!

NB)&]!

!

!

!

O&?$7!5?744!UM'^!D7#J&!L7$,6?_D&4E9&!5,7I$1!D3J3:!2#I?7$7+?&!+67$M!!

P93?:&,]!

!

!

!

O&?$7!L6A&,!8,69)1!<#3$&:!>3#J:6*M!

W9??!2:&#$3I3E7$36#!\9*+&,]!

8PFOL(/`VS.QS.S!

56#4$,9E$36#]!!!

!

!

8DL!%9??!A3$%!WB)7?6#!$9+3#JM!

a&#J$%!"H&,7??]! !

!

UM'!*&$,&!;*=M!

P&7*]!

!

!

!

-MV!*M!

b#J3#&4]!

!

!

!

NA6!X7*7%7!"9$+67,:!,7$&:!7$!//V!WL!&7E%M!

K9&?]!

!

!

!

L&$,6?M!

b?&E$,3E7?]!

!

!

!

($7$&:!Q,&7!6I!6)&,7$36#4]!

90

<##7*&:!

/-!H6?$!O51!H37!+7$$&,B!+7#@M!
<)!$6!43R! #79$3E7?!*3?&4!6II4%6,&M!

57)7E3$B]!

!

!

!

C3#3*9*! ")&,7$36#7?]!

$%,&&!)&,46#4M!

!

!

!

!

")$3*9*!6)&,7$36#7?]!

I69,!)&,46#4M!

!

!

!

I69,!)&,46#4M!

!

57497?$B!57)7E3$B]!

c&7$%&,!D&4$,3E$36#4]!

!

O7B?3J%$!7#:!9#,&4$,3E$&:!H343+3?3$B!6#?BM!

!

!

!

!

!

c3#:!9)!$6!7#:!3#E?9:3#J!-U!>#6$4!

!

!

!

!

()*+,-,.*/,012'S'3*V4'.+4549'/34'<(W'M4)/*'%SX'01'1,N3/'0C4+*/,016K'

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please see Appendix
7.2 of the report
‘Coast Guard Boat
Operational
Capabilities and
Limits’.
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'
Q,&7!6I!")&,7$36#4]!

!

(3J#3I3E7#$!A7H&!%&3J%$!?3*3$7$36#!-!*M!

!

!

!

!

\6$! )&,*3$$&:! $6! 6)&,7$&! 3#!49,I! ;4&&! Q))&#:3R! UM-!5674$! 897,:! !

!

!

!

!

P67$!")&,7$36#7?!57)7+3?3$3&4!7#:!a3*3$4=M!

\7H3J7$36#!Q3:4]! !

!

NA6!87,*3#!E%7,$!)?6$$&,41!?3#@&:!$6!8L(!47$&??3$&!

!

!

!

!

#7H3J7$36#!9#3$41!A3$%!E%7,$!)?6$$&,4!943#J!P,3$34%!Q:*3,7?$B!!

!

!

!

!

+74&:!E%7,$4!7#:!I3$$&:!A3$%!,7:7,!E7)7+3?3$BM!

!

!

!

!

\7H3J7$36#!?3J%$3#J!3#!7EE6,:7#E&!A3$%!$%&!56??3436#!D&J9?7$36#4M!

56**9#3E7$36#]! !

!

NA6!O(5!$B)&!I3R&:!GWK!,7:36!$,7#4E&3H&,4!I3$$&:!$6!$%&!H&44&?M!

!

!

b7E%!E,&A*&*+&,!6#!+67,:!%7:!7!%7#:!%&?:!GWK!$,7#4E&3H&,M!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

C64$!E6**9#3E7$36#4!A&,&!6#!5%7##&?4!/0!7#:!0U1!A%3E%!E69?:!

!

!

!

!

+&!,&E6,:&:M!N%&,&!A74!),3H7$&!5%7##&?!Ld1!A%3E%!A74!#6$!

!

!

!

!

,&E6,:&:M!

!

!

!

!

(6*&!E6**9#3E7$36#4!E69?:!7?46!+&!E7,,3&:!6#!$%&!NbNDQ!!

!

!

!

!

;N&,,&4$,37?!N,9#@&:!D7:36=!4B4$&*1!7J73#!9#F,&E6,:&:M!

!

!

!

!

()*+,-,.*/,012'A0'*..466'/0'R;R%$'01'%SXK

(7I&$B!bZ93)*&#$]!

!

b7E%!E,&A*&*+&,!A74!&Z93))&:!A3$%]!

!

!

!

!

W&??B!W7#4&#!3##&,!+6:B!493$1!W&??B!W7#4&#!:,B493$1!8&E@6!*7,3#&!

!

!

!

!

47I&$B!%&?*&$1!C9??36#!D&4E9&!d..!(&7I6,E&!G&4$1!E6*),343#J!7!

!

!

!

!

-UV\!43#J?&!E%7*+&,!3#I?7$7+?&!?3I&e7E@&$!T3))&:!6#$6!7#!3#%&,&#$!

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

!

!

!

!

!

;#6*3#7?!V.!\=!+96B7#EB!I67*!&Z93)*&#$!H&4$1!)&,46#7?!?6E7$6,!

!

!

!

!

+&7E6#!;LaP=1!@#3I&1!@3??!E6,:1!?7#B7,:1!%7#:%&?:!I?7,&!7#:!7!47I&$B!

!

!

!

!

?3#&M!

"A#&,4%3)]! !

!

!

2,34%!5674$!897,:1!$,7#4I&,,&:!I,6*!O3#J?&!58<!$6!>3?@&&!3#!-./S!

!

!

!

!

6#!I6,*7$36#!6I!$%&!>3?@&&!58<M!

!

!

!
a3E&#E3#J]!

!

!

G&44&?!9#F?3E&#E&:M!

CC(2!\9*+&,]!! !

!

\6#&!7443J#&:M!

! !

!

!

!

!

!
!

!
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Q#!bQF/0!OF5?744!?3I&+67$!;%&,&3#7I$&,!,&I&,,&:!$6!74!$%&!OF5?744=1!+74&:!7$!>3?@&&!58<1!A74!7?46!
94&:!3#!$%&!?7$&,!)7,$!6I!$%&!O&?$7!D2P!E,&A!,&4E9&!6#!$%&!/-$%!6I!(&)$&*+&,M!!!N%&!OFE?744!34!7#!
3#4%6,&!?3I&+67$!;2aP=1!dM'V!*!3#!?&#J$%!7#:!)6A&,&:!+B!7!d.WL!C7,3#&,!"9$+67,:!*6$6,M!N%&4&!
I74$1!?3J%$!3#I?7$7+?&!+67$4!7,&!493$&:!$6!4%7??6A!A7$&,!7#:!E6#I3#&:!?6E7$36#4!E?64&!$6!E?3II41!7*6#J!
,6E@41!6,!&H&#!3#!E7H&4M!!N%&!6)&,7$36#!?3*3$4!6I!$%34!E,7I$!7,&!*7#:7$&:!I6,!A3#:!9)!$6!7#:!
3#E?9:3#J!K6,E&!V!7#:!43J#3I3E7#$!A7H&!%&3J%$!6I!/MV!*!;4&&!Q))&#:3R!UMS!5674$!897,:!P67$!
")&,7$36#7?!57)7+3?3$3&4!7#:!a3*3$4=M!
!
2.2

U0Y*N4' >*+/,.8)*+6!

!

$%

2.2.1 "#!$%&!/- !(&)$&*+&,!-./01!7$!7)),6R3*7$&?B!/.MS.!%,41!$%&!O&?$7!D2P!:&)7,$&:!I,6*!>3?@&&!W7,+69,1!

56M!5?7,&!N%&,&!A&,&!$%,&&!E,&A*&*+&,4!6#!+67,:1!$A6!I,6*!$%&!>3?@&&!58<!7#:!6#&!I,6*!$%&!O66?3#!
58<M!N%34!$74@3#J!A74!$%&!E6#$3#97$36#!6I!7!4&7,E%!6)&,7$36#!I6,!7!)&,46#!,&)6,$&:!*3443#J!6#!'!
(&)$&*+&,!A%3E%!A74!+&3#J!E6#:9E$&:!3#!E6#e9#E$36#!A3$%!7!5674$!897,:!E?3II!$6)!4&7,E%!$&7*!
;%&,&3#7I$&,!,&I&,,&:!$6!74!N&7*!(3&,,7=M!N%&!O&?$7!D2P!),6E&&:&:!$6A7,:4!2#$,3#43E!P7B!7#:!$%&#!#6,$%!
6I!8&6,J&f4!W&7:!$6!5%3*#&B!P7BM!N6!E6*)?&$&!3$4!4&7,E%!$%&!O&?$7!D2P!&#$&,&:!7!4*7??!E6H&!#6,$%F
&74$!6I!K66%7J%!L63#$1!E?64&!$6!P34%6)f4!24?7#:M!
()*+,-,.*/,012'-*./8*))Y',1.0++4./?'/34'M4)/*'%SX'41/4+49'*'6E*))'.0V4'10+/3Z4*6/'0-'<10.=+04'>0,1/K'
2$!%7:!+&&#!9#7+?&!$6!:6!46!&7,?3&,!:9&!$6!$3:7?!E6#:3$36#4M!!

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
3.11.6 and Appendix
7.4 of the report.

()*+,-,.*/,012'-*./8*))Y',1.0++4./'*6'/34'.0DI1'0-'/34'M4)/*'/3*/'E0+1,1N?'/3,6'*+4*'5*6'10/'01'08+'64*+.3'
C)*1K'
2$!%7:!3#:3E7$&:!$6!$%&!58<!7$!>3?@&&!$%7$!3$!A74!,&7:B!$6!,&$9,#!$6!+74&M!Q4!$%&!D2P!A74!$,7H&??3#J!
4?6A?B!7)),6R3*7$&?B!-.!*!I,6*!$%&!4%6,&?3#&!7#:!),&)7,3#J!$6!?&7H&!$%&!7,&7!$%&!E,&A*&*+&,4!

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
3.11.6.

+&E7*&!7A7,&!6I!7!?7,J&!+,&7@3#J!A7H&1!:3,&E$?B!6#!$%&3,!4$7,+67,:!43:&M!!N%&!58<!E,&A!%7:!#6!$3*&!
$6!$7@&!7#B!7H63:3#J!7E$36#M!N%&!O&?$7!D2P!A74!4$,9E@!+B!$%34!+,&7@3#J!A7H&!7#:!E7)43T&:!3**&:37$&?BM!
Q??!$%,&&!E,&A*&*+&,4!A&,&!$%,6A#!6H&,+67,:M!"#&!E,&A*&*+&,1!943#J!7!%7#:%&?:!GWK!
N,7#4E&3H&,1!*7:&!7![CQXOQX[!E7??!6#!5%7##&?!/01!A%3E%!A74!,&E&3H&:!+B!$%&!>3?@&&!58<!+74&!A%6!
,&?7B&:!$%&!:34$,&44!*&447J&!$6!CD(5!G7?&#$37M!
!
2#!$%&!(2NDbL;(3$97$36#!D&)6,$=!3449&:!7$!/SM/d!%,4!6#!$%&!?-$%!(&)$&*+&,!-./0!$%&!,&)6,$&:!)643$36#!
6I!$%&!E7)43T&!A74!V-g!d.MU0f\!..'gS'MV0fcM!Q$!/0Md-!%,4!$%&!)643$36#!A74!7*&#:&:!$6!V-g!d.M'df!\!
..'g!S'M0-f!cM!N%&!7E$97?!)643$36#!6I!$%&!E7)43T&!A74!3:&#$3I3&:!74!V-gd.MVSf!\!..'gd/M-`fc!+B!H3497?!
6+4&,H7$36#4!6I!7#!&B&!A3$#&44!7#:!E%7,$3#J!6I!$%&!)643$36#1!;4&&!Q))&#:3R!UMd!5%7,$!6I!7,&7=M!!
'
!
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()*+,-,.*/,012'$CC419,D'JKL',6'-*./8*))Y',1.0++4./'*6'6/*/49'4*+),4+?'C06,/,016',1.0++4./K''
!

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to para.
2.2.1.
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2.3

RYC4'0-'.*68*)/Y!

'
2.3.1 N%34!A74! 7! H&,B! 4&,3694! *7,3#&!E7497?$BM! c%&#! $%&! O&?$7! D2P!E7)43T&:! 7??! $%,&&! 5674$! 897,:!

H6?9#$&&,!E,&A*&*+& ,4! A&,&!$%,6A#! 3#$6!$%&!A7$&,M! "#&!E,&A*&*+&,!A74!,&4E9&:!+B!7! ),3H7$&?B!
6A#&:!D2PM!!N%&!58<!4&7,E%!7#:!,&4E9&!%&?3E6)$&,4!D//V!7#:!D//U!,&4E9&:!$%&!6$%&,!$A6!E,&A!
*&*+&,41!6#&!6I!A%6*!49+4&Z9&#$?B!:3&:M!N%&!H&44&?!A74!+,6@&#!9)!+B!$%&!49,I!7$!$%&!+74&!6I!$%&!
E?3IIM!
()*+,-,.*/,012'/3,6'3*CC4149'0V4+1,N3/K'
!

2.4

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

!30+4'%46C0164!

'
2.4.1 N%&! 4%6,&! ,&4)6#4&! A74! 3**&:37$&M! N%&! >3?@&&! 58<! 7?&,$&:! CD(5! G7?&#$37! 6I! $%&! 43$97$36#M! N%&!

(%7##6#! +74&:! (QD! %&?3E6)$&,! D//V! A74! $74@&:! 3**&:37$&?B! 9)6#! 3$4! E,&A! +&E6*3#J! 7A7,&! 6I!
A%7$! A74! %7))&#3#JM! Q! 53H3?! O&I&#E&! $&7*! %7:! e94$! 7,,3H&:! A3$%! 7! :,6#&! $6! 74434$! 7#:! A74!
6)&,7$36#7?! A3$%3#! $&#! *3#9$&4M! N%&! ?6E7?! I3,&! 4&,H3E&! A74! 7?46! $74@&:! $6! 74434$M! N%&! D\a2! Q??!
c&7$%&,! P67$! A74! $74@&:! I,6*! >3?*6,&! 6#!$%&! Q,7#! 24?7#:41! 7#:! >3?,94%! D\a2!A74! )9$!6#! 4$7#:+B!
;?7$&,!$74@&:=M!!!Q!*&*+&,!6I!$%&!87,:73!7$!>3?@&&!,&Z9&4$&:!$%&!6A#&,!6I!7!),3H7$&!D2P!$6!74434$!A3$%!
$%&!,&4E9&!6)&,7$36#M!!!N%&!),3H7$&!D2P!),6E&&:&:!$6!$%&!4E&#&!A3$%!7#!2D58!O&)9$B!"II3E&,!3#!5%7,J&!
;O"35=! 7#:! $%,&&! E3H3?37#! E,&A*&*+&,4! 6#! +67,:M! Q??! $%,&&! %7:! J66:! ?6E7?! @#6A?&:J&! 6I! $%&! 7,&7M!
N%&!>3?@&&!58<1!O!5?744!E,7I$!A74!7?46!?79#E%&:!$6!74434$M!
!

2.4.2 Q??!$%,&&!E,&A*&*+&,4!6I!$%&!O&?$7!D2P!A&,&!,&E6H&,&:!I,6*!$%&!A7$&,!7#:!7??!9#3$4!4$66:!:6A#!7$!

7)),6R3*7$&?B!/UM-V!%,4M!N%&!+67$!A74!+,6@&#!9)!+B!$%&!49,I!7J73#4$!$%&!E?3II!I7E&!7#:!A74!,&E6H&,&:!
6#!/d$%!(&)$&*+&,!-./0M!
!

!
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2.5

R,9*)'(019,/,016'

'
-MVM/! N%&!$3:7?!),&:3E$36#4!I6,!$%&!/-$%!(&)$&*+&,!94&:!+B!>3?@&&!58<!4%6A&:!$%&!),&:3E$&:!$3:&4M!>3?@&&!
58<!94&:!Q:*3,7?$B!b74B!N3:&!;7!A&+!+74&:!$3:7?!),&:3E7$36#!4&,H3E&!+B!<>!Q:*3,7?$B=!&R),&44&:!74!
?6E7?!$3*&1!74!$%&!469,E&]!
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!a6A!c7$&,!

.`MSV!%,4!

W3J%!c7$&,!

/dM.d!%,4!

!
-MV-! N%&! $3:7?! %&3J%$4! 3#:3E7$&! $%7$! $%&! $3:&4! A&,&! E?64&! $6! #&7)! E6#:3$36#41! 7! $3:&! $%7$! 6EE9,4! A%&#! $%&!
:3II&,&#E&!+&$A&&#!%3J%!7#:!?6A!$3:&!34!?&74$M!
!
2.6

O4*/34+' .019,/,016!

'
2.6.1 N%&! C&$! b3,&7##! 4&7! 7,&7! I6,&E74$! 3449&:! 7$! .0M..! %,4! 6#! $%&! /-$%! (&)$&*+&,! ),&:3E$&:! $%&!

I6??6A3#J!E6#:3$36#4! I6,! $%&! 7,&7M! c&4$&,?B! A3#:4! 6I! K6,E&! S! $6! V! :&E,&743#J! K6,E&! -! $6! d! 3#!$%&!
7I$&,#66#M!!Q!4*7??!E,7I$!A7,#3#J!A74!7?46!3#!)?7E&M!
()*+,-,.*/,012' R34' #4/' ;,+4*11' 64*' *+4*' -0+4.*6/' ,66849' */' [\K[[' 3+6' 01' /34' @G/3' ,1' $CC419,D' JK]'9046'
10/'E41/,01'*'6E*))'.+*-/'5*+1,1N?'3054V4+'/34'GL'308+'!4*'$+4*'P0+4.*6/'9046'E41/,01'*'!E*))'(+*-/'

MCIB RESPONSE:
Report has been
amended.

O*+1,1N'78/'/3,6',6'-0+'X4)-*6/'Q08N3'^'_05/3'_4*9'^'%0.346'>0,1/'*19'-0+'/34'S+,63'!4*K'!
!

2.6.2 Q! I6,&E74$! ,&?3&:! 6#! +B! $%&! 58<1! 3449&:! +B! c3#:J9,9! ;7! A&+! +74&:! A&7$%&,! I6,&E74$3#J!4&,H3E&=!

3#:3E7$&:!$%&!I6??6A3#J!4&7!E6#:3$36#4!I6,!$%&!7,&7]!
!

.UM..!%,4!F!4&7!-Md!*!

/.M..!%,4!F!4&7!-Md!*! /SM..!%,4!F!4&7!-Md!*M!

()*+,-,.*/,012'*6'/34'.0DI1'0-'/34'M4)/*'/3*/'E0+1,1N'/34'<(W"'864'E8)/,C)4'608+.46'/0'E*=4'94.,6,016'01'
534/34+'0+'10/'/0'C8/'/0'64*?'*)60'/*=41',1/0'*..081/',6')0.*)'.019,/,016'V,68*))Y'*6.4+/*,149K''
'

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

2.6.3 N%&! C&$! b3,&7##!c&7$%&,! D&)6,$!I6,! .0M..!%,4! $6! /-M..! %,4! 4$7$&4! A3#:! K6,E&! S!6#! P&79I6,$! 4E7?&!

3#E,&743#J!$6! P&79I6,$! K6,E&! dM! (3J#3I3E7#$! A7H&! %&3J%$! ,7#J&:! I,6*! -M`!$6! SMS! *1! )&,36:! `!4&E6#:1!
4A&??!:3,&E$36#!-V.!:&J,&&4M!
!
2.6.4 N%&! C&$! b3,&7##! c&7$%&,! D&)6,$! I6,! /-M..! %,4! $6! /`M..! %,4! 4$7$&4! A3#:! K6,E&! -FS!

P&79I6,$M! (&7! 4$7$&1! 43J#3I3E7#$! !"#$% %&3J%$! SM.!$6!SMV! *1! )&,36:! `M-! 4&E6#:4M! (&74! 6H&,7??!
:&4E,3+&:!74!,69J%!;4&&! Q))&#:3R!UMV!C&$!b3,&7##!c&7$%&,!D&)6,$=M!
!
-M0M0! N%&!2D58!>3?@&&!P67$!")&,7$36#4!7#:!L,&!a79#E%!L?7##3#J!:6E9*&#$!I6,!$%&!/-$%!(&)$&*+&,!7$!
!

.`M/V!%,41!E6*)?&$&:!I6,!$%&!I3,4$!?79#E%1!3#:3E7$&:!$%7$!A7H&4!6I!9)!$6!S!*!A&,&!
&R)&E$&:!;4&&!Q))&#:3R!UM0!L,&!a79#E%!L?7##3#J!O6E9*&#$!I6,!I3,4$!?79#E%=M!
()*+,-,.*/,012'/3464'4DC4./49'5*V46'0-'8C'/0'`E'54+4'10/'984'81/,)')*/4'*-/4+1001'a'4*+)Y'4V41,1N'54+4'
/*=41',1/0'*..081/'*19'3*9'10'74*+,1N'01'/34'70*/')*81.3'/3*/'E0+1,1NK''

!
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3

A$%%$RSU;'

!

3.1

N%&!2,34%!5674$!897,:!

!
N%&! 2,34%! 5674$! 897,:! ;2D58=! 34! 7! O3H3436#! 6I! $%&! O&)7,$*&#$! 6I! N,7#4)6,$1! N69,34*! 7#:!
()6,$M! 2$! 6)&,7$&4! 74! 7! *7,3#&! &*&,J&#EB! 4&,H3E&! 7#:! ),6H3:&4! 7! #7$36#A3:&! *7,3$3*&!
&*&,J&#EB!6,J7#347$36#!74!A&??!74!7!H7,3&$B!6I!4&,H3E&4!$6!4%3))3#J!7#:!6$%&,!J6H&,#*&#$!
7J&#E3&4M! N%&! 2D58! %74! ,&4)6#43+3?3$B! I6,! 2,&?7#:f4! #7$36#7?! 4B4$&*! 6I! *7,3#&!
E6**9#3E7$36#41!7#:!&*&,J&#EB!*7#7J&*&#$!3#!2,&?7#:f4!bRE?943H&!bE6#6*3E!h6#&!;bbh=!
7#:! E&,$73#! 3#?7#:! A7$&,A7B4M! 2$i4! ,&4)6#43+?&! I6,! $%&! ,&4)6#4&! $61! 7#:! E66,:3#7$36#! 6I1!
*7,3$3*&!7EE3:&#$4!A%3E%!,&Z93,&!(&7,E%!j!D&4E9&!7#:!7?46!I6,!569#$&,!L6??9$36#!j!(%3)!
57497?$B!6)&,7$36#4M!2$!7?46!%74!,&4)6#43+3?3$B!I6,!H&44&?!$,7II3E!*6#3$6,3#JM!
N%&!2D58!%74!$%,&&!),3*7,B!I9#E$36#4]!
!

•

L6??9$36#!),&H&#$36#1!E7497?$B! 3#$&,H&#$36#!7#:!,&4)6#4&!

!

•

(&7,E%!7#:!D&4E9&1!

!

•

G6?9#$&&,!(&,H3E&4!j!N,73#3#JM!

!

3.1.1 N%&!E9,,&#$!4$,9E$9,&!6I!$%&!2,34%!5674$!897,:!(&,H3E&!A74!4&$!9)!3#!-...M!N%&!2,34%!5674$!

897,:!6)&,7$&4!A3$%3#!$%&!)7,7*&$&,4!4&$!69$!+B!$%&!2#$&,#7$36#7?!C7,3$3*&!",J7#347$36#1!
4)&E3I3E7??B!$%&!J93:&?3#&4!4&$!:6A#!3#!$%&!2#$&,#7$36#7?!Q&,6#79$3E7?!7#:!C7,3$3*&!(&7,E%!
7#:!D&4E9&!k2QC(QD=!*7#97?!H6?9*&4!21!22!j!22M!Q!#&A!3449&!6I!G6?9*&!2??!A74!)9+?34%&:!3#!
Y9?B!-./0M!N%&!2D58!G6?9#$7,B!(&,H3E&4!j!N,73#3#J!5674$!897,:!56:&!4$7$&4!$%&!2D58!E6,&!
7E$3H3$3&4!7,&]!
•

N6!),6H3:&!7!#7$36#7?!*7,3#&!4&7,E%!7#:!,&4E9&!,&4)6#4&!4&,H3E&M!

!

•

N6!),6H3:&!7!E674$7?!7#:1!A%&,&!7)),6),37$&1!E?3II!4&7,E%!7#:!,&4E9&!4&,H3E&l!

!

•

N6!),6H3:&!7!)64$F&*&,J&#EB!+6:B!4&7,E%!7#:!,&E6H&,B!4&,H3E&!7#:!,&?7$3H&!?37346#l!

!

•

N6!:&H&?6)!7#:!E6F6,:3#7$&!7#!&II&E$3H&!,&J3*&!3#!,&?7$36#!$6!*7,3#&!)6??9$36#l!

!

•
•
•

N6! ),6H3:&!7!,&4)6#4&!$6!*7,3#&!E7497?$B!3#E3:&#$4!7#:!$6!*6#3$6,_3#$&,H&#&!3#!
*7,3#&!47?H7J&!6)&,7$36#4l!
N6!),6H3:&!7!47I&$B!7A7,&#&44!7#:!)9+?3E!3#I6,*7$36#!4&,H3E&!3#!,&?7$36#!$6!$%&!:34E%7 ,J&!
6I!$%&!I9#E$36#4!4&$!69$!7+6H&l!
N6!),6H3:&!7!*7,3$3*&!47I&$B!E6**9#3E7$36#4!4&,H3E&M!

!

•

N6!),6H3:&!7!*7,3$3*&!74434$7#E&!4&,H3E&!7#:!43#J?&!)63#$!6I!E6#$7E$!$6!4%3))3#J1!
I34%3#J1!E6**&,E37?!7#:!?&349,&!$,7II3EM!

!
3.1.2 N%&!O3,&E$6,!6I!2D58!34!49))6,$&:!I9#E$36#7??B!+B!7#!Q4434$7#$!O3,&E$6,1!2D58!C7#7J&,41!")&,7$36#4!7#:!

N,73#3#J!"II3E&,4!7#:!5674$!<#3$!(&E$6,!C7#7J&,4!;5<(C=M! N%&!2D58!E66,:3#7$&4!(&7,E%!7#:! D&4E9&!
;(QD=! $%,69J%!3$4! C7,3$3*&!D&4E9&! 566,:3#7$36#!5&#$,&! ;CD55=! 3#!O9+?3#!7#:! C7,3$3*&!D&4E9&!49+F
E&#$,&4!;CD(5=!7$!C7?3#!W&7:1!56M!O6#&J7?!7#:!G7?&#$37!24?7#:1!56M!>&,,BM! b7E%!CD55!6,!CD(5!34!
,&4)6#43+?&!I6,!(QD!6)&,7$36#4!7#:!$%&!:7B!$6!:7B!,9##3#J!6I!3$4!7??6E7$&:!:3H3436#M!
!

!
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3.1.3 N%&!5<(C!+74&:!3#!574$?&+7,!A74!,&4)6#43+?&!I6,!7#!7,&7!A%3E%!3#E?9:&4!>3?@&&!7#:!O66?3#!85<4M!c%&#!

7!5674$7?!<#3$!6,!4$7$36#!34!$74@&:! :9,3#J!7#!3#E3:&#$1!$%&!7:e7E&#$!4$7$36#4!7,&!:&&*&:!$6!+&! I?7#@!
4$7$36#4M! K6,!>3?@&&!5674$! 897,:!($7$36#1!$%&!I?7#@&:! 4$7$36#4!7,&! P7??B+9#36#!7#:!O66?3#M!Q! $74@&:!
4$7$36#!A69?:!,&Z9&4$!74434$7#E&!I,6*!$%&!CD55!A%6!A69?:!$%&#!:3,&E$!7!I?7#@3#J!4$7$36#! $6!74434$!
$%&!$74@&:!4$7$36#!:9,3#J!7#!3#E3:&#$M!
5674$!897,:!<#3$4!7,&!6,J7#34&:!3#!$%&!I6??6A3#J!A7B]!
!
!

(&?&E$&:! +B! WmM!

O&)9$B!"II3E&,!3#!5%7,J&!;O"35=]! !

"II3E&,!3#!5%7,J&!;"35=!

(&?&E$&:! +B! WmM!

N&7*!a&7:&,]!

!

!

!

!

(&?&E$&:! +B! " 3 5 M!

Q:*3#34$,7$36#!"II3E&,]! !

!

(&?&E$&:! +B! " 3 5 M!

N,73#3#J!"II3E&,]! !

!

!

(&?&E$&:! +B! " 3 5 M!

b:9E7$36#!"II3E&,]!

!

!

(&?&E$&:! +B! " 3 5 M!

bZ93)*&#$!"II3E&,]!

!

!

(&?&E$&:! +B! " 3 5 M!

!
!
3.2

<,)=44'(0*6/'W8*+9'!/*/,01'
>3?@&&!58<!34!6#&!6I!$%&!5674$7?! <#3$4!6)&,7$&:! +B!$%&! 2,34%!5674$!897,:M!N%&! 9#3$!A74! I6,*&:! 3#!-./S!
+B! E6*+3#3#J! $%&! &R34$3#J! 58<! E?3II! ,&4E9&! 9#3$! 7#:! $%&! ),&H3694! ?6E7??B! 6)&,7$&:! *7,3#&! ,&4E9&!
4&,H3E&! A%3E%! %7:! 6)&,7$&:! I6,! 7)),6R3*7$&?B! S.! B&7,4M! C7#B! 6I! $%&! 6,3J3#7?! H6?9#$&&,4! I,6*! $%34!
?6E7?!C7,3#&!D&4E9&! 9#3$!A&,&!,&$73#&:!74!H6?9#$&&,4!+B!$%&!2,34%!5674$!897,:M!!>3?@&&!58<!")&,7$36#7?!
D&7:3#&44!Q9:3$1!E7,,3&:! 69$! 6#!-'$%! K&+,97,B!-./0!E&,$3I3&:! $%&! 9#3$! 74! [I9??B! 6)&,7$36#7?[M! P6$%!
$%&! O&?$7! D2P!7#:! O! 5?744! H&44&?! A&,&! 3#4)&E$&:!74!)7,$! 6I!7#! 79:3$!E7,,3&:!69$!6#!S,:! \6H&*+&,!
-./VM! N%34! 79:3$! 4$7$&:! $%7$! $%&! O&?$7! D2P!A74! [3#!&RE&??&#$! 6H&,7??! E6#:3$36#l!46*&! *3#6,! %34$6,3E!
:7*7J&!#6$&:!6#!L6,$!43:&!*3:4%3)4!3#!A7B!6I!$%&!%9??!E%3#&!7#:!7:e7E&#$! %9??4! 7E$36#M! P3?J&4! E?&7#!
7#:! :,BM! W9??! 7#:! I3R$9,&4! 7#:! I3$$3#J! 7$! 7! %3J%! 4$7#:7,:! 6I! E?&7#?3#&44M! ($7#:3#J! ,3JJ3#J! 3#! J66:!
6,:&,M! "H&,7??! $%&!H&44&?! 3#!&RE&??&#$! E6#:3$36#! 7#:! A&??!*73#$73#&:[M!

!
3.3

R34'%0)4'0-'/34'T,('*19'MT,('

!
N%&!"35!7#:!$%&!O"35!%7H&!7!E&#$,7?!,6?&!3#!$%&!6)&,7$36#!6I!$%&!H6?9#$&&,!5674$!897,:!6)&,7$36#4! 7#:!
7,&!4&?&E$&:! +B!2D58! WmM!!!"#! 7! :7B!$6! :7B! +7434!$%&B! 7,&! ,&4)6#43+?&!I6,!*73#$&#7#E&!&Z93)*&#$1!
$,73#3#J!6I!H6?9#$&&,41! @&&)3#J!,&E6,:4! 7#:!$&7*! +93?:3#J!6I!$%&! 9#3$M! c%&#!$%&,&! 34! 7#! 3#E3:&#$! $%&B!
7,&! ,&Z93,&:! $6! *7@&! :&E3436#4! 6#! $%&! &II&E$3H&! :&)?6B*&#$! 6I! ,&469,E&4! 7#:! )?7##3#J!$%&!4&7,E%!
6)&,7$36#M!N%&!"35!34!)7,$B!$6!$%&![N,3)?&!a6E@!(B4$&*[!6I!*7@3#J!$%&!:&E3436#!$6! ?79#E%! $%&! 5674$!
897,:! P67$! ;58P=M! "354! 7,&! 9497??B! :,7A#! I,6*! E9,,&#$! 9#3$! *&*+&,4M!C&*+&,4! 7,&!7:H34&:! 6I!7#!
7H73?7+?&! )64$! 7#:! $%&! 7))?3E7#$4! 7,&! 4&?&E$&:! 7I$&,! 3#$&,H3&A4M! "#!7))63#$*&#$!$%&,&! 34!3#I6,*7?!
$,73#3#J!6#!2D58!7:*3#34$,7$36#!),6E&:9,&4M!
!
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N%&!2,34%!5674$!897,:!P67$!")&,7$36#4!C7#97?!4$7$&4!$%7$]!
!
[N%&!"351!3#!E6#49?$7$36#!A3$%!$%&!:&43J#7$&:!P67$!56R1!34!,&4)6#43+?&!I6,!E6#43:&,3#J!$%&!E7)7+3?3$3&4!
6I! $%&! 58P! 3#! ,&?7$36#! $6! 6)&,7$3#J! E6#:3$36#4! 7#:! ),6+7+?&! $74@4! $6! +&! &#E69#$&,&:!),36,!$6!
:&43J#7$36#M!
N%&!"351!3#!E6#49?$7$36#!A3$%!$%&!:&43J#7$&:!P67$!56R1!34!,&4)6#43+?&!I6,!E6#43:&,3#J!$%&! E7)7+3?3$3&4!
6I!$%&!E,&A!),36,!$6!:&43J#7$3#J!,6?&4!6I!6)&,7$36#M[!
"#!$%&!&H&#3#J!6I!'$%! (&)$&*+&,! -./01! $%&!G6?9#$7,B!(&,H3E&4!7#:!N,73#3#J!;G(jN=! C7#7J&,!I,6*!
%&7:Z97,$&,4! $,7H&??&:! $6! >3?@&&!7#:! 7##69#E&:! 7$!7! *&&$3#J!A3$%!H6?9#$&&,4! 7$! $%&! >3?@&&!5674$!
897,:!($7$36#!$%7$! $%&! "35!A74! +&3#J!,&)?7E&:M! N%&! O"35!A74!$6! +&!7))63#$&:! 3#$&,3*!"35!9#$3?!7!
)&,*7#&#$! ,&)?7E&*&#$! A74! 7))63#$&:M! N%&! 3*)&#:3#J! E%7#J&4! A&,&! :&I&,,&:! $6! J3H&!
W&7:Z97,$&,4! $3*&! $6! 7:H34&! CD(5! G7?&#$37! ;5674$! 897,:! D7:36! ($7$36#! I6,! $%&! 7,&7=! 6I! $%&!
)&,46##&?!E%7#J&4M!N%&!7))63#$*&#$!6I!$%&!O"35!74!3#$&,3*!"35!A74!4E%&:9?&:!$6!%7))&#!6#!$%&!/-$%!
(&)$&*+&,! -./0M! K6,!$%&! 7H63:7#E&! 6I! :69+$1! 3#!$%&! ,&*73#:&,! 6I!$%34! :6E9*&#$! 7#:! :9,3#J! $%&!
)&,36:!E6H&,&:!+B!$%34!,&)6,$!$%&!"35!7#:!$%&!O"35!A&,&!$%&!3#E9*+&#$!)64$!%6?:&,4M!
!
3.4

R34'%0)4'0-'/34'(0D65*,1'

!
N%&! E6R4A73#! ;P67$! 56R=! 34! $%&! )&,46#! A%6! E6**7#:4! $%&! 5674$! 897,:! P67$! ;58P=! 7#:! 34!
%&?*4*7#! 6I! $%&! +67$M!N%&! +67$! E6R! 34! )7,$B!$6!$%&! [N,3)?&! a6E@!(B4$&*[! A%3E%!:&E3:&4!$6! ?79#E%!$%&!
58PM! N%&! P67$! 56R! *7@&4! $%&! 6)&,7$36#7?! :&E3436#4! A%&#! $%&! +67$! 34! 6#! $%&! A7$&,M! 2#!7::3$36#! $6!
$%&! +743E! ,&Z93,&*&#$4! $6! #7H3J7$&! 7#:! %7#:?&! $%&! +67$1! $%&! P67$! 56R! 7?46! #&&:4! 3#$3*7$&! ?6E7?!
@#6A?&:J&!6I!$%&! E674$?3#&!7,69#:! A%3E%!$%&! +67$!6)&,7$&4M!!!! N%&! +743E! @#6A?&:J&!3#!+67$! %7#:?3#J!
7#:! #7H3J7$36#! 34! E6H&,&:! +B! $%&! $,73#3#J! ),6H3:&:! +B! $%&! 2D58M! N%&! ?6E7?! @#6A?&:J&! 6I! $%&!
E674$?3#&!34!9497??B!E6H&,&:! +B!$%&!I7E$!$%7$!$%&!+67$!E6R!34!3#H6?H&:!A3$%!?6E7?!I34%3#J!6,!A7$&,!4)6,$!
7E$3H3$3&4M! ! N%34!$B)&!6I!3#I6,*7$36#!34!3*)7,$&:! +B!:34E94436#!+&$A&&#!$%&!+67$! E6R! 7#:! E,&AM! 2$! 34!
)7,$! 6I! ?6E7?! 58<! $,73#3#J1! A%&,&! :7#J&,694! 7,&74! 6I! E674$?3#&! 7,&! 3:&#$3I3&:! 7#:! #7H3J7$36#7?!
4$,7$&J3&4!:&H&?6)&:!$6!94&!A%&#!#7H3J7$3#J!$%&*M!!
!
N%&!2,34%!5674$!897,:!P67$!")&,7$36#4!C7#97?!4$7$&4!$%7$]!
nN%&!:&43J#7$&:!P67$!56R1!3#!E6#49?$7$36#!A3$%!$%&!58P!E,&A1!34!,&4)6#43+?&!I6,!E6#43:&,3#J!E7)7+3?3$3&4!
6I!$%&!E,&A!),36,!$6!7??6E7$3#J!$74@4!:9,3#J!7#!6)&,7$36#M[!
N%&! P67$! 56R! 6I! $%&! O&?$7! D2P! 7$! $%&! $3*&! 6I! $%&! 3#E3:&#$! A74! Z97?3I3&:! 3#! 7EE6,:7#E&! A3$%! $%&!
,&Z93,&*&#$4!6I!2D58M!
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3.5

R+,C)4'Q0.='!Y6/4E'

!
N%&! 2,34%! 5674$! 897,:! P67$!")&,7$36#4! C7#97?! :&4E,3+&4!$%&! ),&F?79#E%! ),6E&:9,&! A%3E%! *94$!$7@&!
)?7E&! +&I6,&! &H&,B! ?79#E%M! L7,$! 6I!$%34! ),6E&:9,&!34!$%&! [$,3)?&!?6E@! 4B4$&*[! :&4E,3+&:! 3#!$%&!*7#97?!
74]!
nQ!$,3)?&!?6E@!),&F?79#E%!:&E3436#!*7@3#J!),6E&44!*94$!+&!7:%&,&:!$6!&H&,B!$3*&!7!58P!34!
?79#E%&:1!A%&$%&,!I6,!7!,&4)6#4&!6,!,69$3#&!6)&,7$36#M!
N%34!$,3)?&!?6E@!),6E&44!3#H6?H&4!$%&]!
•

D&4E9&!56F6,:3#7$36#!5&#$,&M!

•

"35!;6,!79$%6,34&:!,&),&4&#$7$3H&=M!

•

O&43J#7$&:!P67$!56RM!

N%&!58P!*7B!6#?B!+&! ?79#E%&:!3I! 7)),6H7?! 34! 6+$73#&:! I,6*!7??! $%,&&!)7,$3&4M[! !
;4&&!Q))&#:3R!UMU!N,3)?&!a6E@!(B4$&*=M!
!
3.6

R+*,1,1NK'

!
P67$! E,&A*&*+&,4! A&,&! J3H&#! $,73#3#J! 9#:&,! $%&! \7$36#7?! L6A&,+67$! (E%&*&! $6! $%&! ?&H&?! 6I!
Q:H7#E&:! L6A&,+67$! 5&,$3I3E7$&M! 2#!-./S1! $%&! 2,34%!5674$! 897,:! E6**&#E&:! I9,$%&,! $,73#3#J! 3#!
(QD! I6,! +67$! E6R4A73#4M! Q??! +67$! E,&A*&*+&,4! 3#H6?H&:! A3$%!$%&! 3#E3:&#$! %7:! E6*)?&$&:! $%&3,!
$,73#3#J!$6!(QD!-!?&H&?M! 2#!7::3$36#1!7??!E,&A*&*+&,4!7,&!,&Z93,&:!$6!7$$&#:!9#3$!$,73#3#J!4&4436#4!6#!
7!,&J9?7,!+7434M!
!
SM0M/! N%&! 5674$! 897,:! ),6H3:&4!7! L&,46#7?! (9,H3H7?! N,73#3#J!7#:! D2P!E7)43T&! E69,4&M!N%34!34! 7! +&4)6@&!
E69,4&! I6,! $%&! 2D58! 943#J! $%&! &Z93)*&#$! ),6H3:&:! +B! 2D58M! N%&! $,73#&&4! 94&! 2D58! L&,46#7?!
K?67$7$36#!O&H3E&4!;LKOo1!:,B493$4! 7#:!%&?*&$4!:9,3#J!$%&!E69,4&M! N%&!$%,&&!E,&A*&*+&,4!3#!$%&!
O&?$7!D2P!7$!$%&!$3*&!6I!$%&!3#E3:&#$!%7:!7??!7$$&#:&:!$%34!E69,4&M!
>)4*64'.)*+,-Y',-'*//419,1N'/34'.08+64'.081/6'*'C*66,1N'/34'.08+64b !!
!
3.7

%*9,06'
N%&! O&?$7! D2P! %7:! $A6! GWK! ,7:364! I3$$&:! $6! $%&! E&#$,&! E6#46?&M! "#&! A74! 4&$! $6! 5%7##&?! /0! 7#:! $%&!
6$%&,!$6!5%7##&?!0UM!bH3:&#E&!I,6*!E,&A*&*+&,4!4$7$&4!$%7$!$%&,&!%7:!+&&#!:3II3E9?$3&4!A3$%!$%&!6#!
+67,:!,7:36!A%3E%!%7:!+&&#!),&4&$!$6!5%7##&?!/0M!P&E794&!6I!$%341!6#&!E,&A*&*+&,!%7:!%&,!)&,46#7?!
%7#:!%&?:!,7:36!?6E@&:!$6!5%7##&?!/0M!

!
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O9&! $6! $%&! ?6E7?34&:! $,7#4*3$$3#J! E7)7+3?3$3&4! 6I! $%&4&! %7#:! %&?:! ,7:3641! 6#?B! >3?@&&! 5674$! 897,:!
4$7$36#! E69?:! E6#H&,4&! A3$%! $%&*! 6#! $%34! I,&Z9&#EBM! (9+4&Z9&#$! 3#I6,*7$36#! A74! ,&?7B&:! +B!
$&?&)%6#&! I,6*! >3?@&&!$6!G7?&#$37M!
!

S1.,941/'(3+010)0NY'
3.8

:/3'!4C/4E74+'G[@\'
Q$! 7)),6R3*7$&?B! -SM..! %,4! 6#! K,3:7B! '$%!(&)$&*+&,! -./01! $%&! >3?@&&! 9#3$! A74! )7J&:! ,&Z9&4$3#J!
74434$7#E&! 3#! $%&! 4&7,E%! I6,! 7! *3443#J! )&,46#! 3#! $%&! >3?@&&! 7,&7M! >3?@&&! 58<! 7#:! 5674$! 897,:!
W&?3E6)$&,! D//V!A&,&! $74@&:M! N%&! )7,7*&$&,4!6I!$%&!4&7,E%!7,&7!A&,&!$%&! +7B!#6,$%!6I!8&6,J&f4!
W&7:!$6!K66%7J%!L63#$M! N%&!O"35!A74!3#!E6**7#:M! "#?B!7!?7#:!4&7,E%!6#!$%&!E?3II!$6)!$66@!)?7E&!$%7$!
&H&#3#JM! (&7,E%!6)&,7$36#4!A&,&!4$66:!:6A#!I6,!$%&!#3J%$!7$!.-M..!%,4M!

!

3.9

@[/3'!4C/4E74+'G[@\'
"#!(7$9,:7B! /.$%!(&)$&*+&,! -./0!$%&!58<!6)&,7$36#!,&49*&:! 7$!7)),6R3*7$&?B!.0MS.!%,4!A3$%!7!E?3II!
$6)!4&7,E%M! N%34!3#H6?H&:!$%,&&!$&7*4!I,6*! >3?@&&!58<!A3$%!$%&! O"35!3#!E6**7#:M! K6??6A3#J!43J%$3#J4!
6I!6+e&E$4! 3#!$%&!A7$&,! 6II4%6,&1!$%&!6)&,7$36#!A74! ,&F744&44&:! 7$! $%&! 58<! +74&M! N%&! O&?$7!D2P!E,&A!
A74!J7$%&,&:!7#:!$%&!+67$!A74!?79#E%&:!7$!.'MS.!%,4M!>3?@&&!58<!A74!74434$&:!+B!D?/V1!O66?3#!58<!7#:!
$%&! 53H3?!O&I&#E&!:,6#&!3#!$%&!*6,#3#JM! N%&! O&?$7! D2P!A74! ,&$,3&H&:!7#:! ,&F!?79#E%&:! 7! 4&E6#:! $3*&!
?7$&,! 6#! /.$%! (&)$&*+&,! -./0M! N%&! "35! 7,,3H&:! 7$! $%&! 4$7$36#! 7$! 7)),6R3*7$&?B! /-M..! %,4! 7#:! A74!
+,3&I&:!6#!$%&!6#J63#J!43$97$36#M'!

!

3.10

@@/3'!4C/4E74+'G[@\'
N%&!58<!6)&,7$36#!:9,3#J!(9#:7B!$%&!//$%!E6*),34&:!7!I9,$%&,!E?3II!$6)!4&7,E%!7#:!$%&!?79#E%!6I!$%&!
O&?$7!D2P!6#!$A6!6EE7436#4M!\&3$%&,!$%&!"35!#6,!$%&!O"35!A&,&!3#!7$$&#:7#E&!I6,!$%&!I3,4$!+67$!?79#E%!
7#:!$%&!*64$!4&#36,!*&*+&,!3#!$%&!4$7$36#!A74!3#!E6**7#:!6I!$%&!58<!I6,!$%&!)&,36:M!N%&!"35!A74!3#!
7$$&#:7#E&! 7$! $%&! 4$7$36#! ),36,! $6! $%&! 4&E6#:! ?79#E%M! N%&! 4&7,E%! I6E94&:! 6#! $%&! 7,&7! +&$A&&#!
5%3*#&B!P7B1!#6,$%!6I!8,&J6,Bf4!W&7:1!7#:!469$%!6I!P34%6)f4!24?7#:1!A%3E%!34!$6!$%&!469$%!6I!>3?@&&M!"#!
$%&!//$%!(&)$&*+&,!-./01!7$!7)),6R3*7$&?B!/UMVU!%,41!)&,46##&?!A&,&!)7J&:!7#:!$6?:!+B!$%&!"35!$6!
744&*+?&!7$!$%&!($7$36#!I6,!.0MdV!%,4!6#!/-$%!(&)$&*+&,!-./0M!

!
3.11

@G/3'!4C/4E74+'G[@\'
"#! C6#:7B! $%&! /-$%! (&)$&*+&,! +6$%! ?7#:! 7#:! +67$! E,&A4! J7$%&,&:! $6! E6**&#E&! 4&7,E%&4M! N%&!
O"35! A74! 3#! E6**7#:M! ! N%&! :7Bf4! )?7#4! A&,&! :34E944&:! +&$A&&#! $%&! 4$7$36#! 7#:! CD(5! G7?&#$37M!
CD(5! G7?&#$37! A74! ,&Z9&4$&:! $6! 74@! I6,! 74434$7#E&! I,6*! $%&! O66?3#! ($7$36#1! :9&! $6! 7! 4%6,$7J&! 6I!
7H73?7+?&!493$7+?B!Z97?3I3&:! +67$!E,&AM!
'
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K6,!$%&! I3,4$! ?79#E%! 6I! $%&! O&?$7! D2P1! $%&! [N,3)?&! a6E@! (B4$&*[! A74! E6*)?&$&:! 943#J!$%&! 2D58! P67$!
")&,7$36#4! j! L,&! a79#E%! L?7##3#J! K6,*! ;(&&! Q))&#:3R! UM`! L,&! a79#E%! L?7##3#J! :6E9*&#$=M! N%&!
)?7##3#J!I6E94&:! 6#!$%&! ),&H73?3#J!A&7$%&,! I6,&E74$4M!! N%&! ),&F)?7##3#J!:6E9*&#$1! A%3E%! 3#E?9:&4!7!
%&7:3#J![L6443+?&!%7T7,:4!7#:!,34@4p[! 4$7$&:! 7!)6443+?&!,34@!6I!S*!A7H&! %&3J%$4M!!N%&,&!A&,&!#6!H3497?!
6+4&,H7$36#4!6I!4&7!E6#:3$36#4!(69$%!6I!>3?@&&!3#!$%&!),6)64&:!4&7,E%!7,&7M!!N%&!C&$!b3,&7##!I6,&E74$!
%7:!7!4*7??!E,7I$!A7,#3#J!I6,!.0M..!%,4!+9$!$%&,&!34!#6!,&E6,:!6I!$%34!A7,#3#J!+&3#J!E6#43:&,&:M!
()*+,-,.*/,012'/34'C066,7)4'+,6='0-'`E4/4+'5*V46'5*6'-0+'/34')*/4'*-/4+1001K''

!

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

W,V41'EY',1/,E*/4')0.*)'=105)49N4'S'5*6'.01-,941/'0-'53*/'/0'4DC4./'608/3'0-'<,)=44K''
R34'6E*))'.+*-/'5*+1,1N'-+0E'#4/';,+4*11'+4C0+/',6'-0+'/34';*6/'0-'/34'.081/+Y'*6'6/*/49'C+4V,086)YK''
C&$! b3,&7##]!
c3#:!89,9]!

!

!

!

!

c&4$&,?B!

S! $6!

V1! :&E,&743#J! 3#! 7I$&,#66#!

$6!

-!

$6!

d

!
!

(*1'Y08'C)4*64'.)*+,-Y'9*/4'*19')0.*/,01'-0+'/34'*70V4'9*/*b!
!

!

!

MCIB RESPONSE:
See Appendix 7.5B.

!

3.11.1

N%&! 6)&,7$36#7?! ?3*3$4! I6,! $%&! O&?$7! D2P! 7,&! 4&$! 69$! 3#! $%&! 2,34%! 5674$! 897,:! P67$!

")&,7$36#4!
*7#97?M!2#!+,3&I!$%34!4$7$&4!$%7$!$%&!?3*3$4!A&,&!:7B?3J%$!7#:!9#,&4$,3E$&:!H343+3?3$B!6#?B1!A3#:!
9)! $6! 7#:! 3#E?9:3#J! K6,E&! 0! _-U! @$4! 7#:! 43J#3I3E7#$! A7H&! %&3J%$! 6I! -! *M! C7R3*9*! :34$7#E&!
I,6*!E674$?3#&!0!#79$3E7?!*3?&4M!N%34!+67$!A74!#6$!)&,*3$$&:!$6!6)&,7$&!3#!49,IM!
'

()*+,-,.*/,012'-0+'/34'-,+6/')*81.3'54'0C4+*/49'5,/3,1'*))'0-'/34'*70V4'.+,/4+,*?'3*V,1N'/*=41')0.*),649'
54*/34+'.019,/,016',1/0'*..081/K'

!

3.11.2

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to para
3.11 and Appendix
7.2.

N%&!4&E6#:!?79#E%!7$!7)),6R3*7$&?B!/.MS.!%,41!A3$%!7!E,&A!6I!$%,&&1!$%&!P67$!56R1!7!4&E6#:!
56R! 7#:! 6#&! E,&A*&*+&,! ;$%&! 57497?$B=1! 7))&7,4! $6! %7H&! +&&#! 79$%6,34&:! A3$%! ?&44!
I6,*7?3$B1!:34E94436#!7#:!,34@!744&44*&#$M!!
(*1' Y08' C)4*64' ()*+,-Y' /0' 530E' ,/' *CC4*+6' /0' 3*V4' 7441' )466' -0+E*)' *6' *))' 0-' /34' +4c8,+49'
,1-0+E*/,01'5*6'C0C8)*/49',1'/34'C+4Z)*81.3'C)*1'-0+'/34'64.019')*81.3K''

!
!

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please see para
3.11.2 and Appendix
7.8.

N%&! 2D58! P67$!")&,7$36#4!j! L,&! a79#E%!L?7##3#J!K6,*!I6,!$%&!),&H3694!?79#E%!7))&7,4!$6!%7H&!
+&&#!94&:!7J73#!A3$%!$%&! #6$7$36#![E6#$3#9&:! I,6*! $%34! *6,#3#J[! 3#!$%&! $6)! ,3J%$! %7#:! E6,#&,M!
N%34! 3*)?3&4! $%7$! E6#4&#494!%7:!+&&#!,&7E%&:!$%7$!$%&! I3,4$! ?79#E%! %7:! #6$!&#E69#$&,&:! 7#B!
),6+?&*4!7#:!$%7$!A3#:!7#:!4&7!E6#:3$36#4!A&,&!$%&!47*&M!

'

()*+,-,.*/,012 the sea conditions had actually improved prior to the second launch and I had a
discussion with regard to this with both Kilkee crew members and the DOiC.

!

3.11.3

2$! E69?:! #6$! +&! :&$&,*3#&:! A%&$%&,! 7#B! E6#43:&,7$36#! A74! J3H&#! $6! $&,*3#7$&! $%&! 4&7,E%!
6)&,7$36#! 7$! 7#B! )63#$! 6H&,! $%&! A&&@&#:M! 2,34%! 5674$! 897,:! (QD! b*&,J&#EB! 5%&E@?34$!
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E6#$73#4!4&7,E%!$&,*3#7$36#!E,3$&,37!I6,!$%&!J93:7#E&!6I!6)&,7$36#7?!E,&A4!;4&&!Q))&#:3R!
!

!
!

UM'!(&7,E%!N&,*3#7$36#!5,3$&,37=M!
()*+,-,.*/,012'_,N3'5,196'01'!819*Y'/34'@@/3'C06/C0149'/34'64*+.3'-0+'*'18E74+'0-'308+6K'

!
3.11.4

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

L,36,!$6!?79#E%3#J!6#&!E,&A*&*+&,!%7:!%&,!)&,46#7?!%7#:%&?:!GWK!4&E9,&:!$6!$%&!9))&,!)7,$!6I!
%&,!LKO1!?6E@&:!$6!5%7##&?!/01!E?64&!$6!%&,!&7,!$6!),6H3:&!$%&!4&E6#:!GWK!E6H&,M!N%34!A74!$%&!
E,&A*&*+&,! A%6!3449&:! $%&! [CQXOQX[! E7??! 6#! 5%7##&?! /0!I6??6A3#J!$%&! E7)43T&!6I!$%&!O&?$7!
D2PM!

!
'

''

!
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3.11.5

N%&!$,7#4E,3)$!6I!,7:36!$,7II3E!4%6A4!,7:36!E6**9#3E7$36#!),6+?&*4!+&$A&&#!CD(51!G7?&#$37!
7#:!$%&!O&?$7!D2PM!Q$!$3*&4!3$!A74!#&E&447,B!I6,!$%&!>3?@&&!P74&!$6!,&?7B!E6**9#3E7$36#4!
+&$A&&#!$%&!5674$7?!D7:36!($7$36#!7#:!$%&!O&?$7!D2PM!!N%34!A74!:9&!$6!?3#&!6I!43J%$!7#:!
:34$7#E&!3449&4!I6,!GWK!,7:36!E6**9#3E7$36#4M!

!
3.11.6

N%&!?74$!,7:36!E6**9#3E7$36#4!+&$A&&#!N&7*!(3&,,71!$%&!E?3II$6)!58<!$&7*1!7#:!$%&!O&?$7!
D2P!A74!7$!//MV0!%,4M!Q$!/-M-.!%,4!$%&!O&?$7!D2P!,&)6,$&:!$6!>3?@&&!($7$36#!$%7$!3$!A74!e94$!
469$%!6I!P34%6)f4!24?7#:M!Q$!/-MSU!%,4!3$!,&)6,$&:!3$!A74!%&7:3#J!+7E@!$6!5%3*#&B!P7B1!#6,$%!
6I!($M!8&6,J&f4!W&7:M!!Q$!/SM.0!%,4!$%&!58P!,&)6,$&:![A&!7,&!e94$!6II!$%&!+7E@!6I!$%&!Pollack
Holes. We will just do one search around underneath the shelter and we will head 3#[M!Q$!/SM//%,4!

7![CQXOQX[!E7??!A74!)3E@&:!9)!+B!$%&!>3?@&&!P74&M!N%&!E7??!A74!*7:&!+B!6#&!6I!$%&!E,&A!
943#J!%&,!%7#:F%&?:!,7:36!6#!5%7##&?!/0M!N%34!E7??!A74!#6$!)3E@&:!9)!+B!CD(51!G7?&#$37M!Q!
*&*+&,!6I!$%&!)9+?3E!)%6#&:!$%&!>3?@&&!($7$36#!7#:!,&)6,$&:!7#!3#E3:&#$!3#H6?H3#J!$%&!O&?$7!
D2PM!>3?@&&!4$7$36#!E6#$7E$&:!CD(5!G7?&#$37!6#!5%7##&?!0U!7#:!+B!$&?&)%6#&!$6!?&$!$%&*!
@#6A!A%7$!%7:!%7))&#&:!7#:!74@&:!$%&*!$6!$74@!$%&!(QD!%&?3E6)$&,M!!!Q$!$%&!$3*&!+6$%!$%&!
"35!7#:!O"35!A&,&!7$!$%&!4$7$36#M!
!
3.11.7

N%&!O&?$7!D2P!7))&7,4!$6!%7H&!+&&#!E7)43T&:!+B!7!?7,J&!A7H&!4$,3@3#J!3$!+&7*!6#!$6!4$7,+67,:M!
N%&!$%,&&!E,&A*&*+&,4!A&,&!$%,6A#!E?&7,!6I!$%&!H&44&?!7#:!7??!$%,&&!E,&A*&*+&,4!?64$!
$%&3,!%&?*&$4!:9,3#J!$%&!3#E3:&#$M!N%&!E,&A!A&,&!9#7+?&!$6!E6#:9E$!$%&!5674$!897,:!)64$!D2P!
E7)43T&!3#4$,9E$36#4!:9&!$6!$%&!4&H&,3$B!6I!$%&!3#E3:&#$!7#:!$%&!E6#:3$36#4M!Q!A7H&!,3J%$&:!$%&!
H&44&?!4%6,$?B!7I$&,!$%&!E7)43T3#JM!!N%&!D2Pf4!*7#97?!4&?IFF!,3J%$3#J!4B4$&*!A74!#6$!7E$3H7$&:!
7#:!49+4&Z9&#$!3#4)&E$36#!I69#:!$%&!J74!EB?3#:&,!3#$7E$!7#:!I9??B!E%7,J&:M!

!
3.11.8

N%&!4&E6#:!56R!*7#7J&:!$6!4A3*!6II4%6,&M!N%&!P67$!56R!A74!4A&)$!3#4%6,&1!3#$6!7!4*7??!
,&E&44!3#!$%&!E?3II!7#:!E?9#J!$6!,6E@4!9#$3?!,&4E9&:!+B!5674$!897,:!,&4E9&!%&?3E6)$&,!D//VM!N%&!
$%3,:!E,&A*&*+&,!A74!A74%&:!3#4%6,&!9#:&,!$%&!E?3II!A3$%!$%&!D2PM!53H3?!O&I&#E&!:,6#&!H3:&6!
I66$7J&1!A%3E%!E6**&#E&:!7$!/SM-d!%,41!4%6A4!$%&!$%3,:!E,&A*&*+&,!%6?:3#J!6#!$6!$%&!)6,$!
+6A!4&E$36#!+9$!4%&!A74!,&)&7$&:?B!A74%&:!6II!+B!$%&!A7H&4M!QI$&,!7)),6R3*7$&?B!$%,&&!
*3#9$&4!$%&!57497?$B!?64$!%&,!J,3)!7#:!A74!#&R$!43J%$&:!?B3#J!I7E&!:6A#!3#!$%&!A7$&,!7#:!
:,3I$3#J!I,&&?B!A3$%!$%&!4&74M!

!
3.11.9

K,6*!?7$&,!3#4)&E$36#!6I!$%&!:,6#&!I66$7J&!#6#&!6I!$%&!LKO4!%7:!+&&#!6)&,7$&:!$6!3#I?7$&!$%&!
73,+?7::&,4M!N%34!A74!?7$&,!E6#I3,*&:!+B!3#4)&E$36#!6I!$%&!LKO4M!\6#&!6I!$%&!L&,46#7?!a6E7$6,!
P&7E6#4!;LaPf4=!%7:!+&&#!7E$3H7$&:M!!\6!%7#:!I?7,&4!A&,&!4&$!6IIM!
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3.11.10

Q$! $%&! E?3II! $6)1! 4&H&,7?! $&7*4! I,6*! :3II&,&#$! &*&,J&#EB! 4&,H3E&4! %7:! 744&*+?&:M! N%&4&!
3#E?9:&:!87,:731!53H3?!O&I&#E&!7#:!$%&!K3,&!(&,H3E&M!N%&,&!A&,&!7?46!6#?66@&,4!6#!$%&!E?3II!$6)!
A%6!A&,&!#6$!*&*+&,4!6I!$%&!&*&,J&#EB!4&,H3E&4M!

!

3.11.11

N%&! 69$J63#J! "35! 7,,3H&:! 7$! $%&! 4$7$36#! 46*&$3*&! +&$A&&#! /-MS.! %,4! 7#:! /-MV.! %,4! 6#! $%&!
/-$%!(&)$&*+&,!-./0M!N%&,&!34!E6#I?3E$3#J!&H3:&#E&!74!$6!A%&$%&,!%&!A74!+,3&I&:!6#!$%&!6#F
J63#J!4&7,E%!6)&,7$36#!6,!%7:!E7??&:!$6!,&$9,#!&Z93)*&#$M!2#!7#:!7,69#:!$%34!$3*&!$%&!O&?$7!
D2P! ,&)6,$&:! $%7$! 3$! A74! %&7:3#J! +7E@! $6! 5%3*#&B! P7B! 7#:! A74! Z93E@?B! I6??6A&:! +B! $%&!
[CQXOQX[! E7??M! "#! +&E6*3#J! 7A7,&! 6I! $%&! :34$,&44! E7??! $%&! "35! *7:&! %34! A7B! A3$%! 7#6$%&,!
E6??&7J9&!$6!$%&!E?3II!$6)!$6!744&44!$%&!43$97$36#!7#:!$66@!E%7,J&!6I!$%&!3#E3:&#$!?37343#J!A3$%!
6$%&,!7J&#E3&4!7#:!$%&!5674$!897,:!W&?3E6)$&,M!

!

3.11.12

Q$! $%34! $3*&1! 7! ),3H7$&?BF6A#&:! D2P! A74! +&3#J! ),&)7,&:! $6! ?79#E%! A3$%! $%&! 3#$&#$36#! 6I!
74434$3#J! 3#! $%&! 4&7,E%M! N%&! D2P! 6A#&,! A74! 74@&:! +B! 7! *&*+&,! 6I! $%&! 87,:73! $6! 7A73$! $%&!
7,,3H7?! 6I! $%&! O"35M! N%&! O"35! +67,:&:! $%&! D2P! 7#:! :&)7,$&:! I6,! $%&! 4E&#&! 6I! 3#E3:&#$M!!N%34!
H&44&?! J6$! E?64&! &#69J%! $6! ,&4E9&! $%&! 4&E6#:! 56R! A%6!%7:! +&&#! 7+?&! $6! 4A3*! 6II4%6,&M! Q$!
7)),6R3*7$&?B! /SMdd! %,4!$%&! ,&4E9&:! 4&E6#:! 56R!A74! $,7#4I&,,&:! $6! $%&! OF! 5?744! ?3I&+67$! A%3E%!
%7:! +&&#! ?79#E%&:! $6! 74434$M! N%&! 4&E6#:! 56R! A74! +,69J%$! $6! $%&! )3&,! 7$! >3?@&&! A%&,&! 7#!
7*+9?7#E&!A74!6#!4$7#:+B!$6!$7@&!%&,!$6!%64)3$7?M!

'

()*+,-,.*/,012' *6' /34' .0DI1' 0-' /34' MZ()*66?' /34' .*68*)/Y' 5*6' 10/' /+*16-4++49' /0' /34' MZ()*66' 78/'
+4E*,149'01'/34'C+,V*/4'%SX'53,.3'+4/8+149'/0'/34'C,4+?'/34'MT,('9,9'/+*16-4+'/0'/34'MZ()*66K'

MCIB RESPONSE:
Report has been
amended.

!

3.11.13

Q$! /dM/U!%,4!5674$! 897,:!%&?3E6)$&,! D//V!A3#E%&:!$%&!57497?$B! 69$!6I!$%&!A7$&,! 7#:!?7#:&:!
6#! 7#! 7:e7E&#$! E?3II! $6)! A%&,&! )7,7*&:3E4! 7$$&#:&:! $6! %&,M! N%&B! +,69J%$! $%&!57497?$B!$6!
a3*&,3E@!<#3H&,43$B!W64)3$7?!A%&,&!4%&!A74!),6#69#E&:!:&7:!7$!/0M.V!%,4M!

!

3.11.14

K6??6A3#J! $%&! :&)7,$9,&! 6I! 5674$! 897,:! %&?3E6)$&,! D//V1! 5674$! 897,:! %&?3E6)$&,! D//U!
E6#$3#9&:!A3$%!$%&!,&4E9&!&II6,$M! N%&!E?3II!$6)!,&4E9&!$&7*41!7!*3R$9,&!6I!)&,46##&?!I,6*! $%&!
:3II&,&#$!4&,H3E&4!),&4&#$1!7+4&3?&:!:6A#!$%&!E?3II!I7E&!7#:!*7#7J&:!$6!J&$!7!?3#&!$6! $%&! P67$!
56RM!!N%&B! A&,&! 7+?&!$6! ,&7449,&!$%&! P67$!56R!7#:! +,3&I! %3*!6#!$%&! 43$97$36#M! N%&!P67$!56R!
A74!,&E6H&,&:!+B!%&?3E6)$&,!D//U!7$!/UM-V!%,4!7#:!+,69J%$!$6!%64)3$7?M!

'
>06/'S1.,941/'(3+010)0NY'
'
'
3.11.15
N%&!)64$!*6,$&*!,&)6,$!6I!/S$%!(&)$&*+&,!-./0!6#!$%&!:&E&74&:!5,&A*&*+&,!3#:3E7$&:! $%&!
E794&! 6I! :&7$%! 74! :,6A#3#JM! Q! 4@9??! 3#e9,B! A74! 7?46! 3:&#$3I3&:! A%3E%! *3J%$! %7H&! +&&#! 7!
E6#$,3+9$6,B! I7E$6,! +9$! 6#! 3$4! 6A#! $%34! 3#e9,B! A69?:! #6$! %7H&! +&&#! I7$7?M! N%&! 79$6)4B!
,&)6,$!E6#E?9436#4!7,&!),6H3436#7?!7$!$%&!$3*&!6I!)9+?3E7$36#!6I!$%34!,&)6,$M!2$!34!$%&!,6?&!6I!$%&!
56,6#&,f4!"II3E&!$6!:&$&,*3#&!$%&!E794&!6I!:&7$%M!
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3.12

N%&!87,:73!E6??&E$&:!&Z93)*&#$!I,6*!$%&!5674$!897,:!($7$36#!7#:!)?7E&:!3$!3#!)?74$3E!+7J41!A3$%!
4&7?4!7$$7E%&:M!!N%&4&!A&,&!%7#:&:!6H&,!$6!$%&!C52P!6#!$%&!/d$%!(&)$&*+&,!-./0M!N%&!
&Z93)*&#$!7#:!7??!6$%&,!E6#$&#$4!6I!$%&!+7J4!A&,&!&R7*3#&:!6#!$%&!S,:!"E$6+&,!-./0M!q!"#!
E6*)?&$36#!6I!$%&!&R7*3#7$36#1!$%&!&Z93)*&#$!A74!,&$9,#&:!$6!$%&!2D58!7$!$%&3,!:&)6$!3#!
P7??BE66?3#!6#!/S$%!"E$6+&,!-./UM!!Q$!$%7$!$3*&!$A6!?3I&e7E@&$41!3:&#$3I3&:!74!+&3#J!A6,#!+B!E,&A!
6#!$%&!:7B!6I!$%&!3#E3:&#$!A&,&!3#I?7$&:M!P6$%!6)&,7$&:!7#:!I9??B!3#I?7$&:M!

!

3.13

b7E%!A734$E67$!%7:!7!,&:!I?74%3#J!?3J%$!9#3$1!7E$3H7$&:!+B!3**&,436#!3#!A7$&,1!7!8C(!QEE947$!LaPl!
A%34$?&!6#!?7#B7,:1!7!@3??!E6,:1!7!)&#@#3I&1!7!%7#:%&?:!43J#7?!I?7,&1!7!47I&$B!?3#&!A3$%!4$73#?&44!4$&&?!
4#7)F6#!E?7*)4!7#:!7!%7#:%&?:!25"C!GWK!$,7#4E&3H&,M!"I!$%&!&Z93)*&#$!,&$73#&:!+B!$%&!87,:7r!
7#:!,&$9,#&:!$6!$%&!C52P1!$%&,&!A74!6#?B!6#&!%7#:%&?:!GWK1!A%3E%!A74!$%69J%$!$6!+&!$%&!9#3$!
94&:!$6!3449&!$%&![CQXOQX[!E7??M!!!LaPf4!S1!d1V!7#:!`!A&,&!*3443#JM!a3I&e7E@&$!`!A74!*3443#JM!

!

3.14

N%&!47I&$B!%&?*&$4!A&,&!&R7*3#&:M!Q$!$%&!4E&#&!6I!$%&!3#E3:&#$1!6#!$%&!/d$%!(&)$&*+&,!A%&#!$%&!
H&44&?! ,&*#7#$4! A&,&! ,&E6H&,&:1! 3$! A74! #6$&:! $%7$! 6#&! %&?*&$! %7:! +&&#! E,94%&:M! Q??! 6$%&,!
%&?*&$4!&R7*3#&:!A&,&!3#$7E$1!+9$!6#!$A6!$%&!3##&,!73,!+?7::&,!A74!*3443#JM!

!

3.15

N%&! 57497?$Bf4! :,B493$! A74! E9$! 7A7B! +B! $%&! L7,7*&:3E4! 7$$&#:3#J! $6! %&,! 3**&:37$&?B! 7I$&,! $%&!
3#E3:&#$M! N%&! ,&*73#4! 6I! $%34! 493$! A&,&! ?7$&,! 3#4)&E$&:! +B! $%&! C52PM! 2$! A74! 46! :7*7J&:! $%7$! #6!
E6#E?943H&!:&$&,*3#7$36#!E69?:!+&!*7:&!E6#E&,#3#J!3$4!E6#:3$36#!),36,!$6!$%&!3#E3:&#$M!

!

3.16

QI$&,! $%&! 3#E3:&#$! $%&! 4&7,E%! 6)&,7$36#! A74! $7@&#! 6H&,! +B! $%&! 53H3?! O&I&#E&M! N%&! +6:B! 6I! $%&!
*3443#J!)&,46#!A74!I69#:!6#!$%&!-d$%!(&)$&*+&,!-./0!3#!$%&!47*&!E6H&!74!$%&!3#E3:&#$M!
()*+,-,.*/,012'/34'C4+601'5*6'-0819'*CC+0D,E*/4)Y'L[['#4/4+6'-8+/34+';*6/'0-'/34'5+4.='6,/4?',1'*1'
*+4*'
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LK' $A$Q&!S!!
'
!4*+.3'*19'%46.84'*19'%4.0V4+Y'TC4+*/,016!
'
4.1
2#!2,&?7#:!$%&!6H&,7??!I,7*&A6,@!I6,!4&7,E%!7#:!,&4E9&!;(QD=!34!&4$7+?34%&:!3#!$%&!2,34%!\7$36#7?!(&7,E%!
7#:!D&4E9&!K,7*&A6,@!:6E9*&#$!A%3E%!A74!3449&:!+B!$%&!C3#34$&,!I6,!N,7#4)6,$!3#!C7,E%!-././!N%34!
:6E9*&#$! 7::,&44&4! (QD! +9$! 3$! :6&4! #6$! ),6H3:&! 7:&Z97$&! E?7,3$B! ,&J7,:3#J! ,&4E9&! 7#:! ,&E6H&,B!
6)&,7$36#4! 7#:! 3#! )7,$3E9?7,! A%&#! 7! 4&7,E%! 7#:! ,&4E9&! *34436#! +&E6*&4! 7! 4&7,E%! 7#:! ,&E6H&,B!
6)&,7$36#M! N%&! I,7*&A6,@! :6E9*&#$! :6&4! #6$! ),6H3:&! 7#B! J93:7#E&! 6#! 7#B! 3#$&,*&:37$&! 4$7J&4!
+&$A&&#!,&4E9&!7#:!,&E6H&,B!6)&,7$36#4M!
!

4.2

N%34!3#E3:&#$!6EE9,,&:!6#!$%&!$%3,:!:7B!6I!7#!6)&,7$36#!3#!,&4)&E$!6I!7!)&,46#!A%6!%7:!+&&#!*3443#J!
43#E&!'$%!(&)$&*+&,M!(3J%$3#J4!6I!6+e&E$4!3#!$%&!A7$&,!%7:!?&:!$6!$%&!?79#E%!6I!$%&!58<!+67$4!6#!/.$%!
(&)$&*+&,M! N%&! ?3@&?3%66:! 6I! 7! ,&4E9&! ,7$%&,! $%7#! 7! ,&E6H&,B! I,6*! $%&! 4&7! A74! 4&H&,&?B! ,&:9E&:! +B!
$%&!/-$%!(&)$&*+&,M!N%&,&!4&&*4!$6!%7H&!+&&#!#6!E?&7,!7#7?B434!74!$6!A%&#!$%&!6)&,7$36#!E%7#J&:!
I,6*!,&4E9&!$6!,&E6H&,B!6,!&H&#!A%&$%&,!3$!%7:!+&&#!E%7#J&:M!Q!,&E6H&,B!6)&,7$36#!A69?:!,&Z93,&!7!
E6**&#49,7$&! 7#7?B434! 6I! $%&! ,34@4! 3#H6?H&:! 7#:! 4%69?:! %7H&! ,&49?$&:! 3#! 7! :3II&,&#$! 4$,7$&JB! +&3#J!
7:6)$&:M!N%&!$&7*4!A&,&!#6$!),6H3:&:!A3$%!7:&Z97$&!J93:7#E&!6#!$%&4&!E6#43:&,7$36#4M!

!
M4.,6,01'/0')*81.3'/34'M4)/*'%SXK!
'
'
4.3
N%&!:&E3436#!$6!?79#E%!7!58P!34!*7:&!+B!$%,&&!)&6)?&!9#:&,!$%&![N,3)?&!a6E@!(B4$&*[!74!:&4E,3+&:!3#!
)7,7J,7)%!SMVM!N%&!*7##&,!3#!A%3E%!$%34!34!3*)?&*&#$&:!34!69$?3#&:!3#!4&E$36#!/1!5%7)$&,!d!6I!$%&!2,34%!
5674$!897,:!+67$!6)&,7$36#4!*7#97?!;4&&!Q))&#:3R!UMU=M!N%&!3#H&4$3J7$36#!I69#:!$%7$!$%&!6#?B!I7E$6,4!
E6#43:&,&:!),36,!$6!&3$%&,!?79#E%!6#!$%&!/-$%!6I!(&)$&*+&,!A&,&!$%&!A&7$%&,!I6,&E74$1!),&:3E$&:!4&7!
E6#:3$36#4!7#:!$%&!7H73?7+3?3$B!6I!+67$!E,&AM!!
N%&!?79#E%!?6J!4$7$&:!7!)6443+?&!S*!4A&??1!A%3E%!A74!69$43:&!$%&!?3*3$!I6,!+67$!6)&,7$36#4M!
()*+,-,.*/,012 This swell was an estimated wave height and also for later in the afternoon.
!\6!H3497?!E6#I3,*7$36#!I,6*!$%&!E?3II!$6)4!A74!*7:&!74!$6!$%&!4A&??!7#:!A7H&!%&3J%$4M!
()*+,-,.*/,012 Due to my intimate knowledge of the location I was confident of what the sea conditions
would be like slightly Southwest of Kilkee bay.!!

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to para
2.6, 3.5, 3.11, 4.3,
4.4, 4.8, 5.6, 5.7
and Appendix 7.5,
7.6 and 7.8.

N%&,&!34!#6!&H3:&#E&!$%7$!C&$!b3,&7##!4*7??!E,7I$!A7,#3#J!A74!E6#43:&,&:M!N%&4&!I3#:3#J4!3#:3E7$&!$%7$!
$%&![N,3)?&!a6E@!(B4$&*[!A74!#6$!7:&Z97$&?B!7:%&,&:!$6!+&I6,&!?79#E%3#J!$%&!O&?$7!D2P!6#!$%&!/-$%!
(&)$&*+&,M!
!

!
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4.4

K7E$6,4!A%3E%!7))&7,!#6$!$6!%7H&!+&&#!E6#43:&,&:!3#E?9:&:]!

!
•

N%&! #&E&443$B!I6,!?79#E%3#J!7!58PM!

•

N%&!&II&E$3H&#&44!6I!$%&!O&?$7!D2P!6#!7!?&&!4%6,&!3#!+,&7@3#J!4A&??4M'!

•

N%&!6)&,7$36#7?!4$7$94!6I!$%&!H&44&?!7#:!I9#E$36#3#J!6I!7??!&Z93)*&#$M!

•

Q!E6F6,:3#7$&:!)?7#!6I!4&7,E%3#JM!

•

N%&!6)&,7$36#7?!?3*3$4!6I!$%&!E,7I$M!

•

N%&!,34@!6I!)&,46#7?!3#e9,B!$6!$%&!E,&A!6I!$%&!O&?$7!D2P!J3H&#!$%&!6)&,7$36#7?!E6#:3$36#4M!

•

N%&!7H73?7+3?3$B!6I!7!:,6#&!74!7#!7)),6),37$&!4&7,E%!$66?M!!

'

()*+,-,.*/,012'*/'10'/,E4'*6'/34'.0DI1'0-'/34'M4)/*'/3*/'E0+1,1N'54+4'54',1-0+E49'/3*/'/34'
(,V,)'M4-41.4'54+4'*V*,)*7)4'*6'*1'*664/'/0'/34'<(W"'^'644'*CC419,D'JK\'534+4'/34'W*+9*'
*+4'/34'01)Y'),6/49'*664/''
•

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

N%&!,34@!6I!)&,46#7?!3#e9,B!$6!$%&!E,&A!6I!$%&!O&?$7!D2P!J3H&#!$%&!?3@&?3%66:!6I!,&E6H&,B!
,7$%&,!$%7#!,&4E9&!3I!$%&!*3443#J!)&,46#!%7:!+&&#!3#!$%&!4&7!43#E&!'$%!(&)$&*+&,M!

!
4.5

N%&! 2D58! :6&4! #6$! :34$3#J934%! +&$A&&#! [4&7,E%! 7#:! ,&4E9&[! 7#:! [4&7,E%! 7#:! ,&E6H&,B[!6)&,7$36#4!
7#:! :6&4! #6$! %7H&! 7! ),36,3$B! ,7$3#J! 6#! 58P! E7??69$4M! N%&! (&7,E%! N&,*3#7$36#! 5,3$&,37! O6E9*&#$!
4$7$&4]![Q! (QD! 4&7,E%! 4%69?:! E6#$3#9&! 9#$3?! $%&! )6443+3?3$B! 6I! 49EE&44! 34! #6! ?6#J&,!,&746#7+?&!
7#:! 7??! %6)&! 6I! ,&4E93#J! 49,H3H6,4! 34! )74$M! ! 2I! 7I$&,! E6#49?$7$36#! A3$%! $%64&! 3#H6?H&:1! 3$! %74!+&&#!
:&$&,*3#&:!$%7$!7!I9,$%&,!4&7,E%!A69?:!+&!6I!#6!7H73?1!$%&!(C5!;4&7,E%!*34436#!E6F6,:3#7$6,o!*94$!
E6#49?$!$%&!"#!57??!"II3E&,!+&I6,&! $&,*3#7$3#J!$%&!4&7,E%M[!

!
The capsize incident on the 12th of September!
4.6

N%&!3#E3:&#$!6EE9,,&:!3#!7!4*7??!E6H&!7$!$%&!+74&!6I!7!E?3II!$6!$%&!#6,$%!7#:!&74$!6I!K66%7J%!L63#$M!
N%&!7,&7!34!E6H&,&:!+B!$%&!E%7,$?&$!74!4%6A#!3#!Q))&#:3R!UMdM!a6E7?!@#6A?&:J&!34!$%7$!$%&!4&7+&:!
3#!$%&!7,&7!,34&4!3#!4%7,)!E?3II!I7E&4!,7$%&,!$%7#!7!J,7:97?!4%&?H3#J!6I!$%&!4&7+&:M!N%34!E7#!E794&!7!
49::&#!9),343#J!3#!E&,$73#!4&7!E6#:3$36#4!7#:!?7,J&!4A&??4!E7#!7))&7,!74!3I!I,6*!#6A%&,&M!
' ()*+,-,.*/,012';*6/'0-'<10.=+04'>0,1/?'@'A#';*6/'0-'B$CC+0D,E*/4'C06,/,01'0-'.*C6,F4'*/'@GH@@I'63051'01'
*CC419,D'JKL'
' M84'/0'/3,6'E,6C)*.4E41/'0-'B$CC+0D,E*/4'C06,/,01'0-'.*C6,F4'*/'@GH@@I'*))'0/34+',1-0+E*/,01',1'+4)*/,01'
/0'/3,6'C06,/,01'*+4'*)60',1.0++4./'4KNK'/34'B!,/4'0-'O+4.=I!

4.7

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please see previous
response to para
1.2.

N%&!E?3II4!7$!K66%7J%!L63#$!7,&!7)),6R3*7$&?B!d'!*!3#!%&3J%$!7+6H&!4&7!?&H&?M!N%&!E6H&!A%&,&!$%&!
3#E3:&#$!6EE9,,&:!4%&?H&4!H&,B!4$&&)?B!I,6*!-'!*!$6!//M0!*!7#:!$%&#!:,3&4M!N%&,&!7,&!#9*&,694!
,6E@B! 4%67?4! 3#! $%&! 7,&71! 46*&! 6I! A%3E%! :,BM! N%&! 3##&,*64$! )7,$! 6I! $%&! E6H&! 34! ?6E7$&:! 7$! V-g!
d.MSUf\!..'g!d/M/0fcM!
()*+,-,.*/,012';*6/'0-'<10.=+04'>0,1/!
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4.8

"H&,! $%&! )&,36:! 6I! $%&! 6,3J3#7?! 6)&,7$36#! 6#! $%&! /-$%! (&)$&*+&,1! $%&! A&7$%&,! E6#:3$36#4! A&,&!
#6$! I7H69,7+?&! A3$%! %3J%! 4A&??4! 7#:! 4$,6#J! A3#:4! I6,&E74$M! N%34! :6&4! #6$! 7))&7,! $6! %7H&! +&&#!
7:&Z97$&?B! E6#43:&,&:! :9,3#J! $%&! ?79#E%! )?7##3#JM! N%&! ),&:3E$&:! A7H&! %&3J%$41! 74! )&,! $%&! C&$!
b3,&7##!A&7$%&,!I6,&E74$4!7$!.0M..%,4!6I!-M`!$6!S!*!4A&??4!&RE&&:&:!$%&!6)&,7$36#7?!?3*3$!I6,!$%&!
D2P!A%3E%!A74!-!*M!N%&,&!A74!7?46!7![(*7??!5,7I$!c7,#3#J[!3#!6)&,7$36#!6#!$%&!:7B!A%3E%!7))&7,4!
$6!%7H&!+&&#!3J#6,&:M!
()*+,-,.*/,012'/3,6',1-0+E*/,01'5*6'*94c8*/4)Y'.016,94+49'C+,0+'/0')*81.3'*6'S'3*V4'6/*/49'C+4V,086)YK!

!

'

4.9

N%&!P67$!56R!?3H&:!?6E7??B!7#:!%7:!9#:&,$7@&#!7??!6I!$%&!,&?&H7#$!$,73#3#J!I6,!+67$!E6R4A73#M!N%&!

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please see previous
response to para
3.11.

E6H&!A74!#6$!4&7,E%&:!&7,?3&,!3#!$%&!:7B!+&E794&!$%&,&!A74!3#49II3E3&#$!A7$&,!:9&!$6!$%&!4$7$&!6I!
$%&!$3:&M!!N%&!$,7E@!$7@&#!+B!$%&!D2P!A%&#!$,7H&,43#J!$%&!E6H&!,&49?$&:!3#!3$!+&3#J!)?7E&:!+&7*!6#!
$6! $%&! :3,&E$36#! 6I! $%&! 4A&??! 7$! 4?6A! 4)&&:M! N%&! O&?$7! D2P! A74! +,69J%$! E?64&! 3#4%6,&! 3#$6! $%&!
+,&7@3#J!A7H&4!A%&,&!3$!E7)43T&:M!
'

4.10 N%&! $%,&&! E,&A*&*+&,4! ?64$! $%&3,! %&?*&$4! :9,3#J! $%&! E7)43T&M! N%&! 3#H&4$3J7$36#! A74! 9#7+?&! $6!

&4$7+?34%! :&I3#3$3H&?B! %6A! $%&! %&?*&$4! A&,&! ?64$M! N%&! 4&E9,3$B! 6I! $%&! %&?*&$! 3#! 94&! :&)&#:4!
&#$3,&?B! 6#! 3$! +&3#J! ),6)&,?B! I3$$&:_3#I?7$&:! 7#:! 4&E9,&:! 7EE6,:3#J! $6! $%&! 49))?3&,4! 3#4$,9E$36#4M!!
N%&!)64$F*6,$&*!6#!$%&!57497?$B!3:&#$3I3&:!7!$,79*7!$6!$%&!43:&!6I!$%&!%&7:!3#!7!)643$36#!A%3E%!
4%69?:!%7H&!+&&#!),6$&E$&:!+B!$%&!%&?*&$M!
'

4.11 N%&! LKO! A69?:! 6#?B! 49))6,$! 7#! 9#E6#4E3694! )&,46#! 3#! 7! I7E&! 9)! )643$36#! A%&#! 3$! A74! I9??B!

3#I?7$&:M!N%&!LKO4!3#I?7$36#!*&E%7#34*!A74!*7#97?!$6!),&H&#$!3#7:H&,$&#$!79$6*7$3E!7E$3H7$36#M!
O9,3#J! $%&! 3#E3:&#$1! #6#&! 6I! $%&! $%,&&! E7497?$3&4! 3#I?7$&:! $%&3,! LKO4M! O9,3#J! )64$! 3#E3:&#$!
&R7*3#7$36#4! $A6! 6I! $%&! $%,&&! LOK4! A&,&! 7E$3H7$&:! 46! :3II3E9?$3&4! 3#! 7E$3H7$3#J! $%&! LKO4! :9,3#J!
$%&!3#E3:&#$!*7B!%7H&!7,34&#!I,6*!:3II3E9?$B!3#!I3#:3#J!$%&!7E$3H7$36#!$6JJ?&1!6,!7!:&E3436#!+B!$%&!
A&7,&,!#6$!$6!3#I?7$&!$%&3,!:&H3E&M!
!
4.12 2#! $%34! 3#E3:&#$! $%&! E,&A! *&*+&,4! A&,&! $%,6A#! A&??! E?&7,! 6I! $%&! +67$! :9,3#J! $%&! E7)43T&! 7#:!

A&,&! 46*&! :34$7#E&! 7)7,$M! N%&B! I69#:! $%&*4&?H&4! 3#! %&7HB! 4&74! A%3E%! ,3J%$&:! $%&! +67$! 7J73#M!!
!

N%&!P67$!56R!A74!A74%&:!3#4%6,&!7#:!E?9#J!$6!$%&!,6E@4!9#$3?!A3#E%&:!6II!+B!

%&?3E6)$&,M!N%&!4&E6#:!56R!4A7*!6II4%6,&!7#:!A74!,&4E9&:!+B!+67$M!(%&!%7:!3#J&4$&:!A7$&,!7#:!
,&Z93,&:!*&:3E7?!7$$&#$36#!6#E&!+,69J%$!74%6,&M!N%&!57497?$B!A74!A74%&:!3#4%6,&!A3$%!$%&!+67$!
6#!$6!7!,6E@!?&:J&!$%7$!A74!7A74%!9#:&,!$%&!E?3II4M!(%&!E?9#J!$6!$%&!J,7+!?3#&!6#!$%&!)6,$!+6A!6I!
$%&! +67$1! +9$! A74! ,&)&7$&:?B! A74%&:! 6II! 7#:! A&#$! 9#:&,! A7$&,M! QI$&,! $%,&&! *3#9$&4! 4%&! A74!
A74%&:!6II!7#:!:3:!#6$!4A3*!+7E@!$6!$%&!+67$M!N%&!H3:&6!I66$7J&!4%6A&:!%&,!I7E&!:6A#!A3$%!%&,!
LKO! 9#F3#I?7$&:M! N%&! 57497?$B! &R)&#:&:! &#&,JB! %6?:3#J! 6#! $6! $%&! +67$1! A69?:! %7H&! 3#J&4$&:!
A7$&,! 7#:! ),6+7+?B! ,&E&3H&:! $%&! 3*)7E$! $6! $%&! %&7:! :9,3#J! 6#&! 6I! $%&! )&,36:4! A%&#! 4%&! A74!
49+*&,J&:M!K6??6A3#J!$%&![CQXOQX[!*&447J&!$%&!O!5?744!5674$!897,:!P67$!A74!?79#E%&:!I,6*!
>3?@&&M!N%&,&!34!#6!,&E6,:!6I!7#B!),&F?79#E%!,34@!744&44*&#$!6I!$%&!O!5?744!?79#E%M!N%34!+67$!A74!
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?79#E%&:!3#!43*3?7,!4&7!7#:!A3#:!E6#:3$36#4!74!$%&!O&?$7!D2PM!!!N%&4&!E6#:3$36#4!A&,&!69$43:&!$%&!
6)&,7$36#7?!E7)7+3?3$3&4!7#:!?3*3$4!6I!+6$%!6I!$%&4&!E,7I$M!
()*+,-,.*/,012'*6'Y08'*+4'*)+4*9Y'*5*+4'S'5*6'/34'.0DI1'0-'/34'M4)/*'5341',/'5*6')*81.349'*CC+0DK'[dH@]'
01'/34'@G/3?'01'*++,V,1N'*/'/34'(0*6/'W8*+9'!/*/,01'S'5*6'.0E-0+/*7)4'/0')*81.3'/34'MZ()*66?'S'5*6'5,)),1N'
/0'E*=4'*))'4--0+/6'C066,7)4'/0'+46.84'EY'.0))4*N846'53,)6/'*./,1N'5,/3'984'.*+4'10/'/0'419*1N4+'EY64)-'
0+'*1Y'0/34+'.+45'E4E74+6'01'/34'MZ()*66K'4KNK'S'9,9'10/'41/4+'/34',EE49,*/4'*+4*'534+4'/34'M4)/*'3*9'

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to para
3.11.11, 4.12 and
Appendix 7.3 and
7.7.

.*C6,F49'*6'S'9,9'10/'944E'/3,6'/0'74'6*-4K!
!
TC4+*/,01*)' 2449&4!
!
4.13 N%&!2D58!*7#7J&4!7)),6R3*7$&?B!'..!H6?9#$&&,4!A%3E%!,&Z93,&4!:&:3E7$&:!,&469,E&4!7#:!
4B4$&*4M! c%3?&! #6$! A3$%3#! $%&! 4E6)&! 6I! $%34! ,&)6,$1! A%3E%! 34! I6E94&:! 6#! $%&! E7)43T&!
3#E3:&#$!6#!$%&!/-$%!(&)$&*+&,!-./01!3$!34!,&746#7+?&!$6!E6#E?9:&!$%7$!$%&!E7)7E3$B!6I!$%&!
5674$!897,:!$6!*7#7J&!49E%!7!?7,J&!#9*+&,!6I!H6?9#$&&,4!)?7E&4!7!4$,73#!6#!3$4!7+3?3$B!$6!
*7#7J&!$%&!:7B!$6!:7B!6)&,7$36#4!6I!$%&!E674$7?!9#3$4M!
!
4.14 L,36,! $6! $%&! 3#E3:&#$1! $%&! 2,34%! 5674$! 897,:! %7:! +&&#! 49+e&E$! 6I! $A6! ,&E&#$! 4&)7,7$&!

,&)6,$4]!
!
•

G7?9&! I6,! C6#&B! D&)6,$! )9+?34%&:! 3#! -./-M! N%34! ,&)6,$! *7:&! ,&E6**&#:7$36#4! A3$%!
,&4)&E$! $6! %9*7#! ,&469,E&4! 7#:! $,73#3#J! 6I! )&,46##&?! ;4&&! Q))&#:3R! UM/.! bR$,7E$! I,6*!
G7?9&!I6,!C6#&B!D&)6,$=M!

•

D&)6,$! 3449&:! +B! C7,3$3*&! (QD! a3*3$&:! I6??6A3#J! 7#! 3#E3:&#$! A%&,&! $%&! O3#J?&! 58<! D2P!
E7)43T&:! 3#! Q9J94$! -./dM! N%34! ,&)6,$! *7:&! -.! ,&E6**&#:7$36#4! ;4&&! Q))&#:3R! UM//I6,!
:&$73?=M!
()*+,-,.*/,012'S'5*6'14V4+'E*94'*5*+4'0-'/3464'-,19,1N6K!

!
4.15 N%&!3#H&4$3J7$36#!3#!-./d!:3:!#6$!I3#:!7#B!I6,*7?!,&E6J#3$36#!6I!$%&!4@3??4!,&Z93,&:!I6,!"354!

7#:!O"354!6,!4)&E3I3E!$,73#3#J!),6J,7*!I6,!$%&4&!@&B!)&,46##&?M!N%&!,&)6,$!3#$6!$%&!-./d!
O3#J?&!3#E3:&#$!3:&#$3I3&:!$%&!%3J%!A6,@?67:!7#:!,&4)6#43+3?3$B!6I!$%&!"35!74!I7E$6,4!3#!$%&!
3#E3:&#$M!
!
4.16 N%34!E9,,&#$!3#H&4$3J7$36#!I69#:!f$%7$!$%&,&!A&,&!*7#7J&*&#$!3449&4!3#!$%&!>3?@&&!58<M!Q!

#9*+&,!6I!E6R4A73#4!A3$%!?6E7?!@#6A?&:J&!%7:!?&I$!$%&!9#3$M!N%&,&!A74!#6!?6E7?!7,&7!5674$!
<#3$! (&E$6,! C7#7J&,4! ;5<(C=! I6,! 7! )&,36:! 7#:! $%&! 43$97$36#! %7:! &4E7?7$&:! $6! $%&! )63#$!
$%7$!2D58!%&7:Z97,$&,4!%7:!3#$&,H&#&:!74!:&$73?&:!+&?6AM! '
!

4.17 O9,3#J!$%&!E69,4&!6I!$%34!3#H&4$3J7$36#!$%&!I6??6A3#J!I7E$4!A&,&!&4$7+?34%&:]!
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!
•

W&7:Z97,$&,! *7#7J&,4! +&E7*&! 7A7,&! 6I! *7#7J&*&#$! 3449&4! 7$! $%&! 4$7$36#! 7#:! %&?:! 7!
*&&$3#J!A3$%!$%&!H6?9#$&&,4!3#!Y9?B!-./0M!

!
•

Q!I9,$%&,!*&&$3#J!A74!%&?:!7$!$%&!4$7$36#!6#?B!%69,4!+&I6,&!$%&!I3,4$!E7??!69$!6#!'$%!
(&)$&*+&,! -./0M! 2$! A74! 7##69#E&:! $%7$! $%&! "35! A74! $6! 4$&)! 743:&! 7#:! 9#:&,$7@&!
7#6$%&,! )643$36#! A3$%! $%&! 2D58M! N%&! ),6)64&:! %7#:6H&,! A74! :&I&,,&:! 9#$3?! /-$%!
(&)$&*+&,!-./0!$6!7??6A!I6,!#6$3I3E7$36#!6I!$%&!)&,46##&?!E%7#J&4!$6!CD(5!G7?&#$37!
7#:!6$%&,!,&?&H7#$!)7,$3&4M!

!
4.18 2$! 34! #6,*7?! ),7E$3E&! I6,! 7! 5674$! 897,:! <#3$! $6! E7??! I6,! 74434$7#E&! I,6*! I?7#@3#J!

4$7$36#41!$%,69J%!CD551!A%&#!7::3$36#7?!H6?9#$&&,4!7,&!,&Z93,&:M!O66?3#!,&4)6#:&:!
$6!$%34!,&Z9&4$!6#!$%&!/-%!(&)$&*+&,1!A%3E%!A74!7!C6#:7B1!7!#6,*7?!A6,@3#J!:7BM!
N%&! :&E&74&:! E,&A*&*+&,! A74! I,6*! O66?3#! 7#:! %7:! +,69J%$! %&,! :,B493$! 7#:!
%&?*&$!A3$%!%&,M!(%&!A74!49))?3&:!A3$%!7!LKO!I,6*!$%&!>3?@&&!4$7$36#M!
!
!*-4/Y'#*1*N4E41/'*19'U0)81/44+6'
!
4.19 N%&!2D58!E6#434$4!6I!I9??!$3*&!4$7II!A3$%!%&7:Z97,$&,4!3#!O9+?3#!7#:!A3$%!I9,$%&,!4$7II!
+74&:! 3#! $%&! ,7:36! E&#$,&4! 3#! G7?&#$37! 7#:! C7?3#%&7:M! W6A&H&,1! 3#! E3,E9*4$7#E&4!
49E%! 74! $%64&! :&4E,3+&:! 3#! $%34! ,&)6,$! $%&! 2D58! 34! :&)&#:&#$! 6#! $%&! ,6?&! 6I!
H6?9#$&&,4! A%6! 7,&! +74&:! 3#! $%&! VV! E674$! J97,:! 4$7$36#4! 7,69#:! $%&! E674$M! N%34!
4$,9E$9,&! 6I! I9??! $3*&! 4$7II! *7#7J3#J! H6?9#$&&,4! ?&7:4! $6! E6*)?&R3$B! 3#! $%&! 6H&,7??!
4B4$&*M!
!
4.20 N%&!,&?&H7#$!?&J34?7$36#!3#!,&?7$36#!$6!47I&$B1!%&7?$%!7#:!A&?I7,&!7$!A6,@!3#!2,&?7#:!34!

$%&!(7I&$B1!W&7?$%!7#:!c&?I7,&!7$!c6,@!QE$!-..VM!N%&!W&7?$%!7#:!(7I&$B!Q9$%6,3$B!34!
E7,,B3#J!69$!3$4!6A#!3#H&4$3J7$36#!3#$6!$%&!3#E3:&#$M!
4.21 Q#! &II&E$3H&! (7I&$B! C7#7J&*&#$! (B4$&*! %74! 7$! 3$4! E6,&! 7! I&&:+7E@! *&E%7#34*!

A%3E%! ,&H3&A4! 6)&,7$36#4! 7#:! 7#7?B4&4! $%&*M! 2$! 94&4! 7EE3:&#$! ,&)6,$4! 7#:! 6$%&,!
#6#FE6*)?37#E&4! $6! ,&H3&A! ),6E&:9,&4! 7#:! $6! E6#4$7#$?B! 4&&@! 3*),6H&*&#$M! N%&!
2D58!%7H&!&R)&,3&#E&:!3#E3:&#$4!),&H3694?B!7#:!*64$!#6$7+?B!7!O&?$7!D2P!E7)43T&:!3#!
O3#J?&! 6#! $%&! -V$%! 6I! Q9J94$! -./dM! N%&! 2D58! E7,,3&:! 69$! 7#! 3#$&,#7?! 7EE3:&#$!
3#H&4$3J7$36#!,&)6,$1!$%&!,&E6**&#:7$36#4!6I!A%3E%!7,&!7##&R&:!$6!$%34!,&)6,$M!N%34!
3#E3:&#$! 3#! -./d! %74! *7#B! 7$$,3+9$&4! 43*3?7,! $6! $%&! ),&4&#$! E74&! 7#:! 7! (7I&$B!
C7#7J&*&#$!(B4$&*!4%69?:!&#49,&!$%7$!$%&!,&E6**&#:7$36#4!A69?:!+&!,&H3&A&:!
7#:! 3*)?&*&#$&:M! 2$! 34! 7))7,&#$! $%7$! #6$! 7??! 6I! $%&! ,&E6**&#:7$36#4! A&,&!
3*)?&*&#$&:M! N%&! 2D58! #&&:4! $6! 3*)?&*&#$! 7#! &II&E$3H&! 7#:! I9#E$36#3#J! (7I&$B!
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C7#7J&*&#$!(B4$&*M!
()*+,-,.*/,012'14V4+'E*94'*5*+4'0-'/3,6K'
!

4.22 N%&! 2#$&,#7$36#7?! ($7#:7,:4! ",J7#347$36#1! 2("1! 3#! C7,E%! -/.`! 7:6)$&:! $%&!

2#$&,#7$36#7?!($7#:7,:!2("!dV../]-./`!"EE9)7$36#7?!%&7?$%!7#:!47I&$B!*7#7J&*&#$!
4B4$&*4M!N%&!*73#!&?&*&#$4!6I!$%34!4$7#:7,:!7,&!74!I6??6A4]!
•

2#$&J,7$36#!A3$%!6$%&,!*7#7J&*&#$!4B4$&*4!

•

L,6H3:&!7#!3#$&J,7$&:!7)),67E%!$6!6,J7#3T7$36#7?!*7#7J&*&#$!

•

b#49,&!$%&!6,J7#347$36#!&4$7+?34%&4!E?&7,!)6?3E3&4!A%3E%!7,&!E6*)7$3+?&!
A3$%!$%&!6H&,7??!4$,7$&J3E!6+e&E$3H&4!7#:!:3,&E$36#!6I!$%&!6,J7#347$36#!

•

L,6*6$&!E6#$3#97?!3*),6H&*&#$!7E,644!$%&!6,J7#347$36#!

•

b#7+?&!$%&!6,J7#347$36#!$6!7::,&44!7#:!*7#7J&!,34@!3#!$%&!A6,@)?7E&!

•

56#$&R$!6I!$%&!6,J7#347$36#!

•

<#:&,4$7#:3#J!$%&!#&&:4!7#:!&R)&E$7$36#4!6I!$%&!A6,@&,!7#:!6$%&,!
3#$&,&4$&:!)7,$3&4!

!
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•

a&7:&,4%3)1!E9?$9,&!7#:!E6**3$*&#$!

•

L6?3E&4!?3#@&:!$6!6H&,7??!4$,7$&J3E!6+e&E$3H&4!7#:!:3,&E$36#!6I!$%&!6,J7#347$36#!

•

L7,$3E3)7$36#!7#:!E6#49?$7$36#!

•

D34@!7#:!6))6,$9#3$3&4!

•

L&,I6,*7#E&!&H7?97$36#!

•

bH7?97$36#!6I!E6*)?37#E&!

•

C7#7J&*&#$!,&H3&A!
!
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;c8,CE41/'*19'R+*,1,1N'
!
4.23 N%&! H6?9#$&&,4! A&,&! 49))?3&:! A3$%! 7! 47I&$B! %&?*&$1! 7! :,B493$1! 7#! 3#I?7$7+?&! LKO!
A%3E%! %7:! )6E@&$4! I6,! 7! %7#:%&?:! GWK! ,7:361! 7! I?7,&1! 7! L&,46#7?! a6E7$6,! P&7E6#!
;LaP=1!7!@#3I&!7#:!7!47I&$B!?3I&?3#&M!
!
4.24 2#!-./S1!#&A!%&?*&$4!7#:!:,B493$4!A&,&!),6H3:&:!$6!+6$%!O66?3#!7#:!f>3?@&&!58<4M!

N%&,&! A74! #6! &H3:&#E&! 6I! I6,*7?! 3#4$,9E$36#! 6,! $,73#3#J! 3#! $%&! 94&! 6I! $%34!
&Z93)*&#$M! K9??! 3#4$,9E$36#4! I6,! 94&! 7#:! E7,&! 6I! $%34! &Z93)*&#$! A74! 7H73?7+?&! $6!
2D58!4$7II!7#:!H6?9#$&&,4!6#!7#!3#$&,#7?!bR$,7#&$M!
!
!

()*+,-,.*/,012'14V4+'N,V41'*..466'/0'/34'S1/4+1*)';D/+*14/K'

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

4.25 b7E%! 47I&$B! %&?*&$! %7:! 7#! 3##&,! 73,! +?7::&,! A%3E%! 34! :&43J#&:! $6! +&! 3#I?7$&:! $6!

&#49,&! 7! ),6)&,! I3$! 6#! $%&! A&7,&,f4! %&7:M! N%&! %&?*&$! *7#9I7E$9,&,f4! 3#4$,9E$36#4!
E6#I3,*! $%7$! 3#I?7$36#! 6I! $%&! +?7::&,! 34! &44&#$37?! $6! 7! ),6)&,! I3$! 6I! $%&! %&?*&$! 7#:!
$%7$!$%&!4$,7)!744&*+?B!*94$!+&!),6)&,?B!4&E9,&:!7#:!7:e94$&:!;4&&!Q))&#:3R!UM/-!
5674$! 897,:! I3$$3#J! 7#:! %7#:?3#J! 3#4$,9E$36#4=M! Q??! $%,&&! E,&A*&*+&,4! ?64$! $%&3,!
%&?*&$4!A%&#!$%&B!A&,&!$%,6A#!I,6*!$%&!O&?$7!D2PM!NA6!6I!$%&!%&?*&$4!,&E6H&,&:!
7I$&,!$%&!3#E3:&#$!:3:!#6$!%7H&!$%&!3##&,!73,!+?7::&,M!N%&!57497?$B!49II&,&:!7!%&7:!
3#e9,B!:9,3#J!$%&!3#E3:&#$!A%3E%!*7B!%7H&!E6#$,3+9$&:!$6!%&,!3#7+3?3$B!$6!,&$9,#!$%&!
H&44&?!7I$&,!+&3#J!A74%&:!7A7BM!
!

4.26 N%&! C7,3#&! (7I&$B! W&?*&$! :6E9*&#$7$36#! 4$7$&4! $%7$! 3$! E6*)?3&4! A3$%! L9+?3E?B!

QH73?7+?&! ()&E3I3E7$36#! LQ(! .-`]-..-! I6,! *7,3#&! 47I&$B! %&?*&$4M! N%34! 4)&E3I3E7$36#!
4)&E3I3&4!$%&!,&Z93,&*&#$4!I6,!*7,3#&!47I&$B!%&?*&$4!I6,!94&!+B!6EE9)7#$4!6I!4*7??1!
I74$! E,7I$M! Q?46! 3#E?9:&:! 3#! $%34! 4)&E3I3E7$36#! 7,&! *7#:7$6,B! ,&Z93,&*&#$4! $%7$! 7,&!
4)&E3I3E!$6!$%&!*7,3#&!&#H3,6#*&#$!I6,!$%&!%&?*&$!$6!+&!)643$3H&?B!+96B7#$M!
!
4.26 N%&! 3#I?7$7+?&! LKO4! $%7$! A&,&! 49))?3&:! $6! $%&! 2D58! A&,&! C9??36#! [D&4E9&! d..! (&7I6,E&!

G&4$[!*6:&?M!N%&4&!E6*),34&:!7!A734$E67$!$B)&!e7E@&$!A3$%!$A6!$B)&4!6I!+96B7#EBM!!\6#F
3#I?7$&:1! $%&! e7E@&$! ),6H3:&:! V.! \&A$6#4! 6I! +96B7#EBM! N%&! 4$7#:7,:4! $6! A%3E%! $%&!
?3I&e7E@&$4!E6#I6,*&:!A&,&!b\!2("!/-d.-F(;#6#F3#I?7$&:=!7#:!b\!2("!/-d.-F0!;3#I?7$&:=!74!
7! ()&E37?! L9,)64&! LKOM! \6#&! 6I! $%&! E,&A*&*+&,4! 3#I?7$&:! $%&3,! ?3I&e7E@&$4! I6,! *7R3*9*!
+96B7#EB! 7I$&,! $%&B! A&,&! $%,6A#! 3#! $%&! A7$&,M! Q! I9??B! 3#I?7$&:! ?3I&e7E@&$! E7#! ,&:9E&!
4A3**3#J!7#:!*7#6&9H,7+3?3$B!7#:!*7B!%7H&!+&&#!7!I7E$6,!3#!7!A&7,&,f4!:&E3436#4!#6$!$6!
3#I?7$&M!
!

!
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4.27 Q??! 2D58! +67$! E,&A! *94$! 7$$&#:! $%&! +&4)6@&! )&,46#7?! 49,H3H7?! 4@3??4! 7#:! E7)43T&! E69,4&M!

Q?$%69J%! 7??! $%&! E,&A! %7:! 7$$&#:&:! $%34! E69,4&1! 6#?B! 6#&! 6I! $%&! 49,H3H3#J! E,&A*&*+&,4!
%7:!:6#&!46!,&E&#$?B!943#J!$%&!E9,,&#$!LLb!7#:!49,H3H7?!&Z93)*&#$M!Q$!),&4&#$!2D58!E,&A4!
7,&! ,&Z93,&:! $6! 7$$&#:! $%34! E69,4&! 6#?B! 6#E&M! Q4! $%34! 34! 4)&E37?34&:! $,73#3#J! 7#:! %7,:! $6!
,&)?3E7$&! :9,3#J! ,69$3#&! $,73#3#J! 6#! $%&! +74&4! $%&,&! 34! 7! E74&! $6! +&! *7:&! I6,! I,&Z9&#$!
,&I,&4%&,41!)7,$3E9?7,?B!A%&#!#&A!&Z93)*&#$!34!3#$,6:9E&:M!
!
X0*/6'"649'
!
4.28 N%&!2D58!O&?$7!D2P!A74!+&3#J!94&:!$6!E7,,B!$%,&&!H6?9#$&&,4!3#!A%7$!A74!3#3$37??B!7!4&7,E%!

7#:!,&4E9&!6)&,7$36#M!Q$!#6!4$7J&!6#!$%&!/-$%!6I!(&)$&*+&,!A74!$%&!#7$9,&!6I!$%&!*34436#!
E?&7,?B!:&I3#&:M!N%&!E7,,37J&!6I!)&,46##&?!6#!+67$4!34!,&J9?7$&:!3#!2,&?7#:!+B!*&7#4!6I!$%&!
C&,E%7#$!(%3))3#J!QE$4M!N%&!4$7$94!6I!$%&!)&6)?&!+&3#J!E7,,3&:!:&)&#:4!6#!$%&!#7$9,&!6I!
$%&!*34436#M!2$!E7#!+&!E6#43:&,&:!$%7$!:9,3#J!7!(QD!6)&,7$36#!$%7$!7??!&II6,$4!*94$!+&!*7:&!
$6! 47H&! ?3I&! E6**&#49,7$&! A3$%! $%&! 47I&$B! 6I! $%&! ,&4E9&! +67$! E,&AM! W6A&H&,1! $%&! 2D58!
+67$4! 7,&! #6$! H&44&?4! 6I! 6))6,$9#3$B! 74! $%&B! 7,&! :34)&,4&:! $%,69J%69$! $%&! E674$! 3#! 7!
)?7##&:!*7##&,!$6!+&!,&7:3?B!7H73?7+?&!I6,!49E%!94&4M!N%&,&I6,&1!$%&B!4%69?:!+&!47I&!7#:!
E6*)?B!A3$%!7??!7))?3E7+?&!4$7$9$6,B!,&Z93,&*&#$4M!N%&4&!+67$4!4%69?:!%6?:!)744&#J&,!+67$!
?3E&#E&4!6,!?67:!?3#&!&R&*)$36#!E&,$3I3E7$&4M!2#!$%34!E74&1!74!$%&B!A&,&!+&3#J!94&:!I6,!4&7,E%!
6)&,7$36#41!3$!34!E6#43:&,&:!$%7$!$%&!H&44&?4!4%69?:!%7H&!%&?:!)744&#J&,!+67$!?3E&#E&4M!
!

4.29 2$!A74!#6$&:!3#!$%34!3#H&4$3J7$36#!$%7$!$%&!I3R&:!GWK!,7:36!3#4$7??7$36#!6#!$%&!O&?$7!D2P!A74!

#6$!6)&,7$36#7?M!N%&!H6?9#$&&,4!A&,&!7A7,&!6I!$%34!7#:!E7,,3&:!7!%7#:%&?:!GWK!6#!5%7##&?!
/0M!W6A&H&,1!7??!H&44&?4!I3$$&:!A3$%!7!GWK!,7:36!3#4$7??7$36#!*94$!%6?:!7!4%3)f4!,7:36!4$7$36#!
?3E&#E&!7#:!$%&!6)&,7$6,4!*94$!%6?:!$%&!7)),6),37$&!6)&,7$6,4!E&,$3I3E7$&M!Q::3$36#7??B1!$%&!
2D58!O&?$7!D2P!4%69?:!%7H&!%&?:!7!)744&#J&,!+67$!?3E&#E&!7#:!$%34!,&Z93,&4!$%7$!$%&!,7:36!
3#4$7??7$36#!34!E6,,&E$?B!3#4$7??&:1!I3$$&:!7#:!6)&,7$36#7?M!
!
'
A45'R4.310)0N,46'
!
4.30 N%&! :&E3436#! $6! ?79#E%! $%&! O&?$7! D2P! 7#:! $6! :&)?6B! E?3II! $&7*4! A74! +74&:! 6#! $,7:3$36#7?!
A7B4!6I!E7,,B3#J!69$!4&7,E%!7#:!,&4E9&!*34436#4!7#:!,&E6H&,B!6)&,7$36#4M!<43#J!+67$4!7#:!
$&7*4! )?7E&4! H6?9#$&&,4! 3#! %7T7,:694! 43$97$36#4! 7#:! ,&Z93,&4! &R$&#43H&! ,34@! *7#7J&*&#$!
7#:!47I&$B!),6E&:9,&4M!
!
Q!I9#:7*&#$7?!$&#&$!f6I!47I&$B!*7#7J&*&#$!4B4$&*4!34!$6!4&&@!$6!7H63:!$7@3#J!7!,34@!
3I! )6443+?&M! ! \&A! $&E%#6?6J3&4! 49E%! 74! :,6#&4! *7B! ),6H3:&! 7?$&,#7$3H&! *&7#4! 6I!
4&7,E%3#J1!)7,$3E9?7,?B!3#!,&E6H&,B!6)&,7$36#4!A%&,&!$%&B!E69?:!+&!7#!&II&E$3H&!A7B!
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$6! ,&:9E&! ,34@4! $6! H6?9#$&&,4! 7#:! 6$%&,! &*&,J&#EB! 4&,H3E&4M! 2#! $%34! 3#E3:&#$1! $%&!
*3443#J!)&,46#!%7:!+&&#!,&)6,$&:!*3443#J!I,6*!$%&!E?3II4!6#!'$%!(&)$&*+&,!7#:!$%&!
?3@&?3%66:! 6I! 7! ,&4E9&! I,6*! $%&! 4&71! ,7$%&,! $%7#! 7! ,&E6H&,B! 43$97$36#1! A74! H&,B!
?3*3$&:M!
!
!

!
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5.

(TA(Q"!STA!'

!
!
!4*+.3'*19'%46.84'*19'%4.0V4+Y'TC4+*/,01'
!
5.1
N%&!2,34%!\7$36#7?!(&7,E%!7#:!D&4E9&!K,7*&A6,@!:6&4!#6$!),6H3:&!7:&Z97$&!E?7,3$B!3#!
,&?7$36#!$6!4&7,E%!7#:!,&E6H&,B!6)&,7$36#4!74!$6!A%&#!7!4&7,E%!7#:!,&4E9&!6)&,7$36#!
+&E6*&4!7!4&7,E%!7#:!,&E6H&,B!6)&,7$36#!6,!7$!7#B!6I!$%&!3#$&,*&:37$&!4$7J&4M!
!
5.2

N%&!E,3$&,37!I6,!:&$&,*3#3#J!$%&!,&4)6#4&!$6!,&E6H&,B!6)&,7$36#4!74!6))64&:!$6!4&7,E%!
7#:!,&4E9&!7#:!$%&!7)),6),37$&!,&4)6#4&4!A&,&!#6$!E?&7,?B!:&I3#&:M!N%34!34!&4)&E37??B!3#!
3#E3:&#$4!A%&,&!4&7,E%!7#:!,&E6H&,B!6)&,7$36#4!$7@&!)?7E&!E?64&!$6!E?3II4!7#:!3#!49,I!
E6#:3$36#4M!!

!
5.3

''
N%&!#&&:!$6!:&)?6B1!7#:!$%&!7E$3H3$3&4!$6!+&!E7,,3&:!69$!+B1!$%&!E?3II!4&7,E%!$&7*4!
7#:!+67$4!3#!4&7,E%!7#:!,&E6H&,B!6)&,7$36#4!A74!#6$!7:&Z97$&?B!E6#43:&,&:M!

!
5.4

N%&!94&!6I!#&A!$&E%#6?6J3&4!6,!7?$&,#7$3H&!*&7#4!6I!E7,,B3#J!69$!4&7,E%!7#:!,&E6H&,B!
6)&,7$36#4!A74!#6$!7:&Z97$&?B!E6#43:&,&:M!!
>)4*64'.)*+,-Y'53*/'145'/4.310)0N,46b'''

!

5.5

N%&! E,3$&,37! I6,! 6H&,43J%$! 6I! >3?@&&! 4$7$36#! $6! &#49,&! $%7$! 3$! *&$! ),&F:&$&,*3#&:!
6)&,7$36#7?! ,&7:3#&44! A&,&! #6$! &4$7+?34%&:M! N%&,&! A74! #6! &H3:&#E&! 6I! 7#B! &II&E$3H&!
*7#7J&*&#$! 4B4$&*! 3#! )?7E&! A3$%! 7446E37$&:! 6H&,43J%$! $6! &#49,&! $%7$! 3$! *&$! $%&4&!
E,3$&,37!+&I6,&!$%&!6)&,7$36#!A74!$74@&:M!

!

5.6

N%&! [N,3)?&! a6E@! (B4$&*[! $6! :&E3:&! 6#! ?79#E%3#J! 7! +67$! A74! #6$! 7:&Z97$&?B! 4&$! 69$M!
\&3$%&,! $%&! ,6?&4! 7#:! ,&4)6#43+3?3$3&41! #6,! $%&! 7EE&)$7#E&! E,3$&,37! I6,! ?79#E%3#J! +&I6,&!
&7E%!?79#E%!A&,&!7:&Z97$&?B!:6E9*&#$&:M!

!

5.7

N%&!O&?$7!D2P!A74!94&:!69$43:&!6I!$%&!2D58f4!6A#!:&I3#&:!6)&,7$36#7?!?3*3$4M!

!
!
M4)/*'%SX'S66846'
!
5.8
N%&!O&?$7!D2P!A74!#6$!?3E&#4&:!6,!E&,$3I3&:!3#!7EE6,:7#E&!A3$%!$%&!4$7$9$6,B!,&Z93,&*&#$4!
I6,!$%&!7E$3H3$3&4!3#!A%3E%!3$!A74!&#J7J&:M!
!

5.9

N%&!O&?$7!D2P!:3:!#6$!%6?:!$%&!,&Z93,&:!4%3)f4!,7:36!4$7$36#!?3E&#E&M!

!
5.10 N%&!O&?$7!D2P!P67$!56R!:3:!#6$!%6?:!$%&!,&Z93,&:!4$7$9$6,B!6)&,7$6,f4!?3E&#E&M!N%34!34!7!

*7#:7$6,B!4$7$9$6,B!Z97?3I3E7$36#!7#:!34!4&)7,7$&!$6!7#B!$,73#3#J!),6H3:&:!+B!$%&!2D58M!
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!
!*-4/Y'#*1*N4E41/'S66846'
!
5.11 N%&!E7)43T&!6I!$%&!>3?@&&!O&?$7!D3+!6EE9,,&:!A3$%3#!7!A3:&,!E6#$&R$!6I!47I&$B!*7#7J&*&#$!3#!$%&!
5674$!897,:!74!7!A%6?&M!c%3?&!$%34!3#H&4$3J7$36#!,&)6,$!I6E94&4!6#!$%&!4)&E3I3E!>3?@&&!O&?$7!D3+!
57497?$B!3$!34!#&E&447,B!$6!E6#43:&,!46*&!6I!$%&!A3:&,!E6#$&R$!A3$%3#!A%3E%!3$!6EE9,,&:M!2$!34!E?&7,!
I,6*!$%&!7#7?B434!$%7$!$%&,&!7,&!7!#9*+&,!6I!4)&E3I3E!3449&4!A%3E%!E6#$,3+9$&:!$6!$%&!O&?$7!D2P!
E7)43T&M! b7E%! 6I! $%&4&! 3449&4! ,&Z93,&4! $6! +&! 7::,&44&:! 74! A&??! 74! 7::,&443#J! $%&! 6H&,7??! A3:&,!
4B4$&*3E!3449&4M!
!
5.12 N%&! 2D58! :6&4! #6$! %7H&! 7#! &II&E$3H&! (7I&$B! C7#7J&*&#$! (B4$&*! 74! :&*6#4$,7$&:! +B! ,&E&#$!

3#E3:&#$4!7#:!$%&!,&49?$3#J!,&E6**&#:7$36#4!A%3E%!,&*73#!69$4$7#:3#JM!
!
5.13 "#!/-$%!(&)$&*+&,!$%&!5674$!897,:!P67$!;58P=!A74!?79#E%&:!3#!E6#:3$36#4!A%3E%!A&,&!69$43:&!

$%&! 6)&,7$36#7?! ?3*3$4! 6I! $%&! H&44&?M! 2#49II3E3&#$! E6#43:&,7$36#! A74! J3H&#! $6! $%&! #&E&443$B! 7#:!
&II&E$3H&#&44!6I!7!+67$!6)&,7$36#M!N%&,&!A&,&!E,3$3E7?!:&I3E3&#E3&4!A3$%!$%&!+67$f4!E6**9#3E7$36#!
7#:!#7H3J7$36#!&Z93)*&#$M!
()*+,-,.*/,012')0.*)'.019,/,016'54+4'10/'08/6,94'0-'/34'0C4+*/,1N'C*+*E4/4+6'0-'/34'M4)/*'%SX'*19'90'10/'
*CC4*+'/0'3*V4'7441'/*=41',1/0'*..081/'*1Y534+4'5,/3,1'/3,6'+4C0+/K!
5.14 N%&!2D58!:3:!#6$!I7E$6,!3#!$%&!),36,3$B!#6,!#&E&443$B!6I!?79#E%3#J!7!58P!I6,!7!,&E6H&,B!6)&,7$36#!

MCIB RESPONSE:
Certain paragraphs
have been amended
for clarity. Please
refer to 2.1.2, 2.6,
3.5, 3.11, 3.11.1,
3.11.2, 4.3, 4.4,
4.8, 5.6, 5.7, 5.14,
and Appendices 7.2,
7.6 and 7.8.

3#!$%&!E3,E9*4$7#E&4!:&4E,3+&:!3#!$%34!,&)6,$1!#6,!:3:!3$!E6#43:&,!$%&!&II&E$3H&#&44!6I!7!58P!3#!$%&!
4&7,E%M!
!
VM/0! Q??! 5674$! 897,:! 6)&,7$36#7?! 3#4$,9E$36#4! 7#:! ),6E&:9,&4! 7,&! 7H73?7+?&! $6! 7??! H6?9#$&&,! 6#! $%&!
5674$!897,:f4!bR$,7#&$!4B4$&*M!
!

()*+,-,.*/,012'14V4+'N,V41'*..466'/0'/34';D/+*14/'!Y6/4EK!

MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted.

!
!

!
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6.

!$P;R&'%;(T##;AM$RSTA!!

'
'
6.1

N%&!C3#34$&,!I6,!N,7#4)6,$1!N69,34*!7#:!()6,$!4%69?:!,&H3&A!$%&!2,34%!\7$36#7?!(&7,E%!7#:!
D&4E9&!K,7*&A6,@!$6!&#49,&]!
•

N%&! E,3$&,37! I6,! :&$&,*3#3#J! $%&! ,&4)6#4&! $6! ,&E6H&,B! 6)&,7$36#41! 74! 6))64&:! $6!
4&7,E%!7#:!,&4E9&1!34!E?&7,?B!:&I3#&:!7#:!$%&!7)),6),37$&!,&4)6#4&4!$6!:&H&?6)*&#$4!
:9,3#J!7#!6)&,7$36#!4%69?:!+&!4&$!69$!E?&7,?BM!

•

N%&!E,3$&,37!I6,!$74@3#J!7#:!?79#E%3#J!5674$!897,:!+67$4!34!,&H3&A&:!7#:!E?&7,?B!
:6E9*&#$&:M!

!
6.2

N%&!2D58!4%69?:]!

!
•

b#49,&!$%7$!$%&!2,34%!\7$36#7?!C7,3$3*&!(&7,E%!7#:!D&4E9&!K,7*&A6,@!34!&*+&::&:!
3#!$%&!6)&,7$36#!6I!7??!7E$3H3$3&4!A3$%3#!$%&!2D58!

•

2*)?&*&#$! 7! E6*),&%&#43H&! (7I&$B! C7#7J&*&#$! (B4$&*! $6! 7::,&44! $%&! 47I&$B!
*7#7J&*&#$!3449&4!3:&#$3I3&:!3#!$%34!,&)6,$M!N%34!4%69?:!E6*)?B!A3$%!$%&!7)),6),37$&!
3#$&,#7$36#7?! 4$7#:7,:4! 7#:! 4%69?:! 7::,&44! 7??! 74)&E$4! 6I! $%&! *7#7J&*&#$! 6I! $%&!
2D58!3#E?9:3#J!H6?9#$&&,41!$%&3,!*7#7J&*&#$1!7))63#$*&#$!7#:!$,73#3#JM!

•

<#:&,$7@&!,&J9?7,!79:3$4!7#:!J6H&,#7#E&!,&H3&A4!6I!$%&!C7#7J&*&#$!(B4$&*M!

•

Q??! H&44&?4! 6)&,7$&:! +B! $%&! 2D58! 4%69?:! E6*)?B! A3$%! $%&! 4$7$9$6,B! ,&Z93,&*&#$4! 6I!
$%&!C&,E%7#$!(%3))3#J!QE$4!3#E?9:3#J!E,&A!Z97?3I3E7$36#4M!

!
!
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$>>;AMS(;!!
'
'
'
7.1 G&44&?!()&E3I3E7$36#!6#!:&?3H&,B!3#!-..S!
!
7.2 5674$!897,:!P67$!")&,7$36#7?!57)7+3?3$3&4!7#:!a3*3$4!;O&?$7!D2P=!
!
7.3 5674$!897,:!P67$!")&,7$36#7?!57)7+3?3$3&4!7#:!a3*3$4!;O!5?744=!
!
7.4 5%7,$!6I!7,&7!6I!3#E3:&#$!
!
7.5 C&$!b3,&7##!c&7$%&,!D&)6,$!
!
7.6 L,&Fa79#E%!O6E9*&#$!I6,!/4$!?79#E%!
!
7.7 N,3)?&!a6E@!(B4$&*!
!
7.8 L,&Fa79#E%!O6E9*&#$!I6,!-#:!?79#E%!
!
7.9 2,34%!5674$!897,:!(QD!b*&,J&#EB!5%&E@?34$!
!
7.10 bR$,7E$!I,6*!G7?9&!I6,!C6#&B!D&)6,$!
!
7.11 bR$,7E$!I,6*!O3#J?&!57)43T&!D&)6,$!
!
7.12 5674$!897,:!C7,3#&!(7I&$B!W&?*&$!I3$$3#J!7#:!%7#:?3#J!3#4$,9E$36#4!
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MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes the
contents of this
correspondence.
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Correspondence 8.9 Correspondence from Minister for Transport, Tourism & Sport
and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes the
contents of this
correspondence.
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